PORTLAND
ESTABLISHED JUNE
KPECI.U.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE

Cure Your Corns
USING

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

School for Young Ladies and Children,

BY

—

Com, Wart & Bdiuod Solvent,

Entirely harmless; is not a eanstle.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous

without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
BB^A CURE IS GCARANTPKn M
Price U3 cento.
For sale by nil Ornggi.to.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its valne.
Ask for Scblotterberk’* Corn and Wart
Solvent and take se other,
uovSS

sndtf

RARE OLD ENGLISH

STORE

BOOKS.

—WILL RE-OPEN—

Arithmetic is taught by the Princ., «1 and special
hes.
given to all English bra
Occasional lectures will be given d
lug the year
upon subjects eonn. cted with the sc! ol work and
there will be the following courses of ..enty lectures
each; on Phyniolog,, by I>k. Sabi h Ellen Palmer; on Nntural History, by OR. Charles 1).
Smith; on the Hi-iory ol Art bv Mrs. Caswell;
in the Crench l.nuguage by MONS. DePoyen.
For circulars and to engage seats apply at 96
Park street, after Aug 10th. Mrs. Cs well will be
attention is

mediately.

au£20

sndtf

LOHT AND FOUND.

Left or Lost-$2.00 Keward.
parka#* of Clothing. Friday, I7tb.
Abov* will be paid if left at the Press Of*«•
aug26d3t
A

To show the value of

developing

INDICATIONS

THE

FOR

es-

HOSPITAL

Of Seventy Beds.
Forty

Beds for Diseased and Orphan Infants from the Sorh End Mission
District.
Treatment and Food.

NEXT

by a physician,
The ablest writers

on Cholera-Infantum
recognize
poisoning, showing the cause of the
in
iufants
great mortality
brought up by hand.
This is confirmed by results at a leading Nursery
We
extract
from their last report: ‘“Of
Hospital.
the twenty-seven bottle babies twenty-four died
the
daring
year.”

milk

Northerly

winds

prevail

in

New

England,

Middle and South Atlantic States, Tennessee

and Ohio valley, north to southeast winds in
the Lake region, and upper Mississippi valley.
Southerly winds in the Missouri valley; elsewhere the winds are variable.
The temperature has fallen in New England, South Atlantic States, Lake region and
east Gulf States, and risen in the Missouri
Local rains have fallen in the South
valley.
Atlantic and east Gulf States; elsewhere fair
weather prevails.
Fair weather is indicated in New England,
the Middle Atlantic States and lower Lake reI
gion on Monday and Tuesday, with stationary
or lower temperature.
Local rains are indicated on Tuesday in the upper Lake region,
with rising temperature.

Troop* Break Camp Saturday—Winner*
Prizes.

Augusta, Aug. 25.—The muster came to au
end this morning, the troops breaking camp at
7 50 o’clock, and soon alter boarding the trains
for home. At the company team match this
morning the Frontier Guards of Eaatport carried off the silken scarf by a score of 247 out
of a possible 350.
The badge for the champion marksmen, presented by Col. Farrington, was won by E. J.
Cram, Co. D, 1st Regiment, and Benj. Conley,
Co. E, 2d Regiment. This has been the most
war.

WASHINGTON.
The Comiuionersbip of Patent*.

Washington, Aug. 25—Mr. Mitchell of
New Britain, Conn., is again spoken of in
connection with the Commissionership of Patents, for, notwithstanding Mr. Marble’s qualified denial of his intention of resigning there
are

THOSE

WantinG
HATS
CAN SEE
A FINE

SelectioN
TO-DAY
Some 25 Different Stylesall New Shapes.

NEW YORK
Crashed in n Tunnel.
Poughkeep ie, Aug. 26.—Three young men,
Freeman
and Henry L. Mitchell of
Nathan
Cambridge, Mass., and a stranger said to have
been a waiter in the Parker House, Boston,
got on top of a sleeping of the iraia which left
New York on the New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad at 9 o'clock last evening while it lay at Peekekill, their purpose being to steal a ride to Albany. While the train
was passsug through Roa Hook tunnel Mitchell and the ankuown man had their skulls
crushed by striking the toD ol the tunnel.
Freeman was not injured. The bodies of the
two men were taken off at this station and will
be buried in the cemetery here.
Terms to America* Rapid Operators.
New York, Aug. 26.—The American Rapid
employes have been notified that all the advantages accorded them during the strike,
when
the company acceded to their demands, have been revoked. They will hereafter receive the old rates of wages paid before
the strike, and will be required to work the
same number of hours.
The Maine Lumber Raft Roaches New
York.
New York, Aug. 26—The big raft from
Maine passed Bafely through Hell Gate last
night and was towed down the East river to
the Erie basin, where it arrived in good order
at 6 o’clock this morning.
During the forenoon hundreds have visited it.

.Michigan’s Greenback Governor Charged
with Fraud.

Chicago, Aug. 25. -Charges have been
brought against Got. Begole of Michigan that

be has defrauded tbe widow of his son and
1000 acres of laDd from
him.

fraudulently procured

MERRY,
TIl©

Hatter,
237 Middle Street.

The Mackerel Fleet.
N. H., Aug. 25.—Officers of
the U. 8. Fish Commission steamer Albatross,
which arrived here to-day, reports having
counted one hundred and forty sail in the eastern mackerel fleet, crnising aronnd Mt. Desert. Some of the fleet have started for the
Gulf, after mackerel.

Portsmouth,

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
aag25

eodtl

ART GOODS
IN

GREAT_VARIETY.

Artists’ Materials,
—

AJO>

—

Sketching Outfits
for

all branches, at

AlgernonStubbs’
Tempi©

A

Street.

large assortment of Engravings, Photos, Art
Goods, Novelties too nmmerous to mention. &£n
Framing in all the leading s yles.
Gold. Bronze, Plush. &c.
Great
inducements
*
offered.
(Old Ntand ttiuhbn Broe.)

Minor

Telegrams.

There were iw9Dty-two deaths from cholera
in Alexandria Saturday. It is reported the disease has baoken out in Sumatra.
A rumor in Dublin Friday night that Earl
Spencer bad been assassinated caused great
excitement. Tbe story turned oat to be entire-

ly groundless.
Tbe King of Dahoney has liberated the garrison of a Portuguese fort on condition that tbe
place shall not be ceded to Eogland.
Parnell will contest the county of Devon at
the next election fur members of Parliament.
Rioting between Orangemen and Catholics at
Coatbridge, Scotland, was renewed Saturday.
Twenty-two persons were arrested.
Tbe Pittsburg Glassgatbiners Assembly has
seceded from the Knights of Labor.
The chairman of tbe Republican State committee of Pennsylvania has issued a circular
askiDg for contributions to the campaign fund
and stating that the present laws of tbe United
States and of Pennsylvania prohibiting tbe assessment of office holders should be faithfully
observed.
Miss S. L. E. Gilmett, proprietress of tbe
School Btreet diuiug rooms in Brockton, feeling ill Friday evening'took, as she supposed, a
dose of medicine, which afterwards proved to
be rat poisou. Medical assistance was immediately summoned, bat it is feared she cannot
recover.

Mr. Wm. Rockefeller's doable team, Cleora

W.W. SHARPE A CO.,

Advertising Airents,
, PtltK BOW,

IVKW'IOBK

Ad vertlremen is written appropriately dleplaye
and proofs given, free of charge.
The leading liaily and Weealy hewBpapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on tile for theaccommodatkm of Advertisers.

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted m the “Maine State
Press < which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $ .00 per square for first insertion
and 6C cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

RAILROAD MATTERS.
Conditional Purchase of the Southeastern Railroad.

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

indications that he will voluntarily surrender the commissionership on the return of the
President, or goon thereafter, to engage in a
more lucrative occupation.
Mr. Mitchell is a
lawyer of large experience in' patent matters
aud
is
Senator Platt,
warmly
Beds
supported
for
by
Women with Chronic
Thirty
chairman of the Senate committee on patents,
Disease
Senators Anthony, Hawley, Aldrich and other New Euglanders.
A circumstance which
Treatment
Murdock’s Liquid Food and Common Food.
gives color to the belief that Mr. Marble really
does intend to resign is tbe fact that be recentAny physician who has a worthy case that will
ly engaged a fine suite of offices and has furaot yield to treatment can have a bed
assigned if nished them quite expensively.
any are vacant.
Civil Service Buie* in the Treasury.
Any physician can visit our hospital from 10 a
The first apDointment in the Treasnry DeM. to 6 p. m. daily, by apj
lying at our office.
partment under jthe new civil service rales
Patients can receive any clergyman they may prewas made today to fill a $900
vacancy in the
fer. Our attending physicians are members of the
National Bank of Redemption Agency of the
Massachusetts aLd Suffolk District Medical Socle*
Treasurer’s office.
The Civil Service Commissioners certified the names of the four latiee.
dies
to the Ac ing Secretary of the Treasury,
will
be
Monthly reports
published of the condi- who selected that of
Miss Mary F. Hoyt,
tion of all patients.
which was the first on the list.
At the request of any physician who has not tried
Ben. Crook and the Indian Captive*.
our Extract, and would like to do
so, we will deliver
Gen. Crook, in referring to-the letter of
sample bottle to the express in Boston, free.
We
Gov. Terroza of Chirahnahna, regarding tbe
will also send, free by mall, essays from medical sopnnisbment of 'be Indians recently caotnred,
cieties and testimonials from hospitals and physi*
said be sympathized with tbe object of Gov.
Terroza in securing tbe future welfare of the
elans, of chronic cases treated with Liquid Food.
of both countries, but tbe Indians are
Food
people
is Beef. Mutton, and Fruits, raw,
Liqued
now prisoners, and
surrendered with the uncondensed many fold, aun free of insoluble matter.
derstanding that past misdeeds would not be
It can be retained when the stomach is so weak
punished, provided they behave themselves in
that it will refuse water, furnishing nutrition withthe future.
out the labor of digestion, making blood faster than
Hrewemand the Bevenue.
all preparations known. It is the only food that !
It was noticed a short time since that the
will relieve the consumptives from hunger.
Internal Revenue Bureau would hereafter
Ask your druggists for Essays and Testimonials
require a statement under oath from brewers
from Medical Societies, Hospitals and Physicians,
giving tbe ingredients used by them in tl e
manufacture and adulteration of beer. Mr.
16
loz.,
cts.; 6oz„ 65 cts.; 12 oz., $1.00.
Lewis Schiade, attorney of the Brewers’ AssoauQ
tfM
ciation, subsequently called upon tbe Commissioner of Internal Revenue and made the
point that there was no provision of law authorizing the Commissioner to demand such a
statement, aDd the Commissioner seems to
have been convinced by the arguments of
Schiade, as the latter has sent a notice to the
brewers that it is entirely optional with them
whether to make ont a statement of materials
used by them, and asserts that the Commissioner has so admitted.
Operations of the JIoon*hiner*.
Commis8iouer Evans reports that the revenue < fficers still continue to experience some
trouble iu breaking up tbe ‘‘Moonshine” distillers of Tennessee and North Carolina.
He
says that be bas no idea that illicit distilling
will ever be fully stopped in the mountain regions of the States.
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THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t Offiok Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D. C.
j
AugUBt 27, 1 A.M.
For New England,
Fair weather, winds mostly northerly, risiDg
barometer, stationary temperature.

aud Independence, trotted at Charter Oak
Park Saturday for a record, making a mile in
2.1(11-2. Their previous record of 2.IS 3-4 was
made at Fleetwood Park.
By the failing of a scaffold at the King of
Bavaria's new palace at Lake Chiem, twentyeight workmen have been killed and seventeen injured.
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successful muster held iu the State since the

Murdock’s Liquid Food, vritb Oat or Barley gruel
of the density of mil k. To each wine-glass add one
quarter to one half teaspoonful Liquid Food.
Not a case of Cholet
lift» turn known during the
last three years where ijiquiu Food has been used!
nor death from Cholera-Infantum when
prescribed

now as

eodtoctl

PORTLAND

Published every "day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLANI> PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange St., Portland, Mu.
A Rumored Plot to Kidnap the
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers. Seven Hollars a Year, If paid In advance.
President.
Hates of Advertising: One Inch of space, the
length of column, eonstltntes a "square.”
$1,60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or legs, $1.00, continuDesperadoes Hovering' Near fellowing every othdf day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents; one
stone Park.
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
|
Special Notices, oue-thi d additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and “Auction
Ogden, U., Aug. 25.—Excitement exist* in
Sales,” $2."0 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.60.
this city over a report, which apf eared in the

HOURS.

of the

CHRONIC DISEASES,
FREE

days.

THE MUSTER.

Life and curing

Tbje Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston have
tabu'shed a

Wedne

METEOROLt IQICAL.

NUTRITION
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purchased.

Books Wanted Im-

—

SEPT. ISth, nl 96 PARK ST.
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10,000 Old

AND

at home to business callers

Middle Street newly opened for sale
of above, and of current and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books

it
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NOTICES.

DAILY

Tlie Canadian Pacific aud the St. Johns*

bury

and Labe

Champlain Roads.

Boston, Aug. 20.—The Journal's St. Albans correspondent has interviewed Bradley
Barlow who states concerning the sale of the
Southeastern Railroad to the Chapman syndicate that the report made by Chapman to the
New Jersey syndicate ol the condition of the
Southeastern was very favorably recei-ed aud
that the syndicate decided to purchase the
road at a sum sufficient to pay the total indebteduess of the road—about 83,800,000—if satis-

factory arrangements could be maae with the
creditors of the Southeastern.
A contract has
been Bigned by Barlow and the capitalists teppresented in the syndicate wherein Barlow
agrees to transfer his interest and relinquish
bis right in the Sontheasteru for a specific
amount and the syndicate agrees to purchase
conditioned on its being able to effect arrangements for buying up the claims which various
parties have against the road.
The attitude
which the Canadiau Pacific Railroad Company
assumes/ regarding its olaim of nearly 81,500,000 agaiuBt tbe Southeastern will determine
the matter of the proposed sale. Barlow says
the Canadian syndicate will accept a proffer of
money to satisfy thdlr claim and will not
stand in the way of the purchase by the Chapman syndicate.
He states that neither the
Central Vermont, Grand Trank or Canadian
Pacific railroads are in any way connected
with the Chapman syndicate in tue proposed
purchase of the Southeastern
Mr. Barlow says that it is true that negotiations are in progress between the Cauadian
Pacific aud ex-Gov. Horace Fairbanks and
others representing the interests of the St.
Johusbury and Lake Champlain railroad for a
lease or purchase of the latter and the formation of a line via Rouse’s Point, Swanton and
St. Johnsbury to Portland aud Boston.

THE OGUNQUIT DISASTER.
One. of the Bodies Recovered.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 25.—None of the
bodies of the victims of the Ogunquit drownare yet recovered.
Dr. Little, Prof. Safford and Mr. Gould, parents of three of the victims, have been on the
beach since fthe accident, and a patrol is be-

ing accident

ing constantly kept
The heavy surf has

for three miles along shore.
not yet subsided.
Wells, Aug. 26.—One of the bodies bas
been found, that of Greeuough Thayer of Ca m

bridge, Mass.
SHAW & BROS.’ ASSETS.
Large Conveyance of Property to Relatives.

Wood River Times last evening, that a party
of cowboys had started for the Yellowstone
Park to kidnap President Arthur. Sheriff
Furry has detailed two trustworthy depnties
to look the matter up, with instructions to
strong posse and arrest the kidnappers if the facts are as stated. The Times
says: “During the past two weeks a number
of strangers, all well provided with good riding animals and fire-arms, and resembling a
party of regulators or Texas cowboys, have
been camped on Willow creek, and considerable cariosity has been expressed as to the intentions of the party.
Some accounted for
their outfit by describing them as a party orsummon a

ganized to go up iuto the Indian country on a
prospecting trip, while others believed them to
be a party of Arizona rustlers.
During several days paBt some of the party have ridden
through the towu in a defiant manner,
mysteriously appareled. From a man who
came in to-day it is learned that the
party,who
induced him to join aud make certain pledges
of secrecy, were organized to proceed to the
Yellowstone Park. They left last night, going
ou the stage road, and the informaut escaped
during the night. The object of the expedi-

tion is to corral and oapture President Arthir
and party, and to spirit them
away into tjo
mountain fastnesses and caves, where they
will be fed, bat kept prisoners, while members
of the party act as pickete to prevent thei? being surprised and captured while negotiations
for ransom are conducted.
The captain or
leader of the party has an idea that a heavy
ransom will he offered by the personal friends
of the President, after the search for the
President's party shall have been given up,
and that $500,000 or so can thus be extorted
from the Secret service fuDd and divided
among the party on the principle adopted by
Italian banditti. The escaped member of the
party says that there are 05 men in the outfit,
some of whom were guerrillas in the late war,
and that five wild Shoshone and Bannock Indians go along as guides and scouts, who are
armed with repeating
rifles and scalping
kuives. The leader is a Texas desperado, on
whose head a price has been set, and, with the
excepti m of two Italians, who left the railroad grade, and a few others, the party are
cowboys. A grand council was held the uight
before last on the prairie, when every man
swore by his dagger in the firelight, to do his

duty.

YACHT MYSTERY.
Vessel
Probably
Capsized—Two
Bodies (Still Mining.
Boston, Aug. 28,—The Herald’s New Bedford despatch says the yacht Mystery, recently
lost and towed to this port, was hauled upon
the beach this afternoon, and at low water
examined and articles removed from her cabin.
Her bottom is in good condition, with the exception of a small hole on her port quarter,
just above the water line, which probably was
done in towing to port, or else stove while in
the water after filling. Tbe personal effects of
the Sargent brothers were found, as well as
charts, etc. One life preserver also was found,
showing that bat three had been made use of.
A small calendar clock in tbe cabin bad
stopped at G 44 with tbe indicator at 12, showing the disaster occurred on tbe 12tb lust.
Something startling most have occurred, for
when found she had sail all set, jib and flying
jib, and the tender had not been used, showing
it was intended to beach ber. Tbe opinion
offered by experienced boatmen here is that
she capsized, which seems most probable, as no
mark of going on tbe rocks appears, and tbe
vessel is oversparred and carried too much
sail. No other body has as yet been found,
though the shores have been patrolled conThe

tinually.
New Bedford, Aug. 20.—Friends of Leicester Sargent and Joseph W. Bartlett, the missing men of the. yacht Mystery’s par ty, are
still here and are making every possible effort

to find the bodies. Nothing has yet been
heard up to this time. It is the opinion of
The Boston Herald of Sunday says:
best informed that uni0*0 tbe budleb
people
The carious student of the financial affairs
are found in a day or two, they will not be reof F. Shaw & Bros., a firm that has filled a
large place iu the business in its prosperity as covered.
well as its failure, may find some light shed
COTTON SPINNERS.
upon the prudential course pursued by oue of
tbe partners If he Visits the Middlesex registry
of deeds in East Cambridge. When the failure
was announced, it was
emphatically affirmed
Saturilay’s Testimony Before the Senate
aud reiterated that F. Shaw & Bros, had made
Labor Conymttee.
a bona fide and complete
aud
had
assignment,
Nbw York, Aug. 25.—The first witness exmade no
reservation, even of a dwelling.
amined to-day by the Senate Sub-Committee
There are some records in the books at East
Labor and Education was Robert Howard,
Cambridge which, in the light of these affirm- on
a cotton
He
spinner of Fall River, Mass.
ations, have a singular appearance. It appears
served
one term in
Congress iu 1881. There
from tbe records of tranter ol real estate that,
are 840 mule spinners iu Fall River, and three
since the 1st of January ol this year, three valfifths of all the calico prints produced in the
uable parcels of laud situated in Newtonville
United States are manufactured there. There
have been deeded by Fayette Shaw as follows:
have beeu many strikes since the organization
On tbe records as of January 3, 1883, is the
of the operatives, but their couditiou has been
transfer from Fayette Shaw to Florence B.
The witness described the
Curtis, “iu consideration of natural affection greatly improved.
system of grading wages adopted in Oldham,
for my daughter, and ol the sum of 81 paid mo
and
also
to
a certain exteut, in Fall RivEug.,
by Florence E. Curtis, wife of J. Frank
Curtis,'' a tract of land situated on Newton- er. The wages of spinners before their organization avcaged §7.20 a week; now they avville avenue aud Howard streets, and containMr. Howard thought that cering 41,455 square feet. kThe second lot of land erage §10.40.
tain
of manufactured goods coaid be
Was transferred, as of record Jan. 10,
1883, to madequalities
in this country cheaper than in England
Silliuda M. Kimball, wife of W. F. Kimball
aud there was uo reasou why American goods
and daughter of Fayette Shaw. This is a trishould
not compete with English manufactures
angular piece of laud adjoining Mr. Robinson’s
in the great markets of the world.
home lot. The same day Fayette Sh iw transfened a large and valuable piece of real estate, supposably the^bomestead on Harvard
THE PANAMA CANAL.
street, by quitclaim deed to W. F. Kimball.
On June 5th last W. F. Kimball retransferred
the last named real estate to Lavantia Shaw,
I> ir organ i vn lion
In
tbe Management—
wife of Fayette Shaw, “in consideration of 81
and other valuable considerations.”
Littte Work in Progress.
In view
of the failure of Ang. 1st, these important
Panama, Aug. 16.—Crowds of laborers and
transfers of real property are of considerable
much freight coutiune to arrive for the canal
significance. Aside from the intrinsic value company. The disorganization in tbe manof the property—possibly 8100,000—as a poragement also continues. The dredge, imported
tion of the legitimate assets of tbe firm of F.
at much cost, cannot do the work expected of
Shaw & Brothers, tbev are of vast importance
it, and much other machinery is lying idle,
in indicating the foreboding of disaster which
having proved inefficient for the service for
was in the mind of the head of the firm. These
which it was imported.
Eight thousand men
prudentialtrausfers of real estate are considare said to be at work, bat a journey across the
ered by some as showing conclusively that. isthmus mould lead a
passenger to believe that
Fayette Shaw understood the extent of tbe a general Blrike was going ou.
Little actual
disaster impending, and more tbau seven
work is being doue, although ibe expenditures
months iu advance began to make ready for
increase daily, and each steamer from France
it.
brings new chi- fs or sub-chiefs who are unacquainted with the work, many of whom
LABOR TROUBLES.
promptly return to France on the plea of sickuess.
Cases of yellow fever are few and far
betweeu. The Star and Herald published the
articles of Freire of Rio Janeiro ou tbe disease
The Bran Worker* Withdraw from the
in the vaiu hope of iuducing the authorities to
Central Union—The New York Nun to
see that tbe dead are properly interred.
be Boycotted.
New York, Aug. 26.—At a meeting of the
SPORTING.
Central Labor Union to-day, notice of withdrawal was received from the Braes Workers’
Union. The secession was caused by tne recent action of the union in excluding reporters
Lee Wins the Consolation Race at Point
from their meetings.
A resolution to boycott
of Pines.
the Sun because, as they alleged, it was lnimiBoston, Aug. 25.—A consolidation race was
cable to working men’s, interests, was unanirowed
at
Point
of
Pines
this afternoon. There
Strikes will be ordered tomously adopted.
was a fresh southeasterly wind and the water
motrow, on ;a number of new buildings where
was rather rough.
The
course was two miles
non-union men are employed.
Tho union
with three turns. The men finished as folmembers of the various building tradeB will
lows:
14s.:
Ij«e, 13m,
McKay, 13m. 48s.;Casey,
all go out together.
14m. 084s.; Agiy, 14m. 134».; Plaisted, 14m.
17s.; Elliott, 14m. 18s. Gaizel palled out and
The Trial of Frank Janies.
time waB not taken.
p
The match race between Riley and Elliott
25.--A
to
the
Cincinnati, O., Aug.
special
did not take place, Riley refusing to row on
Got. CritJournal, from Gallatin, Mo., says:
tenden was present in the court room yesteraccount, as he alleges, of rougher water than
day, at the trial of Frank James. He will re- he was accustomed to.
turn to Jefferson City on Sunday. On the way
here this morning he met Charlie Ford, who
Competitive Drill of tho Haights Templar
introduced himself, and said that the pretendSan Francisco, Aue. 25.—Over 13,000 peoed interview held with him, in which he was
ple witnessed the competitive drill of the
made to say that the governor had offered him
Knights Templar today. The contestants
a reward for killing Jesse James, was false,and
were the Rapiers of Indianopolis, DeMolays of
that he intended to publish a statement to that
Louisville and St. Bernards of Chicago. Three
effect. The governor never saw Charlie Ford
There were five
army officers were judges.
until this morning.
It will be remembered
prizes, valued from 84,000 to 85,000. The
that, according to the interview referred to,
St.
Bernards
were the favorites with the specBob Ford conducted the negotiations with the
tators, but the decision is not yet given.
governor.
In the James trial yesterday afternoon, Mrs.
San Francisco, Aug. 26.—Last night the
Sarah Hite testified that in March, 1881, the
judges in tbe competitive Kuights Templar
drill
made known their decision.
defendant come to her house with Dick Liddell
The DeMcand Jesse James, all armed. They came back
lays were awarded the first prize and chose the
miner’s vase always spoken of as fourth prize.
the next mouth acting as though frightened,
and watched the windows with guns in their
Rapier Commandery who won the second prize
selected au onyx column and the 8t. Bernards’
hands. Did not see Frank JarneB on the 27tb
third prize winners chose a silver globe.
of April.
Mr. Htte’B first wife was Frank
Tbe
James’s aunt.
After further testimony of
remaining two prizes were retained to be comminor importance, the court]adjourned until
peted at next year’s tournament of State Cumthis moruing.
manteries. M noli surprise is expressed at tbe
The trial was resumed at 8 o’clock this mornselection made by llie DeMalays, tbe intrinsic
ing,the first witness called being Dick Liddell, value of the vase being 81000 less than that of
The defence immediately objected to the wittbe column chosen by the Rapier Commaudness, on the ground that he was a couvicted
ery.
felon, havin ; been fouud guilty of grand larceny in Vernon, and sent to the peuitentiary.
Alt Attempt at Wholesale Poisoning,
Prosecutor Wallace responded that be had a
Rome, Ga„ Aug, 25.—Three families of nea
full
of
copy
pardon restoring Liddell to citi- groes residing near Forestville
recently bad a
Objection waB then made to the
zenship.
quarrel with Mrs. Walter Prioe. A few days
copy, the defence insisting that the original
ago Price carried home some beer and flour,
pardon should be introduced, and then the at- which tie distributed
among the neighbors.
torneys on both sides consumed two hours in
Nine of the colored persons who partook of
argument. At 11 o’clock Judge Goodman orbread made of the flour and who drank some
dered a recess, to give^him time to consider the
of the beer were taken sick with symptoms of
point, which is one of great importance to the arsenical poisoning. A woman and her child
defence, since Liddell’s testimony is vital to are dead, and three others are in a critical conthe prosecution.
dition. Price lias been arrested.
Kx-Gdv. Charles P. Johnson stated this
morniug that the testimony would all be in
Coll for n Free Trade Conference.
by next Tuesday evening, and the case be given to the jury on Wednesday.
St. Louis, Aug. 25.—Tbe Missouri Free
Trade League, has issued au iuvitation to all
who oppose a protective tariff and favor genNo Frizc Fighting in Kansas.
uuine reform in the revenue laws to a conferTorEKA, Kan., Aug. 25 —Governor Glick
ence at St. Louih ou October 2, for tbe discuslies addressed a loiter to the prosecuting attorsion of this question.
Tho meeting will be
ney of Atchison county, calling aitention to
uoo-partsau, and all organizations sympathizthe law regarding prize fighting and reuuestthe
with
movement
are invited to send deling
iug its strict enforcement. The attorney gen- gates, and individual sympathizers are also ineral in an interview last night stated that the
vited.
law would be enforced and neither Slade nor
Mitchell would be permitted to train in this
The case of tbe Piiceuix Life Insurance Co.,
State. The penalty prescribed for fighting or
of Hartford, vs. Albert Grant, of Washington,
preparing to fight is from one to ten yearn’ im- involving the Grant estate in Washington, has
been removed to the Supreme Court.
prisonment.

FATAL

The Sad Re-ult of

a

a

Bos-

Drunken Debanch.

Boston, Aug. 26.—An alarm was rung iu
this morning for a fire in the two story tenement house No. 6 Thatcher’s Court. The
houBe is owned by the heirs of Dennis Dolan
and occupied by eight families.
The fire
spread with frightful rapidity and before the
inmates could be taken out four were smothered and one fatally injured by jumping from
the top of a building. The killed are George
and Thomas McLaughlin, 14 and 11 years,

respectively,

Mrs. Fred Savage, aged 40, Katie
and Mamie Savage thirteen and one and one
half years. The ories for help from persons
imprisoned amid the flames werejheartreuding,
but the people on the street could do nothing
toward
fire
deThe
saving them.
partment labored hard to save the lives which
were imperilled and to
extinguish the fire.
The flames were subdued in less than half an
hour, and the promptness and vigor of the firemen saved the neighboring houses which were
mostly of wood. The locality of the tiro was
a bad one surrounded
by cheap wooden and
brick tenements
occupied by poor classes.
John McLaughlin who had a wife and six
children occupied a front tenement and attic,
and Fred Savage, his wife and two girls one
of the rear tenements. Four of MuLaughlin’s
children were asleep in the attio at the time of
the fire. Himself, wife and two girls were
down stairs on the second floor, and Savage’s
wife and two children Id ai o her a’tic room
opposite to that in which tiie McLaughlin
children were reposing.
John Savage was
first to discover the tire, and alter giving the
alarm by yelling, sprang from the window, 30
feet, escapiug with a badly injured leg. McLaughlin was awakened by cries; saved his
wife and girls and succeeded in bringing down
his two boyB, Willie and James. In the second
attempt to return he was driven back by the
flames. Little George McLaughlin was aroused by the flames or cries of the occupants and
succeeded in reaching the roof. A canvas was
spread in the street below and was told byhis
father to jump inti his arms. The buy bravely jumped, missed the canvas and was fatally
injured. His mother crazed with anguish, attempted three times to enter the burning build
ing to save her other boy, Thomas, and receiv
ed such injuries before she could be secured
that she is not expected to live. Mrs Fred
Savage and her children Katie and Mamie
were suffocated and the bodies foand where
they bad beeu sleeping.
The tire nndoubedly started in Savage’s appartmeuts and is believed now to have beeu
cau-ed by a kerosene lamp which evidence at
present obtainable indicates was throwu by
eiiber John Savage who had been boarding
with his brother at Fred, or bv the latter at
John. It is thought also that John McMcIntosh who has previously had trouble with the
Savage brothers may have had a hand in causing the fire, as it is known he visited Savage's
during the night. McIntosh however denies
he was there at all. John Flynu who slept in
the room near that occupied by the Stvages
states that just before the fire broke out he
heard some one cry “For God’s sake don’t
tnrow that lamp”.
McIntosh and the two
Savages were arrested this afternoon and held
to await developments.
The three arrested
men tell contradictory stories, but there is little doubt iu the minds of the police that all
the men were intoxicated and engaged in a
row when the fire caught,
and that one of
them is responsible for it.

SUNK AT
Collision

SEA.

of
Steamships ih the
English Channel.

One of Them Sunk and Eighteen of Her
Crew Drowned.
London, Aug. 26.—A collision occurred at
3 o'clock this miming oil the Eddystone Light
in the English Channel, between the French
St. Germain, bound from Havre to
JSew York, and the steamer Woodburn, from
the East by way of the Suez canal. The
Woodburu sank immediately and 18 of her
steamer

crew were drowned. The St. Germain has
Arrived at Plymonth,
disabled, where site
landed her passengers and those who were
Baved from the Woodburn.
Steamer Woodburn foundered three minutes
after the collision. It was a line starlight
ni*bt and the sea was calm. The Woodburn
was being towed.
She was struck on the star-

board quarter. There was no time to lower
her boats, and only eleven of the persons on
board were saved. Those drowned were sacked
into the vortex caused by the sinking of the
steamer and became entangled in the wreckage. The St. Germain’s bow was completely
stove in and her fore compartment filled with
water. The greater part of the passengers
were transferred to the tog-boat Recovery.
The St. Germain bad 462 paa.-eugers
on
board including 50 nuns on their way to Taxas
and a crew of 122 persons. The captain of the
St. Germain finding the water was pouring into the fore hold with fearful rapidity, ordered
sail to be rigged over the damaged portion of
the vessel in order to check the rush of water
and reduce the pressure on the bulk head.
The officers of the St. Germain sighted the
tug boat Recovery which was towing the
Woodburu at 2.30 a. m., and thinking she was
the only vessel which it was necessary to clear
the St. Germain’s helm was ported in order
that the steamer might go under the tug boats
She had no idea there was a ship astern in tow
The St. Germain will go into the dry dock
for tepairs. From the mark on her bows it is

apparent tbe St. Germain went right through
the Woodburu, literally catting that vessel in
A panic ensued on the St. Germain
two.
after the collision and her passengers insisted
upon being transferred to the tog Recovery.
THE HILL INVESTIGATION.
Report of the Expert* Examining the Chicago Healing Apparatus.
Washington, Aug. 25 —The experts appointed by the Hill Investigating Committee
to inquire into the heating apparatus ol tbe
Chicago custom houBe have made their report.
It sustaius the charges made to t' e committee
that the contract Imd not been honestly performed. The delinquencies are specified and

described. Hill’s frieuds are disatinlied over
the report, and claim that uufriendly experts
were selected.
Mr. Coleman, prosecuting counsel, has completed his argument and submitted it to the
It is said that
investigating committee.
the record of the testimony taken iu the coarse
of the investigation makes more than 1000
The argupages of closely printed matter.
ment of the counsel alone will occupy more
than 300 pages.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

Dolbear

PRICE THREE

1883.

FIRE.

Four Persons Smothered in
ton Tenement House.

P LESS.

Apparatus Eujofaed
Judge Lowell.
Boston, Aug. 25.—Judge Lowell has

by
sus-

tained the decision of tbe District Court in the
of the American Bell Telephone Company
vs. Amos E. Dolbear, et a!., winch was appealed. The petition for injunction on questions
for decision were whether the telephone described by Reis anticipates tbe Bell telephone,
and whether the Dolbear apparatus infringes
Bell’s patent. It is held that the invention of
Reis was not in anticipation of Bell. Whatever may be the merits of his (Dolbear’s) telephone, he employed as loast a part of Bell s
process. Decision is.for complainants.
case

Muspected .Vlurderer flbot.
PARK Citt, Utah, Aug. 2d—At a late hour
last night a number of masked men stopped
Engineer Thomas, Roadmanter Hughes and a
firemen in the employ of the Utah Eastern
railroad and compelled them to return to the
shops and taking an engine and a caboose ran
about 30 masked men to Coalviilo, some twenA

ty miles distant. Leaving a number of meu in
charge of tbe train the vigilantes proceeded to
the county jail. Bringing their guns to bear
on the officials
they obtained control of the
jail and after taking a man named Jack
Murphy from his cell returned to the train
aud ordered an immediate return to Park
City. Upon arriving here the vigilantes took
Murphy and hang him to a telegraph pole near
the station. Murphy was arrested on suspicion of having shot a man named Brennan last
Wednesday and was awaiting trial.

YEL.LOW FEVER.
Quarmatiuc* Agaiuoi Pemarola Aboli*lir«l.
Pensacola, Aug. 25.—The statement from
Washington that the ho ise to house inspection
ordered by tho marine hospital service had
developed cases prououuced to be yellow lever,
iB incorrect.
Tliey were under the charge of a
marine hospital surgeon before the inspection
commenced. The officials abolished the quarantine against Pensacola to-day.
It is reported that Henry M. Stanley has
closed the upper Congo to commerce.

THE MINNESOTA CYCLONE.

A FRENCH VICTORY.

Appeal in Behalf of the Nufferere.
Minneapolis,' Aug. 23.—Gov. Hubbard haa
issued a oircular, detailing tbe loss and sufferings of tbe people of Rochester, and appealing

Annam Forts Bombarded and Cap-

An

relief.
Tbe immediate needs
public for
and clothes, especially garments
for children from 10 months up to 10 years.
The cash receipts have been thus far $16,800,
which can last but a few days in providing lor
actual present necessities.
The number of
deaths thus far reported in Rochester and viciulty is29, of which two are in Byron, two in
Haverhill and two in Merriam. Mrs. Chapman is liagering between life and death.
She
is the mother of the proprietor of the harvester
works, and is 83 years old.
Other deaths reported in the vicinity are: At Salem, John
Lilleri, John Anderson and Mrs. Mulda; at
St. Charles, Job. Sherrington and Mrs. Wells.
At the improvised hospital the 29 putients are
all doing as well as can be hoped, although
deaths are expected in twooaws.
It has been
decided not to replace tH^clome on the Court
House, bnt the roof will be rebuilt immediately. The school bouse will be rebuilt.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 26.—The correspondent of the Tribune at Rochester has
compiled from official reports of the relief
committee and of agents 6ent out by the
county commissioners, an estimate of the losses
of different farmers in Olmstead county. Tbe
agents report the path of the cyclone was from
west to east, and was about ten miles long.
They have examined the condition of 50 farms
in its track, and say that every house and baru
on them
was demolished and much valuable
Block killed, farming machinery wrecked and
thousands of bashelsof grain destroyed. The
loss to farmers iu the county is not less than
In Rochester itself much relief
$200,000.
work is being done, and $25,000 have been received, but the funds are still inadequate. One
hundred aud fifty families are destitute and
rely on outsiders lo shelter them. A building
association will be formed, in the fund of
which the
for
the
money appropriated
erection
of
be
will
placed.
buildings
Tins money will be distributed pro rata, each
assisted person giving a note for the remainder
of the cost of improvement of bis buildings.
Two more deaths of injured persons occurred
to tbe
are bedding

yesterday.

FOREIGN.
The Queen’s Speech at the Closing
Parliament.
Last Hours of the Count de Chaiubord.
Fatal

Duel between two German
Officers.

tured.

700 Killed.
Paris, Aug. 25.—A telegram
ceived by the Ministry of Marine
dated to-day, announcing that the
bombarded and captured the forts

bas been refrom Saigon,
French have

aad batteries at the month of the Hue river after a brilliant land attack. The occupation occurred on
the 18th, !0th and 20th instants. Seven hundred Annamites were killed daring the engagement. The only casualties suffered by the
French were several men slightly wonnded.
The gunboats Vipere and Lynx have entered
the Tbnaan passage. The French admiral has
granted » trace. A blockade has been declared. M. Harmand, the French civil commissioner in Touquin, bas gone to Hue, the
capital of Annam, to negotiate with the Annainite court, which is greatly alarmed at the
of the French.

Paris, Ang. 26.—Gen. Banet, French commander in Tonquin, telegraphs that nothing

has cccnrred at Hanoi since the 5th inst.
MINOR TELIGBAMN.

A. skull has been unearthed on tbe Benningtou Battlefield, with the track of the bnllet
that passed through it still discernible. Further investigation disclosed at a distance of
sixteen Inches from the surface of the giound
two human skeletons in oue grave, lying In opposite directions. From their large stature they
ere believed to be those of American soldiers.
Tbe Sprague ladies failing to give bonds as
assignees of William and Amasa Sprague in
the matter of the Qnidnick Company, tbe Supreme Coart Saturday removed them and appointed Gorham P. Pomroy assignee.
The house of Albert G. Grofife, at Newport,
was entered Friday night and robbed
of 8600
and a valuable watch.
The family of Wm. Ladder, of Winsted,
Minn., partook of a luncheon on Wednesday,
of which cheese, which had been cooked In a
brass ke> tie, formed a part, and all were poisoned. Three of the family have since died,
and the oitierBare not expected to recover.
Tbe genera) government of Colombia has issued a decree prohibiting the transit of arms
or ammunition across the Isthmus intended for
Ecuador, and the sale of monitions from Pana
rna or Canca to any of the
belligerents in that

republic.

London, Ang. 25.—Parliament was prorogued at 2 o’clock this afternoon. The Queen’s
speech closiug the session was read by royal
commission. The speech refers to the continuance
of harmonious relations with foreign
powers. The administrative reorganization of
Egypt, though retarded by the outbreak cf the
cholera, has steadily advanced. Her Majesty
reasserts that the occupation of Egypt is only
temporary. She says the aim thereof, which
has been explained to Parliament, remains nucbaDged. Communications with France concerning occurrences iu Madagascar have been
conducted iu a spirit of friendship, and she
has no doubt they will lead to a satisfactory
result.

Her attention

has

been

and will be

steadily directed to all which may affect the
rights and liberties of her subjects. The working of the convention with
ernment has
proved in

the Transvaal Govcertain
respects
unsatisfactory. The ministers and confidential
envoys despatched from the Transvaal will
discuss the matter shortly. The condition of
the classes iu tbe kingdom suffering from the
depression of agriculture has in most districts
shown some degree of improvement. The
general Btate of trade and industry is sound.
Bhe says she refers with greater satisfeetiou
than cn some former occasions to the condition
of Ireland. Tbe provisions of tbe Land act
have been brought iuto wide operation, and
the late combination against the fulfilment of
contracts, especially tor rent, has been iu a
great, degree brokeu up. There is a marked
diminution of agrarian crime, aud associations
having murder for their object have been
checked by the detection and punishment of
offenders. Her Majesty refers to the varions
measures to which she
has given her assent,
and which she hopes will advance the interests
of all. She refers to the legislation of the session in regard to Ireland as evidence of the
anxiety of Parliament to promote the prosperity of that country.
The House of Lords at the laBt momeut
agreed to tbe agricultural holdings bill.
The Staudard, commenting on the cli se of
the session of Parliament, says that the weakness and divided
counsels of the opposition
during the session have extricated the ministers from their worst straits. The ministers
may take heart for the future when they remember tbe marvelons impunity which they
have enjoyed.
Ghastly Discovery.
An inquest on twelve bodies of children
found in an undertaker’s establishment at Bermondsey shows that the bodies had been deposited with the undertaker for burial by the
parents of tbe children, but although the costa
of iutermeut had been paid him tbe undertaker bad neglected to bnry the bodies.
A Conservative Elected to the Consnaoas.
The election to fill the vacancy in the Hoase
of Commons for East Essex was held tc-day
and resulted in the return of Mr. Strntt, the
Conservative candidate. The result shows no
change in the political complexion of the representation.
Inc Coming Convention of tbo National
A

League.
London, Aug. 26.—At a conference of Irish
members of Parliament, held last night, a programme was prepared for the convention of
the Irish National League of Great Britain announced to be held at Leeds Sept. 27th. The
programme demands self government for Ireland and direct representation of the Irish la*
boring class in Parliament.
Fntnl f-ermnu Duel.
Berlin, Aug. 25.—A duel has been fought
at Lissa, near Posen, between two captains of
the German army. One of the combatants received a shot in the abdomen and died soon afterwards.
missionary Shaw Released.
Paris, Aug. 25 —The government has received a telegram from Admiral Pierre, the
French commander in Madagascar, stating
that the trial of Mr. Shaw, the English missionary, who was arrested by the French, has
resulted in a dismissal of tbe charge against
him, and he has therefore been liberated, and
has arrived at tbe island of Reunion.
Particulars of the Death of Count De
Chambord.
London, Aug. 25.—The Count de Chambord’s sufferings just before his death were
fearful, but be maintained his fortitude to tbe
last. The Countess de Chambord was carried
from tbe sick room unconscious. Friends aud
members of the household were admitted to
the death chamber at 8 o’clock. They all
kissed the hand of the dead Coant and were
deeply moved. Tne body will be embalmed
on Sunday.
Tbe causes of the Count’s death
were cancer of the stomach, ulcers and atrophy
of the kidneys and derangement of the blood
vessels. The Count and Countess of Bardi,
and the Duke and Duchess of Madrid were
present when the CouDt died. The Legitimists
propose to hold a grand demonstration at
Goritz on the occasion of the celebration of
the obsequies there.
The Vienna papers praise the personal character and the parity of the political motives of
tbe deceased Count.
Count Bardi closed the dead man's eyes.
The body is shrunken to a skeleton. Tbe remains will lie in state in the sick room uati 1
after tlje post mortem examination, when they
will be taken to the great saloon.
The London Daily News, in an article on the
Count de Chambord, says his death, like his
life, will not affect French polittos. The
event, it says, belongs to the rotnauce of history and not to its business.
The Times says it sees little ground to anticipate any movement in France favorable to
the Orleans princes, who, it thinks, will not be
so ill-advised as to urge their claims, which, at
tbe present time, are entirely hopeless.
The body of the Count de Chambord lies
clothed in evening dress and decorated with
the grand cordon m the Order of the Holy
Ghost. The hands are folded over the breast,
and on one of them is a crucifix.
Wax tapers
barn at the head of the corpse.
The First
Chamberlain of the Emperor Francis Joseph
will be present when the will of the late
Count is opened. As the deceased enjoyed exterritorial rights he was not subject to the orAs soon as the news
dinary laws of Austria.
of the death of the Count became known the
inhabitants of the villages around Frohsdorf
thronged to the chateau, where they attended
mass.
Telegrams of condolence with the family of the dead Prince, poured iu all day yesterday.

Fr hsdorf, Aug. 26.—As Couut Chambord
dying, his confessor, raising his hand, exclaimed, “Ascend to Heaven, son of Saint
Louis." The Count left a large legacy to the
Pope, nis Holiness has telegraphed to the
family of the deceased his condolence with
them in iheir bereavement.
Paris, Aug. 27.—The Consul General of
Departments of Vendee and Loire lnferiure
adjourned out of respect for memory of the
late Count de Chambord.
was

Aunthrr Collianion anil of

Loan Two Lives.
London, Aug. 26.—Steamer Palermo, bound
from Humburg to London collded off Usehart
with steamer Rivoli, .bound from Bilbao to
Midd lesborongh.
The latter steamer sauk
and five persons were drowned.
A thick fog
prevailed at the time of collision.
The

Kerent Outbreak of Typhoid Fever nt

Bye Benrh.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 2d—The recent
outbreak of malarial typhoid fever ou Bye

Beach aud vicinity has beeu traced to tbe watin a well near adjacent to the cottage of Air.
Lewis, who died, which had beeu polluted by a
cesspool. So far there h..ve been two deaths
and one of those now sick is not expected to
er

recover.

There were twenty-six deaths from cholera
Alexandria Friday. Among the number
three British soldiers. Two hundred
deaths from the disease occurred elsewhere in
in

were

Egypt.
The Irish National League of Great Britain
will bold a convention at Leeds, England, on
Sept. 27tb. Mr. Parnell will'probably preside.
A majority of the military governors aDd
some of the civil governors of tbe Spanish provinces recommend that extraordinary measures be
coutiuned for some time yet, with a
view to the pieven'inn of further insurrectionary outbreaks in Spain.
Iu North Attleboro Saturday night, in a difficulty concerning two dollars, Harry Collins
fatally stabbed John Conklin, a bookkeeper for
F. L. Staples. Collins was teamster for Staples
and the money was due him.
Ex-Gov. Beoj min Conley, postmaster at Atlanta, and five other attaches of the post office
were
removed Saturday. The removal was
wholly uuexpected by the public. Tbe cause
is said to be general dissatisfaction.
The Treasury Department baa paid oat about
826,000,000 for pensions during August.
The will of Count de Chambord was opened
on Friday and uotbiug was found [referring to
the political wishes of tbe priuce.
Postmaster General Gresham has decided
that the poet office department will not assume
the defence in the libel suit of the Sheffield
Cutlery Company against the publishers of
Postal Guide.
The Diritto of Rome points oat to France that
her fatal blunders have left nothing undone
to alienate the friendship of Spain, Italy and
England, and hopes that she will repair her
faults and avert the perils which beset her.
Arrived at New Bedford yesterday whaling
schooner Charles W. Morse, Cast. Hose, baviug taken 600 barrels of sperm oil on a twentytwo
on
mouths voyage.
She spoke
the
Western ground in Jane schooner PedroVarela
with 660 barrels sperm oil all told; the middle
of July, brig Frances A. Barstow, no report of
oil; the last of July, schooner Admiral Blake,
no report of oil.

Brldffton.
Mr. H. A. Shorey, of the Bridgtcn News,
has been giving his neighbors and visiting
gnests in general, and his brother comrades of

Farrsgnt Post, G. A. R., in particular, some
entertainment.
Friday night a great
crowd ol people was present at a big camp fire
lighted by him on his spacions grounds. Bridgrare

tou cornet band furnisbed the instrumental
music, and the veterans and others, under the
lead of Dr. Bray, sung popular war songs,
Major Shorey and L. L. Lewis made speeches,
David Moulton, Esq., (“Elder Crawford”) convulsed his listeners with his rich humorous impersonations, A. C. Shorey, son of the editor,
and Misses Clara Moore, Clara McGee, Marion
Lewis and Lizzie Dalton gave recitations of
The grounds, for a large area,
resplendent with Chinese lanterns and
bonfires, the “tented field” was dnly illustrated, and tbe entire performance gave great
pleasure to the appreciative host. Tbe band
played well and was an important factor. A
bounteous supper was served by Mr. Shorey to
tbe organization and their families on long and
prettily decorated tables on the green adjoining his attractive residence, after which the
crowd generally were invited to follow suit.
The affair ended with music by the band aud
cheers for the generous host, the band and tbe
war

poems.

were

ladies who had assisted at tbe tables.

STATE

NEWS.

TORE COUNTT.

Frank T. Hillman of Lyman, had a horse,
harness and wagon stolen from his barn Frida)
It
night, tho team being valued at $360.
was a black horse
and straight-bodied, oovered wagon.
to
a
former
emSuspicion points

ploye.
KENNEBEC COUNTT.

The gratifying announcement is made that
the $15,000 needed to secure the full amount
pledged in the aid of Coburn Classical Institute-including $40,000 for tbe new building—
has been subscribed, and nearly two-thirds is
This also completes tbe enalready paid in.
dowment of Hebron and Honiton academies.
OXFORD COUNTT.

A Grand Army post numbering eighty-four
veterans, was established at Bethel Saturday
night, and Hon. Enoch Foster chosen commander.
Visiting comrades from Lewiston
were present.
WASHINGTON

COUNTT.

little daughter of S.
8. Pineo, Milltown, pitched headforemost into
a well, falling tweuty feet to the
water below.
She received no material injury.
The backet
was lowered and she clambered Into it, and
was hauled ont.
Ou being asked if she was
frightened, she answered,,“No, but by cracky,
•
I scared a toad.”
A week

or

more

ago,

a

IN GENERAL.

The Maine corn canning industry started in
1836, aud has developed so that now there ere
few towns in the State that do not in one way
another derive some beuetit from it. Last
year about 13,000,000 cans of sweet coin were
pat up, and tbe factories in several localities
would have put up a third more if the crop
had not been injured by the drought. Corn
raised for canning purposes pays from $40 to
over $100 per acre, and the amount of money
distributed among the farmers last year for the
crop was about $360 000. Unless some unforeseen accident befalls the present crop, a larg* r
amount of money will be disbursed than in
any previous year.
or

London Newspapers.
Sage, the manager of the London
Daily Telegraph, who is with the Rufus
Hatch oxcurdon party, wa' interviewed in
Chicago. He said: “I don’t, think interviewing will ever become common in England, because we are too much afraid of
touching private affairs. For instance, did
the Telegraph want to publish Mr. Gladstone’s opinions, this would be douo by interviewing Mr. Gladstone, and the Telegraph would then state that Mr. Gladstone
would do so and so, and if Mr. Gladstone
did not want to do so and so he would not
do so and so, and would be bound by no
newspaper promises. American papers surpass London papers In the matter of local
Mr. Le

must publish parliamentary
Wo
law reports, etc., and have but
for local events. The editorial

news.

speeches,

little
forms public opinion in London, as we see
the Telegraph first advocated Beaconsfield’s
Eastern policy, which Mr. Gladstone has
room

followed.

day,

The English people

are

changing

and drifting toward Republican
ideas, if not toward Republicanism. About
newspapers, I can only say that the Telegraph’s daily circulation ts between 240,000
and 250,000. It circulated once 300,000. The
Telegraph is stereotyped In nineteen mtateeo minutes; an American paper, yon know,
in about half an hour. I cannot say whether long or short editorials are the more
every

effective.

We

use

long ones.”

MILITIA.

A Critical Review of Last Week’s Muster
at

Augusta—What Was Dodo Well and

What Might Have Been Done Better.

The lunamiies Thoroughly Routed and

movements

THE MAINE

CENTS.

Col. George H. Patch, late Commander of
the Grand Army of the Republic, was the cor-

respondent of the Boston Globe on the matter
field at Augnsta last week, and the Sunday
*-dttion of that paper contains a critical review
by him of some featnres of the master, which
will be read with interest
After giving some
account of ^ the organization of the Maine

Militia, and the recent changes in the scheme,
he says:
Tbe officers of tbe brigade organization very
wisely selected Colonel Brown of the First
Regiment as brigade commander. He is an
officer of ability, tactical knowledge, and with
sufficient ideas of discipline to correct certain
laxities in that direction this year by both officers and men.
He bad bat a short time to
call around him a staff, but even in his haste
made several happy selections, the most serviceable being of course Major Henry M.
Sprague, who, by bis many vears of experience, cannot but make an efficient assistant
adjutau'.general. Tbe remainder of his staff
are Intelligent,
painstaking officers, who need
the rough edge of experience to dull their
enthusiasm and rose-colored views of military
life, and give them the ‘‘open-sesame” to tbe
practical work of the soldier. The selection of
Colonei Brown for Brigadier-General opened
the position of Colonel of tbe First Regiment
to some one, and that some one in this instance
proved to be the right man in the right place.
Ex-Inspector General Lynch of Governor
Plaisted’s staff, formerly Captain of tbe Montgomery Guards at Portland, was chosen to
command the First Regiment, and no better
selection could have been made. He is of an
active,

nervous

temperament,

a

good tactician,

excellent drill-master, and with self-pride
enough to cause him to put his regiment
where he left his old company—at tbe head.
He retains the former Adjutant, who has snap
enough in him to suit the energetic commander of the regiment. Colonel Lynch has
more than satisfied the expectations of his
friends since the camp opened; be has infused
new
life into his command, built np the
manual and given vigor to tbe whole reg ment:
and from a close observation of tbe work of
two days, it can he fairly stated that for
promptness, improvement in drill, as well as
general efficiency, the First is not ooly first in
number, but first in the general knowledge of
tbe dmles of the soldier.
-i tie second Kegimeut came Into camp under
command of its former adjbtant, and be, In
turn, was succeeded by a former regimental
dram major; Colonel Mitchell was faithful to
datv and worked hard, was evidently well supported by his officers, and can have no need to
feel discouraged by the good work of his command. The battery came into camp nnder a
new commander.
They are a good organization, bat a close observer cannot fail to aee
that they are not In as good coudition as they
were last year, in many of the
minor details
that go to make np the general whole.
They
need waiehing, and if the officers »re careful
aud painstaking, they will easily pat tbe battery m better shape.
The brigade encampment was held at Augusta. as iu former years.
The ground Is not
suitable iu its present shape for a brigade camp
the a. tillery having to park off the color Ime,
the ground is uneven, no water supplv; and
there seems to be great difficulties iu the way
of proper remedy for these evils, unless the
State should lease or huv such portion of the
gn uud as they do not now own.
This will
hard y be doue, as the field is loo uear the city
to make-its purchase advisable. The coudi'ion aud personnel of the militia are excellent
the meu being mostly young hardy fellowe,
ready under the proper iust< action to develop
into the best of soldiers.
Tbe lack set np,
knowledge of guard duty aud proper ideas
of
not
military
courtesy,
simply
in the maiter of salutes, bat in paying tbe
respect to tbe man that the office carries
with it. Alt this can be done by the company
commanders, but it must be intelligent instruction and not parrot-like repetition of the tacti<^. Give a man a roasou why, in executing
tiih manual, be should “grasp the piece by the
small of tbe stock,” and he will never forget
it. The work of tbe week, on the whole, was
excellent; moet of tbe errors noticed conld all
be rectified in armory instruction, of whiob the
need is seen amoug both officers and men. The
discipline of the men was good, excepting the
fact that many were seen about the streets of
Augusta in the evening,but it can be truthfully
an

said that not oue was steu intoxicated, and no
boisteroas or disorderly conduct was observed

among the soldiers. But the practice is a bad
and should not be encouraged, and especially by the habit of line and field officers absenting themselves from camp, dav or evening.
The policing of the camp was faulty, especially
aronnd the sinks and m;ar the gnard quarters.
Some allowance should be made for tbe presence of a huge cask of water
uear the guard
tent that helped make things nnlidy, and also
for the debris that necessarily collects aronnd
the open,air fires used to supplement tbe work of
the kitchen. The battery quarters were the
neatest on tbe field, except aronnd the
stables,
and the lack of systematic accommodation for
tbe horses accounted for the coudition around
the rear of tbe quarters. Guard duty was fairly
performed most of the mistakes being made
from a lack of proper instruction, but all the
guards showed a desire to do their duty. In
drill there was great improvement seen even
from one day to another. The review by the
Governor bad the effect to brace the men up,
but it failed to have a like effect upon the officers of companies.
Ouly two officers looked
toward the reviewing officer when they saluted. All saluted too far away; several recovered before arriving opposite the reviewing
officer; the meu marched with heads down and
rear ranks not closed to the proper
distance,
but with good alignments and distances; the
battery made a gooJ passage aud looked finely,
men steady on caisson aud horses,
alignments
The calls
good, distances a little too close.
were all promptly sonuded from
headquarters,
and properly taken np along the line, but were
not properly obeyed in some instances; the
commands did not lorm promptly and delayed
tbe commencement of drill or ceremoBy.
On
the other hand, some of the formations were
but
were marred by
the ill-advised
prompt,
adoption of double-time, which in every oase
was either a trot or run, and not doable
time,
and
often
necessitated
tbe
men
of
some
who
companies
to
attempted
mark
time
in
double
time
to
dance np and down like jumping jacks.
Formations for drill or ceremony at double time,
while they may be allowed, are of no benefit,
give no instruction, and on a hot day are dan,
gerons to the men. The cadence of the Maine
soldiers at their quickstep is now too slow, being only 100 steps to the minnte, and it would
be better to educate the meu to step off at 110
to the minute, with a full twenty-eight-inch
step, rather than attempt the doable time as
above stated. Tbe band that served the Brigade ueeds to be pat under the lead ol some
oue compeient to
instruct them in their duty
at ceremonials.
A band, properly conducted,
adds much to the completeness of a review or
parade, and iu three days the magnitude of the
bearskiu hat aud the gyrations aud posturings
of a drum major should not be made subordinate to knowledge of duties.
Theabove reflections have no bearing upouthe excellent musio
always furnished by Chaudler’s Baud. The
observations, as written npou the tour of doty,
must not close without a proper reference to
one splendid feature of the militiamen of tha
Piue Tree State; that Is, their zeal and proficiency in rifle shooting. Under tbe intelligent supervision and earnest work of Col. Farrington they have made great improvement
over last year, two of the companies, C of Dexter and H of Waterville, having qualified every m.<n as a marksman, the former 56, and tha
latter forty-six men. With a desire to get a
good idea of tbe actual shooting of the brigade,
and lo allow the visiting officers from Maasaohuaetts, Adjniaut-General D-lton, Assistant
Inspector Geueral Stevenson, Colouel Wellingliugton, Lieutenant-Colonel Richardson, and
Captain Duchesuey, to no<q_lhe proficienoy of
of the meu Colonel Farrington had fifty men
detailed from each regimeut and fnrqped the
two squads In single rank and gave
escTKy^an
ten rounds of am maultion.
They were toiS^
vance in liue, halt at tbe sound
of the bogie,
judge their own distance, lire one cartride, advance agaiu aud repeat five times, and execute
the same firings on retreat. The first fire was
at 200 yards, aud the fifth iu
advancing, about
100. The number of cartridges nsed was 1000,
and time occupied in tbe firing of both squads
was filteeu minutes.
The target, a third class
oue, was perforated like a sieve, and after a
careful count it was fonnd that there had
been seventy-six bnli’s-eyes made, 353 centres,
336 liners and 100
outers,
making in ail
the extraordinary number of 060 out of the
1000 shots that hit the target. The total value
of tbe whole number of shots was 3100, or 3J
to each man out of a possible 50.
This shooting stamps the Maine militia as a body of
marksmen, for tbe number that took partin
the skirmish were more than one-sixth of the
total number of the active force.
What the
militia of Maiue need is a larger appropriation
for their maintenance; 816,000 is a ridiculously small amount.
They ought to have at
least 825,000.
This would enable them to
raise a good
company of cavalry—just what
they need; would allow for the expenses of a
rigid inspection and belter examination of
ufneers, aud put the command as at present
constituted upon a firm basis.
Adjulaut General Beal is a bard worker, a close financier,
and possessed of large experience, aud his
hands should not be tied.
The taxpayers of
Maiue cannot afford to have a poor body of
militia, and should support well the good
force they now have.
one,

It is stated upou good auinorny mat on the
occasion ol one ol Marw ood’s recent visits to
Ireland, and while traveling protected by some
constabulary, one ol the latter tried his hand
He bore it
at "chaffing” the executioner.
quite imperturbably, and when asked whether
he had a son, replied in the affirmative.
"And,” continued the questioner, "will you
of business
put him into your owu hue
look and a
Well,” said Marwood, with a keen
a
he's
good boy I
sly twinkle tu his eyes, "if
111 make
a
blackguard
ont
if
he
turps
will, hut
him.” The questioner,
an Irish policeman of
it is said, left .Marwood alone for the remainder of the journey.—London Society.
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The Und of

a

Bourbon.

The Couut de Ch&mbord, whose death last
week extinguished one line of Bourbon claimants of the French throne, was a Bourbon
Indeed, a type of the class aptly described as
persons who learn nothing and forget uolhing. Possibly he might have had his day on
the throne in some of the exigencies through
which France has passed if he had had a
stateman’s wit to understand the signs of
the times and adapt himself to the controlling circumstances. But a stateman’s sense
of the requirements of his times is precisely
what the Count de Chambord was devoid of.
He was

constantly blundering and getting in
his own way, saying the thing he ought not
to say, and doing the tilings which made it
impossible for men who wanted to take up
his

cause

to do so.

He

was

au

honorable

man, and sincere iD his pretensions; but be
was not energetic or earnest.
He wanted to

King, and he believed that he had a
right to the throne; but he was not the man
to assert his claims with the
aggressive force
which compels the Indifferent to admire and
be a

makes them enthusiastic supporters in
perate venture.

a

des-

If he had by any fortune come to the
throne of France, he would have pursued a
reactionary policy which would not have
been tolerated long. He did not understand
the nineteenth century, and the nineteenth
century would not have understood him as a
ruler. Or rather it would have understood
him so well that it would not submit to him.
Frauce has no longer any use for Kings who
believe In their divine right, and whose
dream is to restore the royal prerogatives
and diguitles of another age. Neither Louis
Pbillippe nor the third Napoleon, both of
them, however different from each other,
more

practicable

in their ideas of govsympathy with the
spirit of their age than the Count de Chambord was, found France an entirely willing

ernment, and

men

more

in

subject. Perhaps if he had bad power
enough to initiate and sustain an organized
movement in hiji own behalf snch as would
have made success a possibility, he would
have had with it other qualities that would
have made him a succcessful ruler. But it
Is not useful to speculate upon these hypotheses.

Men of the Bourbon type are not

unconi

the world over.
We bare them in
abundance in this republic.
The name
bourbon has become a common adjective to
designate persons who do not understand
their time, who look backward instead of
forward, who hate progress and try to bring
about a reaction and a restoration of what
has been overturned and abandoned.
The
onward movement of the people confuses
them. Nothing new seems good, and especially nothing that implies a larger participation in public affairs by the majority. They
are the ones who dec 17 the admission of the
freedmento citizenship rights, and sigh for
the constitution as it was. In fact they want
everything to be be as it was rather than as
It ought to be. They are 'chronic reactionists, who tolerate no new idea until it has
been established in spite of them, and even
then they will agitate for gits repeal until
they become ridiculous.
Whea they perish no vital and progressive
force is lost. It is simply the dropping off
of a worn out aud useless relic of a former
time, no more necessary to the future
growth of the nation and of liberty than are
the withered autumn leaves to the future
growth of the forest. Men of character and
pretensions, however out of humor with the
age, will always have a personal coterie, and
may maintain the semblance of a coart or
be consulted is an authority and an oracle.
Bat to the world at large they are little more
than an incident or a curiosity of the times,
upon whom nothing really depends. Whether they live or die it matters little so far as
the real business of the world is concerned.
They do not want to help It and they cannot
hinder It. They are hermits.
Sometimes
circumstances make their position pathetic
and sometimes they make it ridiculous, bnt
it is of small account what sentiments they
Inspire, or when they cease to breathe the
mon

common

air.

About One of

Dorsey’s

Slanders.

The Argus on several occasions has insisted that the scoundrel Dorsey’s stories about
Garfield’s corruption must be believed be.
cause the people whom he referred to did
not deny them. But it is a fact that Whitelaw Reid has denied Dorsey’s story that he
had something to do with negotiating for
Jay Gould, a promise of the appointment of
Stanley Ma thews associate justice of the
Supreme Court, and last week Jay Gould
pronounced the story, so far as be is concerned, a base fabrication. The correspondence,which was with so prominent a Democrat as Washington McLean, of Ohio, was
pnblished in the New York Sun which published the original falsehood, but It has not
yet been printed in the Argus. As a matter
of record we give the letters.
Jamestown,
Dbab SIB:

thews,

I

and took

I., July 28,1883,
am an old friend of Stanley Matan active part in having him conR.

I am sorry ta lee that New-York newepapapert charge that yon agreed to subscribe a laige
nm to the Garfield election fund npon a bargain
with Garfield that he would (If elected President)
•end to the Senate the name of Stanley Matthew!
to fill a vaeancy occasioned by any reiignation,
death, or otherwise on the Sugreme bench.
Will you he eo kind ae to tell me frankly whether
there Is any truth in this, or whether you made any
arrangement at all to have him placed npom the
Supreme bench? I feel that I have the right to ask
this ef you, becouse I worked hard, and in good
faith, for his eonflrmat! on, haring known him from
his beyhood, and believed In his great ability
and hie Integrity. Very truly yours,
Washington McLean.
To Jat Gould, Es^, New York City.
firmed.

qualities of mind and character
!hat make him eminently fit for the responsible duties of the place to which he has
been called. Both these appointments are
creditable to the Governor, and they come
as near giving complete satisfaction to the
people of the State as any appointments that
could have been made. It is certain that
the high repute of our Supreme Court will
be sustained, a matter in which good
citizens of all parties are deeply concerned,
and all may congratulate themselves on the
fortunate issue of these .deliberations.
possesses

It is altogether improbable that the story
sent from Utah about a plot to kidnap the
President and all bis party in the Yellowstone Park, has any other basis than the
imagination of some lover ol sensations.
The party with the President is not a small
oue, nor is it without a proper guard. General Sheridan himself is in commatul and it
may be taken for granted that he will take
good care of his charge.

jTtie report
occurred

in our local columns of what

the steamboat Bartlett

yesterday
warning. There is
no occasion to add anything to the explicit
story of Captain Chase which is there given.
on

carries its own moral of

If the

owners

of the boat insist upon retain-

ing such a helmsman as their representative
people will exercise their discretion about
venturing their lives to his care.
Embroidery for Bedrooms.
Ladies interested in needlework are giving
much attention now to coverlets

White coverings that

spreads.

clean and fresh

by laundrying

and

can

bed*

be

are no

kept
longer

sufficient for people with luxurious tastes.
Some of the recently finished appointments
for bedrooms have a regal significance. In
the first place the bed stands on a dais and
commands the room, and in addition to its
own richness of carving and inlay of precious woods, it is hung and covered with
the richest of stuffs. Some beautiful hangings, lately prepared for such a bed, are of
pink satin, with canopy and old-fashioned

valance,
tains.

in addition to the

These

are

bordered

and Inside on the satin is

a

Between

these are

floors

on

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

•Q3.M

wishing

to secuie

choice novelties

some

The Decorative Art Society has lately ex'
hibited some bed-spreads that are worth de
scription. One of these is of pale blue satin sheeting. The design is a large open
scroll, evenly distributed over the surface,
and outlined in chain stitch. The beauty
and effectiveness of the chain stitch depend
on the way it is done.
As seen in Oriental
embroidery the stitch is small, lies flat, and
effectually conceals the material. In these
coverlets the stitch is made to lie like a cord.
Filoselle is used, and in throwing the stitch
the silk is held so that the two lines of the
loop lie over one another. The stitch really
looks as if it were stem stich most carefully
done. On a pale blue qoverlet wine-covered
filoselle is used, and the spread has a border
of wine-colored plusb.
Another spread of creamy white sa'in
sheeting has a bold design done in chain
stitch, button-hole stitch, and darned stitch.
The button-hole stitch is used in outlining
flowers, and is three-quarters of an inch
deep. Sometimes the effect of the buttonhole stitch is given by an over-and-over
stitch, or rather, to be more perspicuous, a
satin stitch, which is then outlined on the
outer edge with stem stitch. In this coverlet the leaves and inside of the flowers are
done in the chain stitch above described,
and the design is made more prominent by
darning the rest of the ground in garnet filoselle, which is the tint used in the decoration. Another coverlet wrought in the same
way is of ecra sateen in lighter garnet shades,
the tints running into pale .pink.
In this,
in the centres of the flowers, which are only

be

as

Ask for **ufard’e

good.

everywhere.

Ginger.

Sold
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‘will surely cure you.”
are a Minister
and have overtaxed your'telf with your pastoral duties, or a Mother, worn
'out with care and work, or a man of business or
'laborer weakened by the strain of your everyday
duties, or a mau ol letters, toiling over your mid
'night work, Hop Bitters will surely strengthe

‘you.’*
“If you are suffering
‘from over eating or
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premium pavs about 8Vfe

Toutin'* Policies in
other Coni|taii<r«i.
by comparison of results.

Resultn Accomplished.

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $8,300
000 matured endowments. Resides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 63/»per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSET'S OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (In
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all excuses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
oent. reserve is $3,022,612.
than

88

Endowment
(or Milt ul

F» idea

ST.
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York.,

Baltimore and

W asliington

running

a-James & Abbot,
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Agent.
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CAN

BEL.TIN G.

•odlymrm

We have

a
new article la Rubber
which is sold under the name of

GIANT BELTING.
oThls Belting is made up wtth the usual plies of
Rubber, and, before putting on the out.
skin cover, t it* »titrhe<l in seams one Inch apart
Duck and

CHOLERA INFANTUM

cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is tbon siren he«l in its plaatio
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with cotton

A8IATIO CHOLERA
ALL

Belting.

]a«t patented

Belting

CHOLERA MORBUS

strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. I he outside cover is
then put on urnniless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after beln
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
fpeod or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all If 111 owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy. while tlio first cost is only about ten
with the

OHOLERA DISEASES

rial

Amateur.

YIELD TO THE INFLUENCE OF

Notes About Notable People.

The Great Remedy for every kind
of BOWEL DISORDER.
Captain Ira B. Foss, of Goldsborough,
Maine, aays : " One of my sailors was attack
ed
with cholera morbus.
We adseverely

ministered Pain

per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
way. We bcheve t ",,ll wear moro than double the
length of time. For neavy main belts you will find

Killer, and saved him/'

| J. W.Siraonds, Brattleboro, Vt.,says : “In
j cases of cholera morbus and sudden attacks
| of summer complaints, I have never found it
I to fail/'
■'

! ALL

THE DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Knulcss Brits, as we stitch the splloe in such
way that it cnnnsl separate.

use of Rkx MagwHS, Die Humiston Food
Preservative. It preserves Meat. Fish, Milk, Cream.
F.gg* slid ail kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet
for weeks, even In the hottest woatlier
This can
be proved by the testtmouivls of hundreds who have
tried It
You can prove it for yourself for 60 cents

You all] Hod that this is an a-tide which will
a great deal of unmet.

and

quotations

furnished

ou

NO

aOrilEI) tlll.K.
NO NPOILKD HEAT.

NO MTAI.K Efifll.
l sweet for many -lays
and does uoi impart ihe slightest
foreign teste to
the articles treated. It is so simple In operation that

It will keep them fresh

CO.,

175 Ilevonshirc Ml., Boston.
57 Kende «l., New York.
F«fetories nt € helsen, ITInss.

f

10

lu20tsep

mar2(leod3iu

debility,

child can follow tbs directions, u at harmless at
and costs only a fraction oi a cent to a pound of
obeescorto a qu rtof milk.
it is endorsed by uc men as
Prof Sam-! W. .liilins. n of ale College
Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
mad or expresses* we preferion receipt of
by
price
Name V ur exprets office. Vi..odine brand for meat,
Ocean Wave lor tlch and seafood; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and ehcese; Anil-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 60c per lh. eadi. Pearl tor cream;
Queen for eggs, and Aqua Vita) tor fluid extracts
if 1 per B>. each.
a

tall

meat,flyb. butter or
This is tie humbug;

The Humiston Food Preserving o.,
7J KlI.HV HTRIET, BOSTON Hiss.
For sale b> s. S, Sleeper A Co.. Cobb. Bates A
Yerxa. Oilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten A Co.,
Goo. C. Go dw In & Co.. Ware A Hastings Bros Carter Harris A Hawley and Weeks A potter, Boston.
Mass.
jy30-d&wlm

CANNED GOODS

Makes beautiful
Lambrequins, Sofa

TUfINC

I WillL.

PDflPUCTpillo'vand Ottoman
bnUUnt I Covers, Toilet and

Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all material for
this new fancy work at the Warerooms of the

Furnaces,Stoves,Tinware, &c.
stoek and

business of ths Old sail Wrll.

Cor.

C0NGEE8S & EXCHANGE

It stands at tho head.
The Light Running

8T8.

“nfiMCCTBP”
UUIVIC.O ! U

the “DOMESTIC”
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

LADIES,

use

d House of A. IS. NOT BN A:
THEK.tnbli-h.
off, red for sale. This firm has the cuclu-

NON Is

sivesaleoft.be Magee Furnace Company's Goods,
finest made in this oouutry, end parties buying the
entire stock will have the sale of these goods with
tho good will of this compaHy.
Goods at retail for the present will be sold mnch
below the market price for cash, as the stock must
be disposed of without delay. Per order of

NATHAN CLEAVES,
ALBERTN. PAltLIN, J
I

Sweet Bouquet

Assignees of
A. N. Noyes & Son.

CIGARETTES.

aufl7__

DBLICATB, mtl.D AND FBAUKANT.

SEE HERE!
show anv

one

in want of

a

idee

at Gorham Village.
Can
peat bargains
bouse, *'L," and stable,
One 2

residence

aero of land,
story
BO fruit trees, nice water.
never has been ooOne 2 Btory house, new,
fruit trees, eu> rants
cupled, very nice lot Otixl lb,
Ae nice water. Send for plans and descriptions U>
G. D. WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.
(lorharu. Me.

VTIoose lot* for Sale.

jy31d*f

A

Connoisseurs.
Dainty Wluff tor Drnlera.
Mold

J. F.

by All

S. JACOBY & CO.'
Manufacturers, Neiv York.
ood2m
aug24

7s

Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Car Trust and
Bonds and
Securities, for sale by

6s
6s
8.

Equipment

C.

MARK SULLIVAN

original

songs and dances, medleys, etc. The
Dashing and Piquant Serio Comic Vocalist, *Ai»a
Anpit- Dunn in a folio of be latest melodiet.
America’s Change Artists. Wither Hack and
Oruce Harsiox in the r wonderful specialty, entitled, Mystic Transformation. The celebrated Character Artist, Hr. Own Hart, unique in Btyle, with
a piquancy of wit peculiar only to himself;
one of
the brightest jewels in the cluster. The Monachs of
Ethiopian fun, l%ed Kelly ami Burt Wa ion. in
their original sketch entitle i *Cai>er»," introducing
parodies, funny sayings and recitations, concluding
with the great ai d original Burlesque Circus. 7 he
Wonderful Charaet r At tist, Hr. lorn* C. I,each,
in wonderful impersonal ions of the everyday Chinaman, with song*, hayings, &c.. The sparkling enter ainment, Wiliams & Salivan’s Irish
in
une act, five scenes, entitled the

PORTLAND, ME.

aog2

eodtf

B.

—TO—

4 I t.

“

Krnaebee K B.
B. K.

other deairable tecuritiee for sale by

H. M. PAY80N ft CO.,
Exchange Street.
3st

aogl7eodtf

BANKERS,
Middle
Offer fsr

FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR
cultural

ni

r

7a.
At.

...

So.

Large Premium, are offered in the Agricultaml
Stock departments.
$50 and $25 are offered for tbe beet Town Team
I of 10 yoke.
Town Club, of the County are lnrited to exhibit
on the ground, under their own
tenia, to whom free
tiekeia will be furiehed upon certificate from their
eerretary.
Farmers' Meetings will be held Sept. 12 and IS in
the ereutng. Auction Sale of stock Friday a. m..
at 11 o’clock.
Members of the Society will be furnished Ticket,
and

by applying

to

J. j. FRYE, 9e*.

(JRtlll lEGlTM!
AT

tfa.
So

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and gold at most favoraeodtf

4s
4a
4a
6a

...

...

Portland Water Co,,
Railroad Iqnipment Co.,
St. Panl & No. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. K. R.)
Maine Central R. R.

-6s

6s
6s
7s
7s

Cleveland, Ohio,
BT

LAKE MARANACOOK
Tuesday, Sept.

4.

GREATEST AQUATIC EVENT
WITNESSED IN MAINE.
PROF

MNIONAI.

MINGLE

EVER

MCFLL

RACE.

Three Mile

Torn-$600 to first, $200 to seeond, $1( 0 to third.
The following famous oarsmen hare entered and
will positively appear:
with

EDWARD HANLAN, of Toionto, Canada,
Champion Scalier of the World
GEORGE HOSIER, of Boston,
The

Lightning Scalier

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
Corner Exchange A
augl

Park,

PORTLAND,
II, 12, 13 & 14, 1883.

SEPT.

Street,
...

BALK

Society

Presnuipscot

aa$23dtd

...

rOK

—

Will be held at

to the Fair

Maine Central
Partland and Krnaebee
Andraoeaggln and Kennebec
Partland and Ogdeaobnrg
City at Portland
and other flrtt-elMB bondi and ttocka.

Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

OF THE

Cumberland County Agri-

At.

A..
11
At.
lit Paul A Flo. Pncillr Guarantied
So.
Lean A Tra.tCo. "reared by B. Eetate So.

218

For sale Thursday Morning. Aug. 23, at StockMusic Store at 9 o'clock. Tickets limited
to six for each person.
aug20dtd
>

Se.
•>.
So.
3o.
»e.

$1,00.

bridges’

3o.

Pert Wa ne. lnd.
Portland Witter Company
«
Akron. O. «
Maine Central K B.
*•

Margaret Bryant

—

••

Aleo

And yon see all, and get a fine sail oa the Forest
City Steamboat line, Custom House Wharf, all for
25 cents.
aug27dtf

TICKETS

SWAN ft BARRETT

Wardiner, Me.,
Brunswick. Me.,

JOHN

1EEIER, of Pitt. burg.
Penn.,
The Western

Wonder

middle Sts.

WALLACE ROSS, of St. John, N. R
HENRY CLEWS & CO.. JAMES H. Ri EY, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y
eodtf

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT DOCK TO THE STOCK KXOKANHE.)
Hankers and Codtmission Merchants.

H.

j

BONDS.

G.mwu.1,

nn.l
Stair,
Muniripnl
bought and ..IdNprrial
nitration girrn to bond, rf large rifle. and
Nrhool Band,

coualie.!

Write

n.

if yon wi.b

to

bay

or

■ell.

FRESTON, KEAN & CO.,

ATLANTIC

Banker., Chicago.

■narB

Mutual Insurauce Co.

omedy,

Wednesday Ewuiug, Aug. 29

BOKTDS.

& X.

the-

IIIOII ST. lUUKCH,

Securities ami Products bought and sold on commission for c<i*h or on margin. 4 or cent, allowed
•n m?posits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Kxcbange, N. Y. Mining Exchange.
pyTomiuunicatlons treated confidentially when i Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
so desired.
<Gentlemen who would like t«> advance
Trade. Private wire to Chicago
their inte ©st-s And ascertain upon what basil they ! N. Y. it ran* hkh 1 9o3 Broad*
ay, cor. 23d St.
can represent a great, progressive Lit© company
connected by Grand t ern. Hotel op. Bond St.
who e popular f<-atur©s and phenomena]
ueeeis
Private wires ) 340 Broauwav cor. Leonard St.
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited trom ]
eodtf
Uj33
every section of the State to coin mum cate with us
aa-ured tbi»t the largest facilities will be extended
aid
s
them to
in
curing and building up a perma
nent bus! new.
mayStodt*

Manager for Me.

Look at

TONY WILLIAMS
in their

6s

8t Louis

Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.

deel4

FERRIS,

one

iTIasterdon Congress of Stars,

and 7s

MENIOR ATItTEl'R RACE:
PniZKs.—G Id Watch, valued at $100. to first; Silver Watc
valued *4 >, to second. To be cm tested
for by the following well known amateu- wallers:
BL’CKI.EY,of Portl and; WIL! 1AM CPCONNKLI
of Port and;
MARLIN GKKRLEY
Portland;
HUGH SWKKNKr, Portland;
CASEY, of Boston; O’NKI!., of Boston; J. MURPHY, of Breton;
KILLIAN, of Boston.
Jl’MOR A TO AT EC R RACE:
Th re will also be a Juuior Amateur Race with
suitable prims, for which there will be a large field
of eutries.

INDIAN CANOE RACE:
There trill he a race in Canoes by several Oldtown
Indians.
Dancing all day in the Mammoth Pavilion. Musle
by Chandler’s Full Quadrile Band, t he Bangor
Brass Band will furni-b music for the Regatta. For
further particulars regardiug fares, running of
trains, Ac see M. C. R. It. time tables.
WIN SHIP A McGLINOHY, Managers,
..

If

stormy postponed

to

Portland, Me.
a g23 td

first fair day.

eodfim

MIDDLESEX BANKING

OF NEW YORK

Prof.

Harry Parks,

C0MPAA1 Connecticut
A_NI>
middl town, under
the laws of Connecticut, and
MARINE Incorporated
sublect to the inspection of the
DR. ALBERT MERLIN
—

INSURE

Ttio National Color Printing Co.
litis resumed bnslness with improved facilities. and Is prepared 1o art COLON
PUINTINO of all kinds. This Company
will continue to print SUPERIOR COLOR
LABELS for packer* of Cereals, Plants,
Vegetables, Meats, Fish, Soups, and the
various articles of commerce, Including
trade and advertising cards.

AGAINST
RISKS ONLY.

soon as

water-borne.

Premiums

January
1882.$4,412,003 68

Total Marine

PER CENT.

8 ■GUARANTEED

1,616,844 85

Promiums.$6,020,538

43

DARI HQ

DUIMJg

by First Mortgage. Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank ot
New York. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small, which will beNAFE and profitable
send for circular g vlng full information.

secured

Marine Risks from 1st
1882, to 31st December,

on

Premiums on Policies not marked off
lit January, 1882.

EVERETT
*pr21

SNITHtR&ftCftCL
fin,
eel

Color Printing Co.,
51 Fquitabia Buii

auglB

ing,

BOSTON. TO.
'd&wlt»34

Rupture

without truss, torture, operation or inter*
fcrence with labor. Likeness* s of « tows before
and after eureil can b«» seen at the oltlce of the
KUPTIUtK 01 IKK, 43 Mil,K. STREET, BOSTON.

CTTRF.D

eYIscolor and
ARTIFICIAL
Warranted
both in

movement.
INSERTED.

perfect,

OFFICE. 78 TI’ EMONT

ST.,Boston.

WH.

atilt ItOYVFS,

BUILDER,
Haa remove I to the oorner of 1 "retile and Keunebeoetruot, directly oppealte the PoHland and tiucbau4dtf
wter Depot.

Look out for the

->Crand Naval Battle->
AT greenwood garden,

Tuesday, August 2Slh,

FINE

THE
LX
OKNCINR
I1YUI KNIC
':-HiTTRKNR-thantmtti RED
AND FOR NAI.E BY
J. H. GACBERT,
190 Nil OIK Ml REST,
PORTI.ANO.IUK,
PRICK:
Ss, $», $(0.
ON

J, D. JON FIS, Pre.ld.nt,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vlo. PrertUent
W. H. H. MOORE. 2d Vie. President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioo Preeldeut
J. H. On apman, Secretary

J. W.

nugZl

HIDE

ST.

To

KN1.

Portland
found at

—

"uivo

and

©an

e»r'y.
AUSTIN A: VlVLOlt, Jji'!,your.ord(‘r»
•ome time ahead.

i»«

be

No. 27<> Middle St.
Kd ward’s and Wal
ers’ Hardware store from
Aug ti, is Aug lJ7
over

3

..

kKNKSON
UHi*

<

dhdeb

MUNGER,

Dr. F. ift.

Franklin
all eomaug23 dtf

bm«<L_

Days

tTFxCHANGE

Afternoon and

NOTICE.

lO PER CENT.

P I TLAND:

n

It ntng. Ang. dOth.
GRtND WANK CARNIVAL.

Get your tickets at Steamer
EMITA,
26 cts. the round trip, fuu and

Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terminating In 1883,

Pa'«* in Thirty
After Proof.

Evening.

Wharf.

Six Per Cent. Interest on Ontstandln*
Scrip Paid On mid After Feb. 6,1883.

VOHHRHPON
TELEPHONE 115.

Saturday

ASSETS,=:=

Losses

and

Friday Evening, Ang. ’43th.
EANCA SKATING, followed by
FREE dance.

Evening.

$13,17075.02
NATIONAL

Every Afternoon

STATE BANK COIUIUISSIONEKS.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on \ essela, Cargoes and Freights, aud issue
open policies to merchants, making risks biudlng as

STOCK LABELS ALWAYS ON HAND.

“DOMESTIC” SEWING MACHINE GO.
—TO PURCHASE

an

—

ble rates.

A

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
I Company, in lsh2, is-ned 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, the
hugest financial institution of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

application.

REVERE RUBBER

A RARE OPPORTUNITY

save

you

We will Warrant
Sul Infliction.

Samples

and many chronic diseases pronounced incurable, are o%en relieved by
Brown’s Iron Hitters.”
Huntsville, Ala.—Dr. J. C. Spotswood
says: “I highly recommend Brown’s Iron
Bitters for dyspepsia, rheumatism, and general debility.”
Fairfield,low a.—Dr. J. L. Myers says:
‘‘Brown’s Iron Bitters is the best iron preparation I have ever known in my thirty
years of practice.”

Ihr I 'it m i 13

Try Our Giant, Belt.

i

Rheumatism, disordered blood, general

SAVED
EXPENSES of

by tbe

to alhvtio use

Important

Cholera!

BE

In flip LIVING

FOR

Gom panY

S200 A YEAR

6s

J. B. Brown & Sons,

□Th«
UNION MUTUAL, I.IFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of thin city, 1* now ia it* THIKTYKIFI'H YEAR, and at no time lias it bHt more
prueperou* or more .uccewful. lu RESULTS
Ia*t<earira* a LARGELY INCREASE*! BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSKIS. INCREASED SURPLUS. INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all eeoored at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

WORK

World's Ideal Specialty Combination, for
week only, commencing

and

Miss

6s
4s

l^ewiston

—

HOME

The NORWIC H LINK for NEW YORK hn« ike fi e t »te*mer» in the country.
lakina thi* line enn vecnre Parlot Car* at It oaten or Worcester
Tl PEI.TON Jr.,
A. (\ Kh « D ILL,
Central Manager*
C«n« ral Pnisraarr Agent.
d3w
aug ’4

RUBBER

IK A

COMPANY!

COMEDY

.

Northern

COMPANY.

Paeaeoger

*■*

nearly approach to yellow, have the petals
in the wide solid stitchings spoken of above,
and the outer edge in heavy couchings instead of outline or chain stitch.
A pretty application of embroidery for
bedroom use is the silk cover of a down
quilt, worked with occasional sprays of natural looking flowers. Black satin duvets
with a design of long stalked arum lilies
and leaves are effective; but those in pale
pink and blue silk, powdered with odd flowerets, or garlanded with Watteau wreaths of
embroidered roses, are most admired. A full
gathered fall of lace, with satin bows at the
four corners, completes the fashioning of
one of these duvets.—M. (i. H. in the Art

-

from Bo«ton to whore p«in'a without change.
Ticket* for «ale at T icket OlBc * in
ew llnmpoh ire.
B «gg*««e checked through.
Itniu-nae e<*>* venience for
.Tl'ttnr n*l
lorfi*» m ith chil rcn a* thi» l*nc AVOID** C’HANCSJE OF (’ARM IN NEW V»NH.
NO THAVKI. t* ITH CO.HhORT. A-k for ticket
TRY IT
via Nfc’%%
YORK A
NEW KROIH4IND RAILROAD, at any Ticket OOlcc.

JsH ^^B

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,
Cincinnati

A
Noatbetn pneilc

SAVE lul lt HONEY
and

William* X Sullivan

COMPLIMENTARY CONCERT

BON 13 B

“

HOME

Pliiladelpliia,

only

IINAKUAL.

Androscoggin

Ju«23aodtf

GREAT THROUGH LINE

line

holding ti.kels on the shore line will be
charged 25 cents admission.
ang27dtl

“

AGENTS,

State

Have secured them at an enormous salary, the
attractions of the season, taring chaste and
You mnst laugh; prepare for a mental
refined
treat. Engagement extraordinary of the famous

Comedy,

Parties not

City ef Portland
Zaaroyille, Okie
••
Kt.l Snginew. nick.

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

liAHCKLVi. H4NAGEB.

FOREST CI1Y STEAMBOAT OU Montgomery Guards’ Picuic!

BOW

Portlar ri.

—

Tie

Every Evening this Week

Booth by,

SPECIAL

—

PEAK’S ISLAND,

Cortland, Maine.

Ylott

AT

—

186 Middle Stieet.

EXCIMNGE

V.

DANCE 1

FREE

any oompany

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
Tii** above*

ree.

The Muter Spirit, of Iri.b

in-

Better than the Saving* Bank,

by its policy-holders

LINK!

MONDAY, AUGUST 27.

,\B. Sale of seats
aug22dlw

Gallery
Friday, Aug. 24

Bond

<*«nt.

ENDOWMENT POLICY

Linen momie cloth and crash are also
receive elaborate decoration. A
Nervousness, you will
linen momie cloth has for its design a large
find a “Balm In Gilead”
leaf and flower pattern. The stems are done
in Hop Bitters.
in loose Kensington stitch in crewels, and
If you are a frequenter, or a resident
the leaves are not only outlined, but filled
of a miasmatic district, barricade your
with parallel lines an eighth of an inch
system against the sconrge of all counbilious and
tries—malaria. epidemic,
apart’ These leaves, which are very large,
intermittent fevers—by the use of Hop
have irregular spots in long stitches of lightBitters.
er greens worked in thi-m to break their moor sallow skin, bad
| If you have rough, pimply,
Hop Hitters will give von fair Bkln, rich
notony. The flowers are made of filoselle, | breath.
blood, the sweetest breath, and he lth.
$60U will
and the outlines are solidly filled in layers
for a case they wi 1 not cure or help.
That
by making loops of the filoselle an inch long bepatd
iuvdid
wife, sister, mother
poor, bedridden,
or daughter, can be made the picture of health by a
and fastening them down with a stitch of fi
of
few
bottles
Bitters
Hop
costing but a trifle.
uselle at the upper end, which is in itself orau8
MWF&w4w32
namental. This coverlet is finished with a
baud of olive plush. Another coverlet has a
carnet plush centre and a band of linen
twelve inches deep all around, embroidered
in silk and crewels with branches and clus&f\, of all thicknesses,
ters of the peach in bloom.
This work is
width* and qualities.
|
I P
done in Kensington stitch; a sand of garnet
plush finishes the spread.
si
One of the most luxurious spreads is of
olive plush, covered with a boldly conven58
tional design in which the chief outlines

used, and

Uo., will ap-

the succeasfnl drama

7ft and

coinmeneee

‘and

To ]Vew

In

Seats

Better than a 4 per cent. Government
Which

—

vigor,”
If you are costive or dyspeptic, or
suffering from any other of the numerous diseases of the stomach or bowels,
it is your own fault If you remain 111.
If you are wasting away with any
form of Kidney disease, stop tempting
death this moment, and turn for a cure
to Hop Bitters.
If you are sick with
that
terrible sickness

dramatic

Tuesday Evening,

1.50
8.00

44

FRANK GOUDVei Congress Si.

or

if

first class

-IN THE-

letter

Free.

leading

MONDAY EVEN NC

in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

in all the New Shades and Sizes.

“

a

on

pear

T. T. MERRY

stimulating, without intoxicatyou are old, blood thin and im*pure, pulse feeble, nerves unsteady,
'faculties waning, Hop Bitters is what
*you need to give you new life, health,

Stilt another coverlet Is of cream-white
sateen, with ornament in tints almost approaching lavender shades, and with a border of plush of a harmonizing tint. An electric blue sateen coverlet is similarly decorated in varying blue tints, and is bordered
with blue plusb.

traced in heavy filoselle couchings of
different tints of olive. The flowers, which

Charlotte Thompson,

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWKSTF.RN has done

‘are

“Or if you are in the workshop, on the
‘farm, at the desk, anywhere, and feel
‘that your system needs cleans!ng, |ton-

The Distinguished Actress, Miss

•

K« ter tliau

Moore 6c Co.

Owen,

If and If.
“If you are suffering from poor health
‘or languishing on a bed of sickness,
‘take cheer, if you are simply ailing,
‘or if you feel week and dispirited, without clearly knowing why, Hop Bitters

conventionally outlined, a sort of herring
bone is introduced for variety, and the seed
vessels are imitated by fine diamond-shaped
coachings.

are

HONDA" AND TUESDAY. AUG. 11 AND IS

NEW JANE EYRE.

shown

Free.

F0RE81 CITY IMNTCO
€.

TWO NIGHTS,

LIFE LTOR1NCE WSMSY.

as

Free.

Forest City Steamboat line an<4 get all attractions free. Beau
aug27d2t

TIE ROMANOFF.

SALE FRIDAY MORNING.

aMk—■

via

.Proprietor and Manager.

Prank Curtis_

which gives uo insurance, pays abou 4 i*er cent,
interest, from whb'h you may with raw your «•posit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Fruit, Impure Water, Unhealthy
Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epidemic and
Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains. Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers, Exhaustion. Nervousness, »r loss of Sleep that beset
the traveler or household at this season are nothing
to those protected by a timely use of s» diomTm
Ginger, the delicious and only combination of
Imported Ginger, choice Aromatics and Pure French
Brandy. Br ware of worthies!* “fingers” said 10

purchase tiokeU

Esuottim IlVsikavoe

terest.

Free.

Free,

Free.

PORTLAND THEATRE

_,_dlf_

17*1 ripe

Free.

OR AND DISPLAY OF FIRFWOKKS.

SEgr* Don’t fail to
•very So minutes.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

a

*99JJ

-99JJ

('ash Prizes—Fntries i

early, will do well to

at

'99JJ

FOREST CITY

call.

FLANNEL WaISTS for l adies, M issvs and
Hoys, sueh sis we have been selling at
will be elosed out at ONF DOLL A It FAC'D.
Flsinnel Dresses for Iflisses sind Children will
be sold sit one dollsir less than marked priee.

*99JJ

Sack, Wheelbarrow, and Potato Races for

25 pieces 10 inch Colored Silk at $1.00 per yard.
Black Silks at 75 and 87 1-2 cents, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50.
$3.00 and $4.00 per yard.
Black Cashmere at 50 cents per yard, the best bargain ever offered at

us a

Free.

tree*

Bargain.

Those

*99JI

‘99JJ

'99JJ

FREE-DANCING- FREE!

v

give

‘99JJ

'

We shall open on Wednesday, August 22nd, a full aim elegant,line of
Ladies' Cloth and Flannel Suitings, in both plain and plaid effects, and
in great variety of colors. Also some superb bargains in Colored Cashmeres, Ottomans, Drapd’Ulmas, Diagonal and O rient Repps in the new
and desirable Autumn Shades.
We shall also show a choice selection of lllack and Colored Velvets,
Plushes, Brocade Satins and Velvets, Velveteen, Ottoman Silks, Ac,
50 pieces 20 inch Colored Silk to be sold at $1.25 per yard. A plendid

al-

ternate sides embroidered in colored silks,
with gold centres. The curtains are lined
witn thin yellow pink Japanese silk.

2-PERFORMANCES AT THE THEATRE-2

%
__

this price.

LINE!

FOREST CITY

Mu.tu.al

ment, made of two gold cords couched in
and intersecting at intervals In a
small diamond-shaped figure. At the points
of intersection are branching leaves in gold

2
-AT

PEAK'S ISLAND, TIIESIIAV, AIM'S! 28.

REDUCTION!

curves

thread.

|

BANCROFT.

&

favor with her.

no

orna-

Mr. Aristide Marie is probably the richest
He was a large
man of color in America.
slave owner before the war, and bis income
from the rents of his property in New Orleans is not less than $50,000 a year. Besides this he has a large personal estate,
consisting of first-class securities. Mr. Marie
is a man of fine accomplishments, a graduate of one of the best institutions of France,
and lives abroad about half of each year.
196 Bboadwat, New Yobt, July 81,1883.
Mr. Charles P. Chouteau, one of the repWashington McLean, Esq., Jamcstoum, R. /.
resentatives of the old French families of St.
Deab sib: 1 have your letter.
Louis, proposes to build a monument to the
The story that 1 ever paid any money to secure
memory of Pierre Menard, the first lieutenof
one
else
Mathews
or
semination
the
Stanley
any
ant-governor of Illinois, at Springfield, the
He has requested exto the Supreme bench is a pure fabrication. I had
cost to be $10,000.
no bargain or understanding with General Garfield
Minister Wasbburne to associate himself
with some citizens of Illinois to assist in acof any sort, directly or Indirectly. My acquaintance
with Mr. Matthews was not Intimate; Indeed, now
complishing his object. Mr. Menard's name
write,! remember that it was at your own is closely Identified with the political history of the Northwest Territory, going back to
tonal solicitation after his nomination tbat I
1803, when he represented Randolph county
asked Mr. Plumb by an open telegram to aid, If conin the Territorial Legislature of Indiana,
sistent, in bis confirmation. Mr. Matthews was
six years before Illinois was constituted a
never my counsel; indeed, be was the friend, if not
Territory of the first grade. From the time
also counsel for tbs Texas and Pacific, -ben con
he first settled in old Kaskaskia, in 1790, to
trolled by Mr. Thomas A. Scott, and which was at
the day of his death in 1844, he enjoyed the
the time a hostile Interest to those In which I was
love and confidence of the people.
Jay Gould.
Interested. Yeurs trnly,
Labouchere tells the following story of his
Dorsey said tbat the evidence of this bar- earliest visit to Aix-les-Bains: “I rememgain could be produced. It seems to us, in- ber arriving there when I was about sevenasmuch as everybody living whom he men- teen. I sat down at the gaming table, and
in half an hour I won four or five hundred
tioned as a party to the business has contraAn official then told me that the
pounds.
the
dicted him, it is time for him to produce
eommissary of police wished to speak to me.
proofs, or time for the Argus and other ac- On being introduced into the den of this
whether, as I evidently
complices after the fact In his slanders to be- official, he asked methe
written permission
was a minor, I had
gin to doubt his Integrity.
of my parents to gamble. I said that they
a docuhad not furnished me with such
I could not be alIf our city officials were one half as efficment so he told me that
man
probaient as some of their friends would have us lowed to play. This excellent
deal of money, for I
bly Baved me a good
believe, it would not be so easy for strangers
of
returning it
left with my booty, instead
In Portland to buy liquor. Every day the
to the tables.”
less cases of
papers have to report more or
William Wirt Sykes, United states consul
drunkenness, and accidents and disturb- at Cardiff, who died recently, was born Nor.
are frequent.
ances caused by drnnkenness
23, 1830, In Watertown, New York. He
to port apearly gave promise of great talent, and he
Any strange sailor who comes
in
able to get drunk with precision began an honorable career In journalism in
be
to
pears
his sixteenth year. If his contributions
he reaches the
after
soon
and celerity
fiction, poetry, philosophy, history, politics
wharf. If the Mayor will lend the City and art, to the dally, weekly, monthly and
the
quarterly press were gathered in book form,
Marshal his old white horse, perhaps
they would fill fifty good-sized volumes. In
as well supervised as the
rum shops will be
1876 General Grant appointed Wirt Sykes
consul to Cardiff, and immediately on arcity jobs are.__
riving at his post he began that series of
A. Emery of papers on Welsh history, archaeology and soThe appointment of Hon. L.
of the
cial conditions which has attracted attenBllswoitb to be an associate justice
tion In Harper’s Monthly, Appleton’s Jourthe pre
close
upon
follows
Supreme Court
nal and other prominent pub icatlons. In
to be chief
Peters
motion of associate jjstfce
1871 Mr. Sykes was married to Miss Olive
This appointment gives to the
Ligau, the well-known writer.
justice.
and
Wade Hampton Recently, speaking of
highest bench of the State an able lawyer
in
wide
Gen.
Grant, said: “I never met him until
experience
having
gentleman,
a year or more ago when I came orer
who
about
and
in
his
public affairs,

profession

found

ENTKBTAIjrjIEAlT*.

•

EASTMAN BROTHERS

Kensington palace itself, where the sale was
held, fetched low prices. This is rather remarkable; and perhaps some owners of
American bar rooms, which are given to
unique furniture aud decorations, may regret not having given commissions to secure
choice bits from this royal sale. Queen Victoria is in most things a stickler for family
dignity; but, with all her wealth, the plan of
chipping in with her many relatives, to so
relieve the pecuniary stress of the Duchess
of Teck as to avoid this sale, evidently

eight long curby gray plush,
vine-like

MUCRLLiTEOCI.

here (Philadelphia) to dine with Mr. George
W. Childs. He is a splendid talker and I
was very much interested in Ills accounts of
his travels. I confess I fouud none of that
reticence and want of ability to express himself that I had heard so much about during
the past 15 years. I fouud him a much
broader and abler man than X had expected.
He discussed the Mexican question, as he
did every other question on which I heard
him talk, with a great deal of ability.’’
Mr. Arthur Klnglake writes to the London ll'imes: “It is now definitely arranged
that the American minister will unveil the
memorial bust of Henry Fieldiug, on Tuesday, the 4th of September. It will be placed
close to the busts,Jn the Somersetshire Hall,
Taunton, of three of England's worthies, all
natives of the same co
inty—namely, Locke,
Blake (admiral and general at sea) and Pym.
Permit me to add that, in
spile of all that
has been said as to the
appropriateness of
the proposal to honor the memory of the
greatest of English writers, the funds required for the necessary expenses connected
with the memorial are considerably abort of
the required amount. May I take the opportunity of inviting further contributions
necestary to enable fitting honor to be done
to a great name, of which literary men, and
indeed ail Englishmen, should be proud?”
Queen Victoria, at the last moment, withdrew from the Duchess of Teck’s auction
the sedan chair of Queen Charlotte and various other family relic#, which were to be
offered to the highest bidder. The other
household goods, plate and china, in spite of
the fact that the bill-posters had the advantage of putting up their auction placards on

NO.

11
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Churches, Halls ami Private Dwellings l>ec» rated
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a

a» we are

alwaye engaged

Fresco Painters,

tirst-class manner, and at short notice. Repair-

ing old frescoing a specialty.
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CHARL[S MIS & CO.,
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gold bonnet.
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MONDAY MORNING, AUG. 27.
THE P^tESS.
obtained at tbo Perlodiial Depot* of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruuull 4 Co,, Armstrong,
Went ortb, Mix!* on, Robert Costello, Uilpatriek,
Jewett. Rose, McFarland, Watson, Mrange, Stim•on, Gould, Lanagan, Boston 4 Maine Depot, and
Chisholm BrO'.,on all trains that run out of the

May

be

olty.
Auburn, Willard Small A Oo
Augusta, T. F Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Oo.
Bar

Harbor, F. S. Jordan.

Bath, J. O.
Blddeford,

Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersom.
Brunswick B G. Dennis, in.
Cumberland M'llsJF. A. VerriU.
Damartisootta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport. W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairtield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowltoa.
Gardiner. Palmer 4 Co.
Gorham Jas. H. Irish 4 On,

Mechanic Falls A. W. Bridge, E. A. Hsomas.
S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. JelliMB,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ai drew*,
Sabattus E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick 4 Oo_
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Yinalbaven, H. M. Roberts.
Vfaldoboro, G. Bliss,
Watervllle, J. S. Carter.
Farmouth. W. E. Smith.

Norway,

How the Prince

and Princes* of Wales

Entertain their Quests.

[London Letter to N. Y. Times.,
The last great social event of the season
was the Prince and Princess of Wales’s garden party this week at
an invited guest

To be

is indeed

to be

Marlborough
on

House.

such an occasion

society.” There ate
rich people inLmdon who

huudreds of
would give their

“in

ears

to be ou the list.

It is

presentation to the queen to be
entitled to call aud sign your name in the
visitors’ book at the prince’s palace in Pail
Mali. In many respects it is a good deal
more pleasant, for there is something approaching to comfort in the easy etiquette
of a London party at Marlborough House

as

good

as a

which you do not feel in the more augus1
presence of the queen. Not that there are
no formalities here; not that the dignity of
the

royal

crimson;

Chicago,

house and the

discipline of its regulations are relaxed, but the privilege of
walking about without being under the constraint of the royal eyes is worth a great
deal, for however republican you may be,
and however you may hold your soul above
the gilded glitter of thrones, you iiud yourself anxious about yourself when being received by royalties and brushing shoulders
with dukes and duchesses, who sometimes
consider themselves quite as good, if not
better, ou the score of ancestral blood than

royalty itself. The prince and princess are
always especially gracious to Americans.
The sons of the Republic are always more or
“the land of the free and
home of the brave” when royalty is
about; but Mr. Sam Ward might have been
“to the manner born," so easily did he carry
his morning dress and his tine, bald head.
The prince spoke to him several times, and

appeared to be ou equally go,>d terms with
Mr. Henry Irving (the ouly actor, by the

way, who has ever been present »t the Marllu my time),
who to-uigbt bids "farewell until next year”
to his Lyceum audiences.
Marlborough House is in the heart of the
West Eud, aud yet it has a g..rdeu of quite
three acres in extent. So well timbered is
it that the surrounding buildings are shut
out; so pretty are its floral decorations, so
velvet-like its turf, that you might without
any stretch of the imagination fancy yourself right away on some country estate.
And the strawberries and cream I There
are none such in town or country as the royal berries. This present season has been
the best berry and rose season ever known,
aud you may be sure the pick of them were

borough House garden party

I regret ail the mare to say that it was most
marked in respect of one or two American

at

Marlborough House.

I saw a noble lord speaking to Irving, and
in spite of the actor’s fame I think the Earl
thought himself the especial pick of creation.
Most Earls do nat give you this idea of selfcotvsciousnes, but there are snobs in the
I dare say
peerage as well as in the city.
'this particular Earl
thought to himself
“things are coming to a pretty past if one
has to consort with actors at royal parties.”
But as I have said in these columns, oar
tendencies to-day are democratic.
I have
smoked a cigar with the Prince, and l am
only a journalist; think of it! Even in Lord
Beacon field’s days the swells kneered at
“writers for the press.”
And here we are,

authors, journalists, actors, at Marlborough
House, walking the same turf, resting in the
same rooms, taking ices from the same flunkeys as “the blood royal,” aud actually hoonobbiDg with Dukes and bowing to ladies f
title. I suppose it is ail right and that we
■

not on the eve of a revolution.
Thackeray was not honored to this extent, and yet
he thought no small beer of himself, and
Sergeant Ballantyne, who is silly enough to
sneer at Thackeray, (is there not a story of
the dead lion and some other animal extant?)
would not be allowed, I am sure, to assume
the dignity of writing bis name in the book
at any of the royal palaces.
If you choose
to give reins to your fancy in the garden of
the Prince’s house you might say the distinct hum you could always hear was the
sea; but in fact it was the roar of the Loudon streets—the Niagara of Regent street,
Piccadilly, the'Strand, and Pall Mall. You
may not get away from that continual hum
and buzz anywhere in London,
however
high your walls, however ’hick your doors
Did the Prince speak to me? Do v >u think
he went rampaging about tbe grounds, and
that the Princess went gadding about without her bat?
Not at all.
The Prince aud
Princess made little c.rcles for themselves.
Occasionally they stepped out to speak to
some lady and gentleman who did not apAsk Mr. Sam
pear quite at their ease.
Ward. He will tell you all about it. There
were a great number of royal children presare

ent.

short dresses.
Velvet
fashionable material.
Her royal
highness, the Princess of Wales, had on a
dress of wbite|muslin, the shirt and draperies edged with coffee-colored lace, the bodice
The ladies wore

was

a

being similarly

form a fiwith an
aigrette and strings of pale blue. The princess’s daughters, Victoria, Louise, and
Maud, wore dresses of da k cashmere, jersey bodices and skirts, white straw hats
bound with crimson and trimmed with £cru
lace, black stockings and high boots. They
are interesting giifs, and of very engaging
manners.
The princess nerself was charming as ever; the Duchess of Albany looked
remarkably well. She wore a costume of
stone-colored silk with velvet draperies and
trimming, and a straw bonnet. The Princess Christian of Schleswig Holstein had on
a crimson satin skirt covered with black lace
and a bodice and tunic of crimson satin and
velvet brocade, her bonnet being trimmed
with chenille. The Princess Elizabeth of
Hesse wore a light-colored terra cotta satin
and white bonnet; tbe Princess Mary (Duch
ess of Teck) black and crimson; the Princess
chu.

trimmed so as to

Her bonnet

was

white,

Christian’s daughters wore dresses of the
popular “crushed strawberry” color, and

straw bats trimmed with black velvet and
white lace. After describing the dresses of
the princesses one might, I presume, be excused from taking note of mere duchesses
and marchionesses outside the pale of “the
blood royal,” but my lady readers will be interested no doubt in having this millinery
reporting carried a little further; so I pocket
my pride, and with the help of a “Chatterbox” of their own sex. (who reads the

Queen newspaper and writes for it,) continue.
The Duchess of Manchester, to quote
tbe exclusive notes of that secretly informed
organ, wore a bodice with long coat basque
of dark gray velvet, fastened across tbe
front with diamond buckles over a gray satin skirt of a lighter shade; tbe Duchess of
Cleveland w re rich p acock green brocaded
velvet with iridescent bead embroidery; the
Duchess of Wellington, black satin and jet,
with cloak trimmed with lace; the Duchess
of Sutherland, entirely In brown brocaded
satin; Marchioness of Abergavenny wore a

skirt of very dark blue-green silk edged with
flounced ruche, under a polonaise of brochi
flowers on the same colored ground; Marchioness of Salisbury wore black velvet dress
and black bounet; the Countess of Bective
wore black skirt, with bodice and tunic
covered with rich gold embroidery and black
lace; Countess of Leversbam, dress of rich
black velvet brochi, with large mantle of
rich brochi velvet and lace bounet with jet
and leathers; tbe Countess of Clarendon
wore an entire costume of soft while silk
trimmed with lace; the Countess of Wharu'*
cliffe’s dress of soft while Cashmere was
trimmed with very broad black velvet;
Theresa Countess of Shrewsbury wore black
and white satin; Lady Henry Gordon Lenwith jet, and black
nox, black satin trimmed
a redinbonnet; the Countess of Komuey,velvet
brogote shaped dress of dark brown
ead«; Gladys, Countess of Lonsdale, dress
and cape of dark iron-gray satin, gray straw
bounet trimmed eri suite; Viscountess Castlereagh, black silk trimmed with jet and
Maria Marchioness of Atlesbury, in

lace;

dark myrtle-green

satin with black lace,

a

a,
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Wit and Wisdom.
Mint is said to keep rats and mice oat of the
boase. If a fellow owned a mint, be coaid also “keep the wolf
from the door.”—Boston
Courier.

Senior recitation in moral philosophy. Profeasor: “What is an act of will called?” Senior; “A volition; from volo, I will.” Professor: “Exactly. Cicero says: ‘Voluntas est,
qace quid cnm rations deeiderat.’ What is
that?” Senior (triumphantly:) “That is Latin, sir.”
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Tlnrkria

York. Aug. 2;» —The Flur market if dull;
State 3 0@7 26; Ohio 4 20HS 76; Western 3 -l\a
7 2'; Southern 4 25£6 87%.
Wheat % 4%e lower, dull and heavy; business
largely on speculative account No 1 White nominal,
sale.' 120,(>00 bush No 2 Red for September l 16%
1*4/8)0 do for October 1 19% a, 1 19%; 248.0 O
b i*h do November 1 21% ajl 21%; receipts 202,
0 0 bm
Corn dull Mixed Western spot at $6$66e; do future 61 &63%o; sales23o,OUO bu receipt* 76,176
bush.
Oat* %{g%c higher;State 4 ,§49c; Western 35a,
48c; sales 480,000 bush, including No 2 for September at 35&8dc; October at 36% «3bo; receipts

124,700.

Remember! Glenn’s Snlphnr Skan presents
all the advantages of snlphnr baths at a cheap

Beef firm.

Pork dull; spot new mess 14 00&14 26.
doll; steam rendered 8 75.
Sugar firm.
Molasses quiet.
Chicago, Aug. 25.—Wheat is weak; 1 00% for
August. I 01 for September; 1 o2% for October
1 04%'$l ‘*4% for November 1 00% ye*r. Corn
at 60%c for August and September 49% c for October; 48c November 46c year 47c May. Oats at
27%c for August; 26 %c lor September; 26%c for
October; 26c all year 29%c May. Pork at 11 95
for August ami Sep tern be; 12 07% for October;
Lard

rata.

50 cents.

One who moved among the elite: “It’s a
shame,” said Mrs Parvenu at Newport the
other day, “that the do not elect mv son one
of the stockholders 1 that there Kssiuo. He’s
offered ’em $500, has t dog-cart, plays tennie
and talks just as silly as any of them men what
And we
go ronnd with other men's wives.
move in aleet circles, too.”—New
York Mail
and Express.

3*%«8 86 for Auguat.
September and October. 8 12% Novemb r.
8t. Loins, Aug. 26.-Wheai is lower; No 2 Red
Fall 1 05 for August ,1 06% fer September. 1 08%
for Catcher; 1 11% for November. 1 05 year.
II 62%

Lard

year.

at

8

Deer Die.
Ar 23d, schs Diadem, Sellers, and Viola May,
Fisher, Port Johnson.
BATH-Ar 24th, sch Mary E Oliver, Hiucklcy,

Detroit Aug. 25.—Wheat weak No 1 White fall
cash 1 08 cash; 1 07% for September. 1 09% for
October; l 11 Vs November. No 2 White at 1 02
No 3 at 90 bid; No 2 Red Winter at 1 09%.

Only one cent apiece for 125 prescriptions
which could be procured only from a first clan
physician, and for which he would charge at
least from 3 to 5 dollars each, can be obtained

Havana Market.

Portland.
Sid 24th, schs Ada A Kennedy. Helen A Chase,
and Agues i Grace, for Philadaipua; Maggie Ellen,
for Boston

(By Telegraph.)

POKRM3N POKTH.

Self-

Havana. Aug. 25.— Sugai— A better demand prevailed osrin < to more favorable advices from United
States and previous prices were sustained.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
40,500 boxes, 121,600 bags and 64,000 hhd*. re
ceipts for the week 727 boxes. 63 bags and 197
hbda. extorts 1716 hhds, ail to the United States.

Feeding a press: Two boys met in front of
the Sun office yesterday afternoon. The younger of the two
said: “Hello, Tom. Are yon
working?” “Yes,” replied Tom, “I'm working sround in Spruce street feeding a press.”
“Feeding a press!” repeated the inquirer;
“why, you overgrown Turk, you’re not able to
feed yourself, let alone a press.”—New York
Sun.

Passed Anjier July 6, barque Harvard. Pray, from
Hollo fo. Boston.
Sid fm Cardiff Aug 24, ship Andrew Johnson.

Crawford, Coquimbo.
Sid fm Queeustowu 14th, sch F L Richardson,
tfelano. (from St John, SB.) for Newry.
Ar at Paysandu pruv to 25th last, barque Kttae
Ar at Plctou 20th mst, fob Etta, Nickerson, from

Molasses nominal.

Freights

quiet.

Portland.
Cid at Liverpool, NS. 16th, sch Maggie Willard.
Dunphy Newfoundland.
Ar at Hillsboro 22d, schs Clara E Rogers. Rogers.
Boston; Ada 8 Aden. Dudley, Pembroke; Lucy
Hammond. Robinson, Mar bias
Cid 2 2d. sch Spsrtel. Ha low ell. Newark.
Ar at St John, SB. 24th. brig Tally Ho, Lambert,
Portland; sch Guiding Star, Williams Rockland.
Old 24th, schs Emma G, Host wick, and Ida May,
Fan joy, Rockland

Sptmsh gold 2.08.
xchange—on the Uuited States 60 days gold 9(g,
9% prem.doshort sight 10@10%.
Barepcaa Tlarkeu.

(By Telegraph.)

Liverpool,Aug. 26—12.80 P. M—Cotton market
jpl«nd«at %d; Orleans at 6%d. sales 600*.'
bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.

Tim Years before any of the baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresas Yeast Powder had a large sale
throughout New England.

dull

Telephone € ooaoI id ration.
There is nothing new which can be learned regarding the consoli ation of the New England teleThere is a growirg feeling in
phone companies.
financial circles, owing to the delay, that the whole
scheme is, or will be, abandoned, and that tbe Low-

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

There to

ell

Daily Wkalewale market.
PORTLAND, Aug. 25.

PsrtlaBii

are

a

lower.

very firm.

little

Cbeese to dull and

Mackerel

unsettled.

In

light receipt and held
Advices from the fishing grounds are a

more enc

are

in

uraging.

Several

vlarket fish

vessels had made

but

as well as the Connecticut company,
h >ve their concerns conducted sep-

Flaar.

all

Yellow Eyee3 60®3 66
Plate.12 76S13 25
Onions pbbl. 3 26*3 50
Ex Plate.14 00514 26
New Potatoes
—*1 60 Hama
13Vi®14o
Sweet Potatoes 4 76S,.|6 Ham* covered 14V4®lHo
EggsiP’doz. a 2 3c LardTurkeys, & lb..._ OOci Tab, v n>. o»/*a ay.
Chickens. 23®c( Tieroee
9’/*® 9*/a
Fowl. 18*cl Pail. lOglO1/*
Holler.

Need*.

(Iheeee.

Vermont....
10®12
NVPact’y..
10gl2
Apple*.
Bating t>bbl .4 5GgS 00]
Evaporated IblHVa ®l S>A
Dried Apple*_St Val'i
11
Sliced
...108KJ'*
S***r.
Si
Granulated tr lb
Extra O.»V%
...

71 years 10 months.
In Seursmont, July
80 years.
In Jefferson, July
49 years.

Raialn*.
Muscatel. 1 70*2 40
London Lay’r 2 20*2 30
7 V* *10 Vi
OndaraVal

F. W.

Palermo

...4

MAtfl.INU

a

You

Boston Brokers’ doard, Aug. 25.|£

a

of

dropsy

and

kidney

bottle, and had not used

one-

are

at

liborty to use this for
Respectfully yours,

thoir

benefit if

choose.

^

|

r. a

0.06
0.12

10.20
10.27

10.30
10.34

0.00
6.07
01.26
10.20

tO.oS
t0.5S

10.46
*10 40
110.63
*11.13

7.06

11.20

10.33
*0.63
7.00

TRAINS FOR BKIDGTON.

secured

in

train*.

Seat*

{The 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to 8kf>*began on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

beyond Bangor

Portland

and

Worcester Line.

Halifax, 8.10 a m., 6.16 p. m., Ml. John
7.0u and 8.00 a. in., 9.00 p. m.; Uealieu, 7."0
a m., 8.30 p
in.
Mi. Mieahen, 7!3© a. m.,
9.00 p ti«. Yna« rboro, 2.id) a. m 10.10 a.m.
1.50 p.m,; ttuck»|>«ri, 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
6.05 p m., Haufor. 7.20 a. m., 2.06 p. in.
8.00p.m. Dealer, 7.00 a.m,8.10p. m. Bel
f«u», 8.46 a. in., 3.16 p. m., Mkawkegaa,
8 30 a. m 3.06 p. in., Walerville, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3 33 and 10.08 p. m.: Augusta. 6.00 «.
m 10.03 a. m., 3 00. 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.
Ixardioer, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 8.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.: Balk. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
HruoNirirk, 7.26 and 11.30 a. w, 4,46 Jc 5.10
m. 12.36 a. m., (night.1 Kucklaad 8.16a.m.,
.26 p m.. and Mondays only at 4.80 a. m rewisien. 7.20 a m
11.16 a. m., 4.36 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips, 7.06 a. m. Parnsingian, 8.30
a.
in.. Tlarnnaceek, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p. m.;
m.
3 37
114 iuibro|r, 10.18 a.
p.
0%
being due In Portland as follows The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.86 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains fron.

From

5.

Bangor and all intermediate stations and conThe
necting roads at 12.36 and 12 46 p. m.
ifternooL trains from Watervilie, August* Hath,
Rockland and T^w^-toc a*. 6 00p.m. The at.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Sigh Pollm*
ait at 1.60 a.m.
Kxpres

Kxcuraits Kalfn le Riininncook and rela a le pariaea ef five ar mere.
Ixisailed Ticket* oral aad urcsad class far
Mr. John sad Halifax «n s ale at reduced
r«*es.

PAVSON

TUCKER, Geu’l Manager.
F. E. BOUTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. A Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12, 1883
f
Jul

Romford Falls k Bucfcfleld
gtAlXiROAD.
I leave
an ton for Portland
and
!.«ewiston 4.45 and 9.46 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
connection*
with Byron Mexioo, Dlxdeld
Stage
Pern, Livermore. West Htmnsr and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt
Portland. June. 16, 1883
octlAdtf
-•

•j

i

Ayer Jaac.,
liaraa,
PUcktaif,
Nashua, l.awrll, niadhau, aad Up.
*1*1 at 7.31) a. a*, and 1.03 p. m.
War t* aaehesier, I rnrord and point* North, at
1.03 p. at.
P*r Rachealer. Mprlnarale, Alfred, Water boro and Mara Hirer.7.30 a. a*., 1.03
p. as., and milled) at 0.30 p. m. Ketamine
learn Boobastor at (mixed) 6.46 a. m.
11.16
a. m., and 3.86 p. m., arrlrlng at Portland
(mixed) 8.40 a. m., 1.36 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
War Oerkaa,
Macearappa. t aaabrrlaad
Wealbraah aad Waodfard'a.
71111.,
at 7.30 a. n>.,
1.08, 6.30 and (mixed)
•0.30 p. ta.
The I 03 p. a*, tialn from Portland connect* at
Aye- Jaac. with llaaeac Teoarl Rome for
t It Went, and at Tallin Beaat, Warranter, for
New Vorli rt* Narwlrh l ine, and all rail,
ItMpriapaeld, alfo with N. V. * N. R. K.
« .(“Steamer Maryland Route”' for Philadelphia, Haltioearr. Washington, and th*
Renta and with Hestea A llltaar K R. for

H. Baaxy, tinggago-niMter

on

Kimtcrn

Southern and Western pent*.
At 6.:i» p. m (Express), for Boston and principal
in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
Way Stations,
connecting with Rail Dues for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Pali River Line for New

arriving

York.

H'raln* Leave Boston
7.30, 0.00 ». ni., anil arrive In Portland at 11.63
a. m. anti 13.66 p. m.
At 13.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
m.
Uaii\
and arrive In Portland at 11.00 p.m.
1‘ullniaii Parlor Cars
Trains leaving Boston 9 a.ro., 12.30 and 7.00

On
m. and Borland

6.46

a.

m.,

12.66 and 6.3

*

p.

p.
m*

Through Pullman Sleeping
On Tratus leaving Boston at
land 2.00 a. m.
Thiough Tickets to nil

Cars
7.00 p. m., and PortPoiata Month ond

Wm.
Pnllnann Car Tickets for Boats sad
•••*• wi Depot Ticket OBr* only.
■
dune 17, 1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
of
Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
•Master
Oen’l Pass’r Agent
junivdtf

Philadelphia HEADING R. 1.
Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Philadelphia.

Station* in

Philadelphia

n.tnTH Al«l> tiRKK* NTRKETN,
AND THlltOAND BKUKSSTS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Be

.nre

l buy ticket. (At any retlroAd
boAt nitre In New EnglAiid) via

BROOK

or

iteem-

HOUTE

April 87,

FOB

-l’o;-

Thousand

GO Oonts.

Ordinance

to

at

p.

m.

&. H. STEVENS, (loii. Agent.
)lyir>dtf

the

by the Mayor, A Mermen and ComCouncil of this < lty of Portland in City Couueil assembled ns follows:
Section 1.—No loaded drav, wagon, cart or other
vehicle, shall be allowed to pass over or through the
roadways or ara»s plats, within any of the parks or
without, the
public grounds belonging to the eliy
written consent ©t the Mayor or Chairman of the
Committee on Cemeteries ami Public Grounds, exmon

pressly given therefor.

Section 2. -No person fUin.il cut, mar, deface or
destroy any scat or st and, or any olher structure
eroded bv or belonging to City of Portland in «r
upon any street, promenade, park or any of the pub
lie. grounds of the city, nor <*ut, deface or destroy,
or carry away any tree, shrub or plant within such

parks or public grounds.
Section 3 —Any person violating this ordinance
subject to a penalty of ten dollars for each
violation thereof.
In Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen. August (1, 1883.
Read and passed to bo Ordained and sent down
for concurrence.
Attest:
J. w. I)BERING, Mayor.

shall be

hi Common Council, August 0, 18H3.
Road and passed to be ordained in concurrence.
Attost: SAMUEL H. KELSEY, President of
the Common Connell.

aug!7

copy.

J. W. DEE RING, Mayor
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

d2w

FURIIER, (Bin. Hnpt.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
<le.t
ml for frlomlii In the Old CounALLt-7 Jnllring t<> rao,,®y
by buying tbeir prepaid

steerage ticket* at. the General Ocean Steamship
t^m e, Iso. 22 Exchange Street, (don't mistake the
number) at the signor the big Locomotive, at pro
sent reduced r tee by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamer*
coming direct across tl e ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from tee and icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast f„r $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; LonCardiff ami Galway, $24.00; Ham*
don,
burg. Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ho
terdam, Paris, Bremen ami Har ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Chrlsti. isand, Bergen
'I roudhjom.
Goteborg, Mali no, $28 JO; children un
d«r Is hair fare. Sterling and Scamllimvlan exchange at low rates.
J. L. FA KM EH, A gent,
jan 24d|t
22 Exchange St.

Bristol,

and

SIGN PAINTING

Lettering

of Every Description,
ecuted in an ArtUtir Milliner
and at Nhort notice.

M, T.
Pui5

ex-

eodlf

P.

P.M

2.10

2.16

2.20

3.26

8.30
6.00
6.40

4.60

M.

6.10
6.30
9.00

7.30

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.
€4 F I

Portland.
4. «.
5.4o
7.00
9-00

CKAIV.

WHI. J,

Leave*

Leave*

Evergreen and Tref.

Diamond.

H.
6.10
7.26
9.80

A. M.

11.00

11.16

p. a.

P. M.

A.

10.80
P. 4.
2.00
3.15

2.00
3.16
0,00

2.40
3.60
6.16
6.66
9.35

FA FT. A.S.OLIVKB.
will leave as follows, except on Excursion
when notice will be given In the dally papers.

A.M.

A. M

10.00
12.00

10.30

P. M.
2.16
8.30
7.30

P. M.
1.30
2.46

Last

18*3,

For tuhnrn nnd l«wi.iei,7.10a.
1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
Far Gorham,3.30 (mixed,land 5.20
p.m.
Per Gerham, Tlonirml, Qurbrr and Chi
®"go 1.8i p.m.
Fnr
Montreal and Chirngo 9.00
a. m.
AKHI VAI.N.

•

Gorkam,

From l.rw laton nail
and 6.60 p. m.

12.46,

Auburn. 8.86 a. m.,

12.36 p. in
From Chicngo anil Homri nl, 6.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cara on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

TICKET OFFII'EN
T4

EXCHANGE STREET
—-AND-

DEPOT AT

FOOT OF

INDIA NT.

Tickets sold nt Reduced Rates,
Cnnailn, Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, Nt. l.out». O lunhn, Nngin.
nw
Nt. Paul, Nnjt |,„Uc

To

Denver,

Nnn

and all

Northweat,

Frnnciaco,
polnte In the

West

NonihwtM
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON. G. P. A.
W. J. SPlOElt Suiierlutendent.
oot7dtf

Advertising

P.M.

P.M.
KM
5.20
0.40

0.80

Leave
White Head.
A. M.
10.46

MIMEHAHA.

CAPT. WOT. J. i'KAIO.
leaves
! .eaves
Leaves
Portland.
Everrreen and Tref.
Diamond.
A.M.
0 00

A.M.
0.40

VM.

10.30
12.00

11.20

11.30

P.M.

P.M.
12.16
2.40
6.16
6.40

P M.

9.’ 0

12.26

days,

2.00

2.30
6.00

8.16
6.00

Leave

Cushing’s

6.30

A. M.

P. M.

P. M.
12.26

Steamers will run to accomodate the Pavilllon
Entertalurueut. 26 cents for the round trip and
free admission to the pavilllon.

B. J.

6.00
9.1X1

Trips

0.40

11.30

2.40
6.10

STEAMER

STEAMER GAZELLE.
Leave
Peaks.

0.30

11.10

9.46

6.40
9.30

Leave
Portland.

0.20
11.00
11.46
P.M.
12.40
2.30
6.00
0.20

7.36

6,00

6.10
7.30

Portland.
A.M.
9.00
10.30
12.16
P.M.

6.20

2.30
3.»6

4.30

GAZELLE

I. OLIVER,
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Peaks’.
White Head Cushion
A.M.
A.M.
A.M,

APT. A.
Leaves
•

—

TABLE.

STEAMER

6.46

10.16

Leave*

TIME

WILLARD, Manager,
JySldtf

10.16
from Peak*’

Island 9.00 and 10.16

{Li____
ISLAND STEA.HEBI.

JULY 24. 1880.
—

AND

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct SteaniMtitp Line.
From B»i •*' ii!t

Every Wednesday and SatFrom

PIIILA|"eiVhIA

MEW TIME TABLE

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.

“EMITA.”

STEAMER

CAP l\ JOHN T. STERLING.
Franklin Wharf Jo nee Landing Trefetben’e L’dg
to Peaks Island,
to Portland.
to Portland.

Every Tuesday and Friday.

A. M.

A. M.
7.00
8.00
10.30
P. M.
12.00
2.00
3.16
4.30
6.16
7.30

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
I nsoraiice one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. K.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip BIN
Passage Te« Dollars
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
*£. B. NAUPNON, Agent,
deSltf
7® Lang Wharf. Buslun.
P

A. M.
6.00
7.20
9.36
11.00
p. M.
12.20
2.3b
345
6 00
6.46

6.16
7.36
9.20

11.16
P. M.
1.16
2.20
3.35

6.16
6.36
9.16

9.46
10.40

10.16

SI1MDAI.

Portland Bangor Mt. Desert

7.00

And MatbU* Steamboat Company.

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
rn Charles Deering, will leave Kail#^aroad Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
*
uaiu-lw and Friday Evenings, at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Ste#nboal Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer
Isle,
Sedgwick. (Stage from >edgwiek to Blue Hill on arrive of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors.
Milbridge, Joneeport and Machiaaport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDS BORO’, L'MOINK. HANCOCK, XULLIVAN and
ELLSWOR PH each trip, also with B. A B. Steam
era at Rockland,
g*ing East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
B ETI BN IN*, will leave Mac hiaeport
every
and Thursday At 4.30 a. m.,
touching at Intermediate landings,and
at Portland with
connecting
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Riston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River landings for port-

9.00

10.30
r. m.

■

ipu

V.

A.

.jiv*

12.30
2.00
3.00
6.16
9.30

new Steamer CITY OF
BICH3IONl>,
W u. 4. Drunimon,
leaving same wharf
Sleuduy, Wfdsraday, A.
Hiurtlav Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expi ess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deter
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onD
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next d*>
Connections made at Rockland with steamer fen
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth,
Monday’s and Wed

The

with steamer for Goulds boro
Lamoine, Hancock and *ullivan, each trip.
Retort trig, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor *nd Rockland,
arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Tren*. and General Ticket Agent

Monday Wednesday

jalBdt

/Steamers!
FARE $1.00.
The elegant new ataamer
•teamer JOH N BKOOKS

will

alternately

leare

at

night.

ST'lVketc and Stataroome for eale at D. H,
273 Middle Street.

fOUNO’S,
Through

Kail and

Freight

Ticket* to New

I'ork,

Soona Lines for sale.
taken

ae

rla the earloti

usual.

•I. B. ( OVLB, lr., Gcarral Agent.
da

Maine Steamship Company
Heml-Weeklj

Line to New York.

ami after Saturday the second day of
June,
neat, the steamers ELEA NOHA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. ni., and
leav* Pier 38, Faat River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
Daring the summer month# theee steamer# will
tooehat Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
frowi New York.
Passage in State Room. $5:
These steamer# are fitted up with fine accomodation# for pasaeajrer#,
making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
net ween
New
York
and Main*; or for narties
desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Ooods
by this line destined beyond Portland
or New \ork, will be at once forwarded to
their
destination on arrival.
llckets and State Rooms can be obtained at S3
Exchange Street
J
COYLE, Jr., General Agent:

ON

shipped

Portland, May 10,1883

dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EaKtpori, Me., Calais, Me., St.
Jntin, N.B., Halifax, IN. s., Ac.

p. M.

p. u.

7.36
9.30

1.00
2.36

6.16

Jj24

(It

•TIME TABLE.

STEAMER GEN. BARTLETT
will leave Long

Wharf, foot of
Exchange Street, at

10.00

a m.

for

Peaks’, Long, and Little Chebeagne
Islands.

2.16 p.

m.

for

Peaks’, l ong, Little and Great Chebeague islands

BETCKSUfO,
Leave Little Chebeagne at.11.00 a m.
Long Uland at.ll.lt a a.
Peaks’Uland at.11.HO am
Arriving at Portland at
..11.46 a m
anratitooire,
Great Chebe gue at.4.30 n. mLittle Chebeague at. 4 46 p m'
••
long Uland at.5.00 p. m.
donee’ Landing at. 6-30
p. m.
Regular Fare (round trip).26 tit
rare to Peaks’ Island (round trip).16 ote

Leat e

Great

evening

bay and

Chebeague Band

will furnish music ever*
steamer, for a sail down the
Long Island—leaving Long
Fare for sail and dance 35 cts.

board this
dance on

on
a

Wharf at 7.15.

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for special
apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.

excursions will

Exchange sts.,

•Except when chartered for special
5)724

excursions.

dt(

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

TREMONT and farorita

FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m.
and IN DIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o’eloek p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
I’aeeengera by thU line are reminded that they »ocure a comfortable
night's reet and arold the expense and ineonranlanea of arriring in Boeton late

11.00

Steamer trill ran to accommodate the Rollerskating Rink, leering the city at 7.3o, returning at 9.16
and 20.15. Tickets, with admission to
Garden, 26
cents. Will run as shore until further notice
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Trees, and Manager.

Cups.

nesdav’s trine.
At Bar Harbor

A. M.

6.30
7.20
9.46
10.60
12.60
2.20
6.30
9.00

Monday

freight

A. M.

and after July 2,188H, the Steamer dorOK
don will leave Harpswell daily for Portland
follows

vis:
Leave Harr*sell 6.00 a. m„ 2.45
p. m., Great
East end, 6.30 a. m., Jenks’. 6 .46 a.
m., 3.30 p. m.. Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m„ 3.48
p. m.. Long Island. 7.20 a. m.. 4.06 p. m.. arriving
at Portland at 8.00 a. m„ 4.45
p. m.
>®»T* Custom House Wharf, Portland.
.1.30 am, 6.15 p. m.,
Long
Island, 10.10 a w..
6.56 p m.. Little
10.30 a. m.. 7.16 n.
m., Great Chebeague, JetAs’. 10.45 a m., 7.30 p.
36 p’
&rriTln(: at Harpssell at
m., o.uu p.m.
as

CTx’beajrue.

^tariUu*-

Chebeague,

Ft’iiS E2l’w7

81’SDAY TRIPS.
lAave Portland, 10.00 a m., 6.30 p. m.
returning
*
leave Harpswell 2.46 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
GEO. F. WEST.

T2d<*_Capt.

Sl'.HMEB HOTELS.
_

TEEE

WALDO.

Little Chebeaffue Island, Portland
Harbor, Me.
Hotel. ju»t completed by the Little Chwbeegoe Island Association, will be open
to tbs
1

THIS

pnblic Only S>, 1883.
This Island, seren mile* from
Portland, in foil
riew of the city. Is the gem of "Casoo
Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty
sleeping rooms of good
•ice, broad hall*, spacious dining room and parlor,
veranda on all side*. 14 feet wide;
lighted through
out with gas;
electric bells in every room; pore
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
sea
perfect; food
bathing; every facility for sailing,
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
dty regular and reliable two steamers making
round trips from Portland, four times
per day
Terms reasonable. For information and terms ad-*
dress “THE W AI DO ’’ little <
hrbeeger

N*»|u«sor

uon rs a
F«rt-

ADAnN,N« W Exchange Strtfi,

innd,

Maine.

JySdtf

SI’BINO

ARRANOEMEHT8.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

UN ABb AFTEK Boll.
M.tV Nik riuic
9 k> A X
*r.
.1
(hi. I.ier will
.~«xassah I.ci.ee Kail rant! Wkarl,
root of state (treat, erary Monday, Wedneaday
aud Friday at « p. m., for
Eaatport and et.
■John, with conaactloua for Calaie. Rohbineton, St,
T.

Andrew*. Pembroke, Moulton, Woodatock Grand
Menan, Camnobollo, Digby, Annapolla, Yarmouth.
Wlndaor, Halifax, Moneton. Newcastle, Amhartl
Bathuret.
Pietou, shediae,
Dalhauxle, Char
lotto town Fort FVrfleld, Grand Falla, and othai
atattona on tba New Bruuawtek and Canada, Intar.
oolonial, Wlndaor, and Annapolla, Weatern Countlea, Rail Roada, and Stag. Ron toe.
BW"Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any In*

formation regarding the earn* may be had at tba
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circular a, with Kxenraion Route*, Tlekata
State Room a aud farther information apply a
Company’ll Office, 40 Rxehange St.
T. 0. HET'BEY, President, and Manager'
iua»l2
dtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA,

Dr. E. C. WisT'i Nerve and Brain TreatMENT, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness.
Convulsions Fits Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco.
Wakefulness^ Mental Depression, Softening of the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
to misery, decay and deatn. Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-iodujgepce. Each
box contains one month's treatment. $1. a box, or

6 boxes for $5.00; sent by mail prepaid on
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. Wita
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
to refund the mpr*v if the treatment
does not effect
a cure. J. C. West & Co.,
Proprietors, issue guarantes through II.11. HAY *
e*?y
agents. Portland, Me.junctton Middle andFree Sts*

receipted

CO., Druggists,

M A N B O O X> !

JAPAN, CHINA,

DKPAKTCKEN;

T.

MuLlIALL,

JO TEHIM.E *TIIEKT.

Railway of Canada.

From Gorham, inlx.nl, 11 40 a. in., 6.00 p. m.
From Chirngo. Montreu’ nmd Quebec,

NTEAMEKN.

Approved August l>, 1883.
A true

,TA S T.

M.

P.

CHANGE OF TIDIE.
On nnd nftrr Honda;, Jane '43th,
Train- will run na t.llon.i

30 Oonta.

Passenger trains leave Portland st 10.00 a. m..
1.00, 8 3o and 6.80 p. in. Koturnlng leave Orchard
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.45, 7.30, and 0.40

Eight Hundred and

the protection
relating
Public Grounds of the City.
AN
He It ordained

j

Grand Trunk

ELMS.

Fare to Orrlinrtl Hi nt'll and return

ADVEKT1MEOTENTN.

City of Torilniid.

WiiMliliiKton Street, Boston.

—

Camp Ellis and re urn Including a rid
Beach, in the observation cars of th
Orchard Beach H. R.

Year One
Eighty Three.

4.00.

J. K. WOOTTBN,
C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pam. A Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pattern Pane. Agt.

BEACH

Pare to
Along the

In the

NEWS,

CAMP

1883.

CITY

Way, 94 30.

{ Excursion,

NEW ENOI.AND AOIRCV,

Ay D—•

11.06

P. M.
1.45
3.00
4.30
O. 10

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

911

■■

11.00

E. CUSH2NG, General Agent
Portland, Jane 18,1883.

4 a. a.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saeo,
Btddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct, Kittery,
Portsmouth Newbnryport. Hat am, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At N,4& a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Scar boro, Saco,
BUldi'ford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and Sonth
Berwick. Conway Junction, connecting for all
■tUlous on Coowav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem
ttlonoester, Uockport,
Newbnryport.
Lynn, f'helsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At I A. 33 p. ui. (Express,) for Saoo. Biddeford,
Kennebunk,
Berwick.
| No.
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving at 4.65 p m..
connecting with Hound and Rail Lines for all

New York and Philadelphia,

OlfCII Alt l>

9.30

10.65

At

a. m.

1U11-

10.30

7.20
9.40

Train* leave Portland

the Weal. Parlor Care on train leering Portland
at 1.06 p. m. and train loafing Worcester at 8.00
(Ho#* connections made at Wealhraoh JaarIlea with through trains of Me. Central R. R.,and
atOrandTmnh
Transfer Portland, with through
trains of Urand Trunk R. R.
RTbrongb ticket* to all points South and West.at
Depot offices and at llo'lms A Adam*' No. 88 axil bange Street.
cj* Doe* out stop at Woodford’*.
J. W. PETKRS, Snpt.
JUO

6.16

9.26

IIOSTOA

m.

t

6.30
7.36

9.00

A. M.

_

Eastern Railroad.

lean
aad

**“1.03 a. aa.. arrlrlng at Woreester
2.16p,m. and 7 SO p. m. Returning inn
('■Ian Depot, Worowter, at 8.00 a. m, and 11.16 a,
m., arrlrlng at Portland at 1.86 p. m. and 6.40 p.

6.46
7.00

Cushing’s.

every

llenday, June l*i.

at

A. H.

-—

At

Train* will
►■■■'TT.'-JImh.-J, Paweuger
£^..^J|,<rI|ll,d at 7.30 a. aa.,
*"

(Tar

Sunday mornings.

ou

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

advance at Depot Ticket Office.

nriDAi rk4iiN.
P4»RTI.A11> F4»K HONTOI and WAY
NTATIOIN at 1.00 and 5.3m p. ni.
HOnTOI
FOR P«»HTI*41D at 8.30 a. m. and 6.00
POKTLI1D
m.
FOR
OLD
OKp.
( HARD UFA* II at 10.00 a. in. and 1.00,
4*1*0 4IR« IIARll FOR
8JP> aud 5.30 p. m
PORT I* A ID 12.22, 2.45, 7.30 and 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
б. 30 p, m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.1 •> and 9.36 p. m.
Train* on Box ton A Maine road connect with all
■teamen running between Portland and Bangor.
Hoekland, Mt. Desert, Much las, Eautpori, Calais,
St. John aud Halifax. Al*o oonueet with Grand
Trunk train* at Grand Trunk Station, aud Maine
Central and Portland A Ogdenburg train* at Transfer Station.
▲11 train* stop at Exeter ten minute* for refre*hmeat*. Elm claa* Diuing Room* at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Koatou
THROUGH TICKETS to all point* Weet and
South may he had of 31. I*. William*. Ticket
Agent, Bo*ton A Maine Depot, and at I n ion
Ticket Oder, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
8 .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent. Portland.

Leaves

White Head.

A. M.

M.

morning.

Railroad,

through

Leaves

Peaks’.

A

SUNDAY

J«H3 Finn Fit, Jr.

Leaves

bin.

BOUND

"I have used Hunt's Kcmedy, the great kidney an
Ivor medicine, In my family for months. It was
recommended by frlenda in Portemouth who have
been cured of kidney troubles, and I And It Just ss
represented and worth II* weight In gold. My wife
Is using It. for dyspepsia, and has Improved so rapid
ly that I cheerfully Indorse It as a family medicine
of real merit, and 1 would not be without It."

Billings, aged

Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, St John, NB
via Eastport for Bolton.
Barque Sami B Hale, Haven, Bolton, to R Lewie
A Co.
Sch British Tar, (Br) Evans, Chester, NS—canned
lobster to Portland Packing Co.

BrlOglon.runot.Ar.

road, Boston, says:

POUT OF PORTLAND.

*55%
2«Vfo

York Manufacturing Co.900
PeDnereil Manufacturing Co.1107^
133
Androscoggin Mills.
Eastern Railroad 6s, 1906.&....110ys

so

Mr.

about

SATURDAY, Aug. 25.
Arrived.

2
O
7
8
14
16

a. a.

u.

< One

STOCKS.

MAl-ClJS'Ifl

a.

A RAGG AG E»!V| ASTERS PRAISE

ALMANAU.AUGUST 27.
Siin rl«e.B.17 I Hlgli nw, <p Ml.. 7.21
8an set*.« *'> I Moon rife*.12,15

Denver AH. G. 42Va
Missouri Pef. 95*/fc
Wabash preferred... 31
Omaua preferred...j <>«M/2
Northern Pacfic preferred. 75V4
N >rthern Pacific common
40»/s
*ouis & ;Nash....
4 3'/#

ml*,

leaves
Portland.

1.20p.

6

3

FARE

MINI A JURE

68Vi

1

run

•

..

dales at the

a severe ca-e

procured

QUAY,
Hotel Goldsmith, 1416 Tremont Street, Boston,
April 25, 1868.

.Quebec.—Liverpool...
CtenfuegOS.New
Alps.New

...

..

I

Mrs. WM.

...

A. T. Sc S. F.
80V«
Boston Sc Maine.
..lHlVfr
Flint A Pere Marquette common
22%
Flint Sc Pere Marquette preferred. 99 V#
L. R. Sc Ft Smith.... 20
Marqaette, Hughton Sc Ont. ooinmon .1 36 V4

..

cured of

woman’s frleud.

you

York..Hamburg

10BT0N STOCKS.

Texas Pacific....

Hunt's Remedy by a friend that had use*! it ami

....

following

Central!Pacific.

temporary nature, and 1 bad given up
until my husband was advise*! to

become so bad that all I ate distressed me
very much. It « as really dyspepsia, combined with
the other troubles, and I have used four bottles, and
am ab e to do my work and attend to household duties which before had been a burden to me, aud I can
only tt nnk Hunt’s Remedy for the health aud happiness which 1 now enjoy, and esteem it a great privilege and duty to give you this letter In behalf of
my many suffering lady friend In Boston and the
country, and can only say in conclusion that If you
once try it you will bo convinced as I was, even
against my own will, that Hunt's Remedy is Indeed

Bremen.A ug 25
Cephatonia.Boston.Liverpool_Aug 25
City of Chester... New Vork
Liverpool.... Aug 25
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow
Aug 25
Penn land
New York.. Antwerp
Aug 25
St Domingo.New York.. St Domingo. Aug 28
A Jaska.New V ork Liverpool.... A ug 28
Scythia.New York.. Liverpool.. ..Aug 29
Kcytbi .New York. .Liverpool. .Aug 29
Flam borough.New York. .St Kitts Ac Aug 28
City of Alexandria New York. Vera Crnz...Ang 30
Aivo.New Vork.. Kingston, da Aug 81
Niagara.New York.. Havana.hept 1
..New York. .Bremen.Sept 1
Halier..
Silesia. ...New
..Sept 1
City of Montreal...New York..Liverpool. ..Sepi l
Ktbiopa....New York..Glasgow_Sept 1
Sainiatiau.Quebec.Liverpool... .Sept 1
Toronto.
Quebec... .Liverpool_Sept 1
Carascas. .New York.. Laguavra
Kept 5
.New
York Vera Cruz.. .Sept 6
City Washington
Sarnia.Quebec.Liverpool_Sept 8
Parisian
.Sept 8
York. .Cienruegos..Kept 11
York
Kingston, d.Sept 14

Wtock ftlurket.
The
quotation* of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury Sc Moulton, oornei
of Middle and Exchange streets.

NKW YORK

a

a cure

Rhein.New York

60§«'*o

...

hope of

Saratoga.New York.. Havana.Aug 25
Belgravia.New York.. Liverpool.. Aug 25

Hides and Tallew
The f lowing are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox an>l Steer Hid * over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
ft lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lb*.- 6c
ft lb
90
Steer Hides under
lb*. 6l/ao|* lb
Cow Hides, all weights. bl/a<‘ft lb
4e
Hull and Stag Hides, all weights
if lb
Calfskins.10c if lb
Light aud Deacon Skins.26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow
•. 7 Yacff lb

Mexiean|Central 7s.

the

only of

for 1 had

DaYM OF m» EAMNHIP*.
FROM

hospital for treatment, which 1
advice of a friend, but found no relief, at
the

began r o be better, no pain
in the back, and the swelling of roy limbs commenced to go down, and my appetite was much better,

Orangea.

Valencia
*
m
Florida........
Messina.
*
Palermo.6 60*0 00
Ijenton*.
Messina.4 50*0 00

pains in my back and limbs—my
badly swollen—1 was ad-

half of the bottle bofore I

15, Hiram Wing, aged
22, Geo.

on

been

74 years.
In Ellsworth, July 12, Pbebe B. Mililken. aged

Top.3 76®4 00
Choice.17aidc Timothy.2 00*2 26
Good.l*ai«c Clover.16 *16
Red

were

trouble.

In this city. Aug. 28, Mildred V., Infant child of
John C. and Mahala F. Preston, aged 3 months and
16 days.
[Funeral service Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o'clock,
at No. 12Ml Washington street.
Burial private.
Iu Cape Elizabeth, Me., August 23, Merrill E.
Whitney, aged 6u years, 5 months.
In Leering, Aug. 26. Thomas C. Brown, aged 64
years 4 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at his late residence, LeeriDg.
In Cape Elizabeth, Aug. 26. Mrs. Mary S widow
of the late Josiah Libby of 8carboro, aged 72 years
8 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon, at 2.30 o'clock,
at tbe residenre of her son in-lsw, L. 8. Roberts,
Cape Elizabeth.
In Norway, Aug. 18, Jennie, wife of David H.
I/e broke, aged 43 years 7 months.
In Pblpsburg, Ang. 22, Zachartah Wallace, aged
63 years 5 months.
In Buckfleld, Aug. 16, Benjamin Muroh, aged

60^2

Store.12gl4c

uso

DEATH*.

...

at times very

tbeir

In MaHowell. Aug. 22, Rev.»!. Howard Perth ley
of WeRboro, Mass., and Miss dulia M. Tuck of Hai
loweli.
I* Anson, July 23, George B. Mitchell and Miss
Aurilla Damage.

..

severe

ankle*

least

Fannie A. *ack.

PnrUiea*.
Pork00
Backa
19 00219 60
Cape Cod.16 00*17 00 Clear-18 00@i8 60
2 6<M62 76
Pea Beans
Me**.17 OOjsl7 60
66 Meaa Beef.. 11 OOffil 1 6n
Mediums....2
Ex M*m..13 00212 60
German mod2 00*2 26

PiMongor train, will run ua follow*:
TRAINS FROM BKIDGTON.

_'JD end after

troubled for many years with kidney

disease with

did

that they wou d
companies could earn

iilARRIAOBI.

Produce.
Cranberries, V bbl—
12 00®13
Maine

been

vised to go t

Woolwich. Aug. 8. Charles K. Colter of Westport and Miss Anni# M. Perkins of Pblpsburg.
Ir Waldo boro, Aug. 18, Orrtnglon J. Weens and
Matilda I. Pitcher, both of defter son.
In Richmond, Aug. 18, Daulel W. Ridley and Miss

Gratia.

Creamery.25@2C.o
Gilt Edge Ver....23x24o

Having

In

H.M.Oorn, car lota.RSVfc
Super bne and
low grades .3 50rSS4 601 Mix (lorn,car Iota ®RHV%
X Spring and
Corn, bag lota—?0®72
XX Spring. 6 00@6 00| Oata, car lota.46
Patent Spring
New Oata.40
Wheat* ...7 60®8 00 Oat*, hag lot*. .60
Meal
.....68
Michigan Winter straightsfi 26*5 761 Cotton Seed, car lota 38 O
Do roller... « 26g6 60 Cottonseed,bag lot*3o 00
St. bonis WinSaekedBran car lot.
ter straight.6 00*6 25
18 00®lit 00
do bag lota....
23 60
Do roller.. .6 60@« 76
Winter Wheat
Middling*, car lota 24 00
atents.6 76*7 26
do bag lot*
26 60

1883.

Arrangement of Trains.

ritlEND.

WOMAN’S

and

are

were

EFFECT

Monday, July 23d,
No*, of Traill*.
Fhom Bhwoiom
Bridgton. Leava
Sandy Creak.
lugall'a Komi,
Farley * MUla,
Witham's,
Rankin'* Mill*.

MONDAY. June

l.t-arr
Finland tor Deilcr,
Budkor
aad
VMcrb.ro, Ml John, Halifax
■hr Fr.nacc.Mi, Andrew., Mi.ntr.bcB.
anil
Fredericton Arooalooli
all
oual,.
Stations on H. Jk fMseainaais It. ft., 1.16
1.20
16.10
m.
111.16
p. m.(
oj.,
p.
y.
aad
Belfast
Mkowhegan
p. ux., for
1.16 p. m.,
1.20 p.
in..
111.16 p. m.:
Walerville, 0.46 a. m.
1.16
p. m,, 1.20
ni.
tfi.10
in.
Aa
111.16 p. m
p.
p.
(Huts, llallswell, TSardluer aad Hrun
swirb 0.46 a. tu., 1.20 p. m., t6.10, 6.30 au<l
111.16 p. m.; Halit 6 46 a. m.
in., 6.30
and on Saturdays only at if.16 p. m.
•cklaad. and Haas A Idacsls K. It
6.46 a. oi.. 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Ankara aad Ixcwlsioa, 8. 16
a m. 1.16 p. in.,
6.06 p. m. I.rwisien via
Hranunirk 6.45
a.
111.16 p. m.;
m.,
Vlunnaeuik.
t'aruslngian,
Wintkrea,
and .Tlsranacssli, 8.16 a. in. 1.16 p. in. Oakland and Marik A naan, 1.16 p. m.
6.10 p. in. train Is the Ml. John
t The
V mi Km press, with Reclining Chair Car
attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick,
Gardiner, Hallowed, Augusta,
Wateryille andNewport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.30 following

AHHANGEMENT.
TAKES

lifter

follow*

in.

HUMMER

tiiul

On

(Mill, l*ttM»en|fer Train*, will

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

«)emonstrate fully that
large a d increasing
dividends, and that tbeir business w .s capable of
immense development. In fact, he looked for the
recovery of all they bad lost daring the past few
weeks.-(Sunday Herald.

reported rather scarce; wholesale
paying this afternoon $2 p 100 lb for
fresh eod and haddock, and 65c for hake.
e foil -win* are wo-day's quotations of Flour*
Grain, Provisions. *c.

dealers

nebec for Savannah.

time, to the serious demure*; of tbeir business. A
stockholder, however, in conversation yesterday,
•aid that he believed that, within three days the
Lowell people would assume a m«»st vig >rous attl
tude,

the fleet generally at last accounts
had small fares; the total quantity lande I here and
at ontporta for the week to 9436 bbto against 10,727
bbtosame time in 1882, and 6892 bbls In 1881.

good hauls,

to

mm CENTRAL RAILROAD.

A11.1(0 A DH.

_

Aug 22. off Hat teres, sch Joe M Hayes, from Ken

Indeed, it is known that the Lowell managers have been large buyers of tbeir own stock*
for tbe past few days.
It is said th«t for the past
month or two tbe development his not been up to
the previous menths. owing to the tact that the
matter of consolid*' ion has taken up the managers’

The market is well
lated and 8M»c for Extra C.
supplied with vegetables of all kinds and prices are

Fish,

anxious

H

Burlington,

Ogdensburg Ac.
J. H A HILTON. Superintendent.
CHA«. II. POVE.G. T. A.
Portlaud, June 22d, 1883.
Jun23dtf

ThU Powder never varlea. A marvel nt pnruy,
itreugth and wholeaoineuedi. More economical than
tea ordinary kin. a, and cannot be aold In
competition with the multitude of low teat, .hurt
weight
alum or phoaphate powdera.
Sold only in cant.
Royal Bakiko Powokh Co., UK) Wall Ht., N. V.
mchil
d)lr

NPORES

arately.

fair movement in Flour and the market
to strong at previous rates. Positions are flull and
weak. Sugars are steady and firm at 9c for granu*

generally

companies

tions.)
7.45 p. m.—Express from Montreal,

Absolutely

Boston & Maine

44
28

(By Telegraph.)

A school of poor children, having read in the
Bible th- denunciation against hypocrites who
“strain at a gnat and swa low a camel,” were
afterward examined by a benevolent patroness
as
to
their recollections of
the chapter.
"What, in particular, was the sin of the Pharisees, children?” said the lady.
“Aiting camels, mv lady,” was the prompt reply.—GlasTimes.
gow Evening

„

POWDER
Pure.

8.40 a. m.—from Bartlett and local stations,
12.55 noon- from Fain an'* and all Mountain point*.
0.16 p. m.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2 00 p. u*. for Portland and way sta-

No*, of Train*.
2
4
Campbell; schs Viueyard,
g
Fox Bkiikitom
aut.
a. a.
>•. m
y. m.
rHlLADKWMA- Ar 33d. Kb M»ry 0 F»rr,
0.66
8.00
2.16
BrtOgton June*. I,oi»yo
Cornell, Kennebec.
Rankin'* Mill*,
2 *10.06
*2.22
*8.07
Ar 24lh, sch Minina MoAdam. Y'ouug, Calais.
8 *10.36
Witharu'*
*2.42
*8.27
ai 24th. brig A .1 Pettengill. !>ewey, Portland.
0 *10 40
*2.40
t8.31
Mills,
Parley’*
Cld 24th. brig Nellie Ware, Moraug, for Portland;
10.46
10
*2.60
*8.30
Ingall'* Road
cb Ada F Whitney, Norton Thomaston.
14
10.68
3-08
8.63
Sandy Creak,
NKW YORK—Ar 24th, schs Garland. Libby, and
10
11.05
3.16
0.00
Uridgtou,
Arrire,
Aeara, Libby, 8aud River, N8; Jas Boyce. Duucan
* Stops when *igna!led or notice to conductor*
Sydney, CB; John S Moulton. Cummings, St John, !
)j24_dtf
NB Kmiua K Sma ley. Cousins, Hillsboro; Fannie
Fdnt, Warren, do. CUra lane, Allen, Rockland, j
D>Gy Vardeu, Smith. Addison: Isola, Smith and
Forest belle, Motlav, Bangor. Katie Mitchell, lx>rSUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
iug. Bath. Litxie Br*wst«r, Smith, do; Forest City,
Pone., Bluebiii. B L Eaton, Grierson, and Fannie
aud
aftpr Monday, Jun** 18. 1883.
Oil
Mitchell, Davis, Calais, Capt John. Cook, Ellsworth
PANlKKsKK TKAI1M %» a l.l. l.hAlK
Mail. Oliver, Gardiner, Perseverance, Wiilord, PortPOBTI-AWD fer HONTOI
Winslow
^__
land; CXSeli,
Richmond, Me; John Gerard,
6.15, 8 46 a. m., 12.66 and 6 30
Clifford, aud America Truwortby, Rockland. Speedat 10.45,
m., arriving at Box ton
and
well, Dyer,
Thayer Kimball. Thorndike, do.
•,pTt
**—'a.
m., 1.16 4.46, aud 10.00 p. m.
Prospect. Powers, Sedgwick; Elia, Coombs ProviHONTOI FOR POKTLA1D at 9.00 a. m.
dence. Nellie K Sawyer. Kuuker. New Haven.
12.34', 3.30, aud 7.(X) p. m., arriving at Portland
ew York, 26th—Ar schs Yankee Blade T Beneat 12 55, 6.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. in.
HON I 0.1
dict and Harinoi.ia, Bangor, K J Willard, Portland.
FOR 01*0 OBI •• 4KD HK 44 II at 8.04>,
Old 24th, brig Elisabeth Winslow, Oakes. Port
9.i0am., 12.3", 3.30 and 7.00 p. m 01*0
Spaiu. schs Fannie L Child, Hart, for Fernaudius;
OK4 H4RO I1FA4 11 FOR K01I01 at
Ellsworth, Bonsey, Salem, Jed F Duren,
City of Boston.
6.40 9.13 a. m., 1 23, 3.60 and 6.54 p
tn.
Bulger,
FOR
P4IRTI 410
MFAKHOHO
New York, 26th—Cld steamer Eleanor*, Bragg,
HK44H All) Pill POUT, at 6.16,8.46,
Portland.
10.26 a. m., 12.35. 2.15, 6 16, 6.00. aud 8.16 p. in.
Sid 24th, barque Freed* A Willey for Pensacola.
FOR 01.0 OKI HARD MKA4 II at 6.16,
Passed the Gate 24tb, sobs Lcilie Wells from Hoa. m., 12.35, 12.65, 2.16, 6.16,6 00,
8.45.10.26
boken for Ported outh; Peiro. New York for Boston
6.30 aud 8.16 p in. Returning leave Ol.l* 4>KMaria S Port Jobusuu for Boston. Eva Adell, do
I
H4RD
at
7.69, 9.34, 11.40a. m., 12.29, 2.46,
L-r Salem; Daiuon aud Orosimbo, do for do.
4 33
.00 7.26,7.48 and 1< .30 p m.
OHT
PROVIDENCE—AY 24th, sob J Wi.itebouse.Farnn44 O at 6.16, 8.46,10.26 a m.,
LAID
F41K
ham Philadelphia. Ha tie Car i. B ake. Sullivan,
12.86. 1Z.65 6.16, 6.00,6.30 and 8.16* p *u. FOR
hallenge. Moserrey, Calais for Pawtucket.
HIDDKFORR at 6.16, 8.4 >, l(>.2o a.m.t 12.36,
Sid 24th. -ebs M L Newton. Cole, and Caroline C
12.65, 5.15, rt.Oo and 8 16* p. iu. FOR 44KiRobbins, New York.
8 45 a. tn., 12.55, 5 16 and
1F
HIM H at 6.1
NEWPORT—Ar 24th, sch D ,0 Foster, Jarvis,
•<.16* p.ni. FOB WKA.l-.Nt at 6.15, 8.46 a. in.,
Somers> t lor New York.
FOR
lOKTII 11' KWI4 H,
5.16
iu.
and
V
lu port, sens Ira If Murgis.
Hodgdon, trrm Wis
4<KK AT FAI-f.N 410 DOYKK, at 6.15,
r a seek; Mexican, Arey. from
Bangor, Rosa Mueller,
656.15aud
8.46a.m.,12
6.30pm.FOK NATTIOI
McLearn. from Apalachicola.
F 4 1*1.N.at 6.16. 8.45 a in., 12.56, mid 5.16
VINEYARD -HAV EN-Ar 23d, schs Adrian**.
II % VKKIIILI.,
m.
FOR
klPIPK,
p.
Oliver, from Hoboken for Lynn; « harlee A Ropes,
I.OWKI.L nl 6.16,
UW KKK K, AID
Hunt. Lubec for New York; Kocheko. Dow, Wind8.45
a. in.. 12.55, aud 6.30 p.
F41K IF W
iu.
sor. NS for Philadelphia; Tennessee, Metcalf, liur
lIKttK'ft at 6.15, aud 8.45 a. in.
FOR
rtonne Island for do, F orence Leland, Bangor for
K04 HINflK. FAR *11145T4H. I.M.,
Baltimore, J M Kennedy, troiu Ellsworth for Ron
41. I 4*1 BA1* 9 Ol.l fiOKOH.II 410
dout.
C'KSITHF II 4 It HO II at 8.45 a. in and 12.55
bid 23d, sch Mary Lymbarner.
p m. FOR Ti aiFHFNTFRt AID COWBOSTON—Ar 24th, schf Wm H Archer. Bellatty,
f'OKOt i. II., (via New Market Jet.) at 6 15
Jersey City; Y'reka. Falkingham, Hoboken, J P а.
tIOKI
m., (via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. tu.
Merriam, fainter. Bangor.
1144 TK All I.KAVEN H fill ICNLIK
SM, barque Samuel B Hale.
FOR P4IRTI.A10 at 7.26.
Ar 26th, schs Hattie A While, Crabtree, Balti•Slope an hour aud a quarter at Old Orchard
more: John Somes, Robbins, Hoboken.
Eugenia
Beach
Godfrey. Mlilbridge; Coquette One, Wlscassei; W
may alao reach thexe poiute by taking
tFaMenger*
C Hall, Libby, do; Pemaquid. Whceter. Rock port.
tbe 2*15 p. m. train from Portland audstoppiug at
PLY MOUTH—Ar 23d, sch Albas, Clay, from Port
until 3.60 p. m.
Oid
Orchard
Beach
Johnson.
RP^ihe 12.66 p. in, train from Portland conNEWBVKY’PORT—Sid 23d,schs F P »all, Rjdar,
with «•■■*(
l.tur Mim*u<*■ for Irw
nect*
N*» York;
liver
Mkobl**
r*v, Utuam.
1 erk and all Kail Linee for tbe Weet, and tbe 6.30
Ar 23d seh Alpine, Gardner, Weeliawkeo.
m.. train with all Kail Line* for lew York
p.
schs
Addle
PORTSMOUTH-Sid 24th,
Fuller,
aud the Sooth ami Wert.
Hart, Tenant's Harbor; Ida L Ray, Marshall, from
PnrUrt nir on all

d 35
A 30
A 22

a

hury.

I1..I.) u ui. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Glen House, Crawford's, Fabyan’s ana all
White Mountain Resorts
will not stop at So.
Windham, White Kock, Hiram or Browuflel<>.
0.45 |». na. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Tmin* arrive m Portland :

Boston.
Sid 24th, barque Alex
tUkl Sll.er Heel*.

Boston. Aug. 25.—The following were today’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Batter We quote We tern creameries at 21@
23« for choioe, 18@20o tor fair aud good. Northern
creameries at 21 @23c for ehoice, I8@30c tor fan
and good; New York «mt Vermont dairies 19a21c
t> tb for choioe, 16<@18c for fair and good; ehoic
Western dairy at 14Al6c and Western ladle packed
I3@15; good demand for choice grades.
Cneesequiet. 9@9Vkc for ehoice and 7Vb(ft8V%
for fair and good;
e@7c for oommoo.
Eggs—Arm; 23d}24c for Eastern,21 @22o for New
York,and Vermont, 21@22e for Nova Scotia and
PEI.
Potatoes—We quote Jersey and Ubode 11sland at
l 66@1 75
bbl.

A matter of time: “See here, landlord,
didn’t you ad vet tise an entire absence of dies,
and mosquitoes at this plaee?”
Certainly,
sir; but those advertisements were prepared in
March.”—Detrot Free Press.

or,

A 42

16
No l.
Combing and delaine—
Fine aud No l combing.42
Fine delaine.-.
38
Low and coarse.30

Beaten Produce market.

Many times you want to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
weeks. You can also keep milk a week or
more by stirring in a little of th
“Snow
Flake brand.

by purchasing “The Science of Life;
Preservation.” Price only $1.23.

euperilne..........35

Medium unwashed.25
Low unwashed.20
10
California..
Texas.17
Canada pulled.
30
IX) Combing.32
20
Smyrna washed.
Cun washed.15
Buenos Ayres.23
Montevideo.27
Cape Good Hope.28
39
Australian
25
Donskoi.

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate—Beware of
Imitations.
Imitations and counterfeits have again appeared. Be sure that the word ‘‘Hobsford's"
is ou the wrapper. None genuine without it.

Dye,”

@38

..30
Coarse.
Michigan—
Extra and XX.
.....34
Fine.33
Medium.38
28
Common...

Train* leave Portland a* follow*:
8.45 A. H.-For Fabvan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah point* on B. C. M. R. R., St, Jobnslmry,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. A L.
0. K. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
point* on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor qfirs and
new passenger coaches and baggage o trs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swantou and Burlington via. St. Johns-

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar

@ 42

Curl.

On and after ’iomlay June 25th,
IHN3, until further notice Paaaenger

Russell,

DOnKRTIP FORTH.
23d, ship Ureal Admiral,
Thompson, Hong Kong.
Old 23d. ship K P Buck, Carver, Bordeaux.
In port, ships America llerrtuian; Brown Brothers, Goodeli. ocean King. Small, and W 11 Counor,
Nichols, walling.
SAVANNAH—Sid 24tb, sch Stephen G Hart, for
Providence.
WILMINGTON, NO-Cld 2<>tb. sch Hattie Mod
Buck, Putnam, Georgetown, SC, to load for Rockland.
RICHMOND—Sailed 23d, schs Arthur Barton,
Crockett. Boston; Nellie V Itokes, Thompson, to
load for Bath; EG Willard, Doughty, New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 23d, sch Geo M Adams for
Portlaud.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld 23d, sch 8 P Hitch
cock, Heed, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 24tb, barque Au Sable, Andrews, Portland.; sub Cephas Starrett, Lawrence,

STEAMER EXPRESS.

AND MONTREAL.

L C

-lime to

VIK 310II AND A,
Sob Isaac Orbeton, Trim, from Baltimore for Bail?
gor. which went ashore at Owl’s Head 23d, stove a
bole through her bottom, and Is full of water. Will
be discharged into lighter-. The vessel was recently purchased bv parties in Bangor.
Bath, 26th, 1 M Hogan A Co launched today Pilot
Maud Helen, 22 tons, owned and will be commanded by Ueo H Fader of Brunswick, Ga. This is Bto
sixty ninth vessel launched by this tlrui aud they
have auother on the stocks.-Houle A Co launched
the three masted schooner ii C Higgluson, 512 tons
gross, owned In Portland.
New York, 26th, Sch Ixjrraine of Lubec, Hough
ton, from St John, NB (11 days) with laths for Philadelphia, reports Aug 24th, 1 30 a ui, about 30
miles SB of Sbinuooh, was ruu Into during a fox by
an uuknown bark (supposed to bo the American
from New York, Aug 23, for Harbadoes) aud cut
dowu to the water’s edge, carried awav tore rigging,
bulwarks on starboard side aud fore top, damage to
bark Is uuknowu. At same date, 0 a in, we fell in
with steamer Caledonia, (Br)
from Now
York for Glasgow, who towed us to port.

market.

Ohio ana PennsylvaniaPtckloo* aud XXX.40
Choioe XX.37
Flue X.35
Medium.88

Muuroe, Rookport

STEjUIEBN.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

—TO—

IHJRLINOTON, VT„
VHJDENSBCJKO, IV. V.,

Gloucester.

B«miton, Aug. 25— [Reported for tlte /Vest].—The
following is a list of prioe* quoted this afternoon:

young ladies, aud that is the artificial decoration of the face; penciled eyebrows aud
lashes, and cheeks blushing under their
rouge. This hideous fashiou is on the increase in London aud New York. Of course
it comes from Paris.
But why the pretty
girls of England and America, who can
really boast of complexions should do this is
a problem 1 wilt not attempt to solve.

sen N J Dlusmore.

WISCASSET, Aug 23d—Ar, sob Buena Vista,
Dodge, Portland.
Sid—sch Eagle Rock, Coombs, Boothbay; Robert
Woodruff, Lewie, for Boeiou; Fillmore, Scott, for

..

Whm WmI

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

FROM OUB CORRESPONDENT.

Northwestern
.121%
Northwestern prof .141
New York Central.115%
Rock Island.120
St. Paul .lOOT's
St. Paul pref.
.1 IK
Union Pacific Stoek.
87%
Western Union Tel.
76%
Adams Ex. Ce.134
American Ex. Co. 88
Boston Air Line. 80%
Canada Southern. 6t
Del. A Hudson Canal Co.107%
Del.A Lackawanna.119%

England. She wore a bright blue satin
skirt, with bodice and cape of blue velvet
edged with white lace, and a white bounet.
One thing I much regretted to notice, and

“Hill’s Hair and Whisker

bbls mackerel.
Sch dames Henry,
Cummings A uo.

Lake Shore.103%
Michigan Central. 82
New Jersey Central
79%

less conscious of

the

6,821,806

Quincy.1224 s

Burr A

Boothbay—B

for

SUNDAY. Aug. 2t5.
Arrived*
Barque Ada Gray. Plummer, Gloucester In tow of
tug Coiithnmee. To Geo S Hum Si • o.
Sch Florida, from Boston—oil to J Oenley & Son.
Soh Commerce, Gray. Gloucester.
Soh Elsie M Smith, Jewett, Bay Sc Lawrence, with
6dU bbls mackerel.
Sob Annie Sargent, from Bay Fundy, with 94

Erie.
28%
Erie pref.. 74%
Illinois Central.120

appearance of an impressive arrangement in
black brocade and lace.
Mrs. Gladstone
carries her years with the singular grace
that Is characteristic of the elderly ladies of

House-

SAILED—Barque dournal;

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg... 112%
do
do
do
4%s,!ooup.113%
do
do
do
11 9%
4s, reg
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Pacific 6a, '96.!.128
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.131
Cbioago A Alton
Chlcogo A Alton pref .137

violet satin dress and bonnet;
Lady Violet Beauchamp a red brocht coat
over black lace
dress; the Hon. M-s. Arraytage a dress of dark gray satin, completely
covered with black Spanish lace, bodice and
broad sash ends of gray satin trimmed with
lace, silver bonnet with black velvet. Lady
Bostbwick (wife of Sir Algeuon, editor of
the Mprning Post) was dressed in pale
fawn-cofored satin, trimmed with fringe
aud embroidery to match.
Mrs. Ronalds
(the American lady, who has for years been
the
f<
royal
present at all
tea) presented the

Mary Elisabeth, Duutou,

Choate.

New|Vark Stock and money market.
(By Telegraph.)
Niw York, Aug. 26.—Money on oall was in good
supply at 1 %®2,closing offered at 1 %; prime mercantile paper O'. * 6%. Exchange Is quiet at 482
®*82% for long and 482%'i486 for short.
The tollowlng are to-day's closing quotations on

wore

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

Cleared*
Sch

mi. lM>

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Steamship Frauconla, Bennett, New York—J B

Coyle, «lr.

73,600
1,067,825

surplus. ...A.

Reserve

KAILROAOH.

Chalcedony,

Loans, decrease. 81,864,100
Specie, decrease.V 1.407,41*0
1,287,600
Iogal tenders, decrease.
6,348,800
Deposlts.decrease

Circulation, increase
Reserve, decrease....

itllACKI.I.ANICOCS.

bbls mackerel.
Sch Frank Pierce,
Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch W O Pendleton, Webber, Daiuariscotta.
Sch
Robinson, Kocklaud. toiload
for iMacbias.

Bank Mlateiueut.
New York. Aug. 25.—The following is the week
Bank
statement
ending to-day:
ly

brocade, some yellow roses relieving the
black bonnet; Viscountess Garvagh’s costume was of canary-colored silk under white
yellow bonnet; Lady Churchill wore olivegreen satin with small shoulder cape
bonnet trimmed red. The Hon. Mrs.
Hardinge
wore chestnut brown
satin, bronze straw
bonnet; the Hon. Mrs. Fitzmaurice’* dre*s
was of richest French
gray satin, much
trimmed with white lace,
gray bonnet and
gloves exactly matching; Lady Ailingtonand
her daughter both wore
white; Lady M.

Lambert

Sch island Queen, Bulger, Bay Fundy, with 75

Knilread Krcript ..
Portland, Aug. 26
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
42 oars miscellaneous meroUin Use; for oonneollug
roads, 86 cars mis ellaueotis merchandise.

wore

Primrose wore dark crimson skirt under tunic and bodice of
striped crimson and white,
bonnet of white aud
Lady Fannie

Hallowell, C. L. pauldiug.
Lewiston, Chandier 4 Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughss.

At Marlborough

The Ladies Duncoinbe

dresses of the palest shade of blue 8 irah
silk, the skirts cut in Vandykes edged wLh
white lace; scarves of Ugu ed white lace
were draped across the front and sides;
pale blue silk bonnets with white lace. Lady
Alice Havel, ck wore a very handsome gray
brocaded satin over plain satin of the same
shade; Lady Bolsover’s dress of white silk
was nearly covered by uarrow black lace
flounces, under an upper skirt of thick black

nnd

C.

EVANS’
Agency and Printer*’

Warehouse,

Itlfl WAMIHKgton Ml.,
H NTWN
Healer In Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Adrertiseucuts inserted In all
paper In the United States or Oanadas at publishers'
owest prices
Send (or estimates.

Nufwhh

Muh, New
Auatrullu.

Zealand

and

Steamer* tall from New York for
Aspinwall on
the 1st, loth, and 20tb of each month,
carrying
passenger* and freight for all the above named

ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail fkom Saw Fro*cisco
regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealaid
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Easern

Agents,

BARTLETT A VO
ll5«ISIr Mtrfft, C’er. Brand Ml., Bmiob.
or to W. I>. LITTLE & CO.,
fobSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.
General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of paessage tk'kets by the White Star,
Cunard, Anchor, State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd. Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points In

FOK

abln, 2d Cabin aad steerage outward and
from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest ratee
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. and other information apply to .1 L/FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange 8t. P. O. Box 979.
TanlO
ij
Europe.

prepaid

<

ticket#

WHITE STAR LINE.
r. •. ul Royal Mall Steamer*

to Ltrernool Via (jueenstown.
Ralaa reduced for Fall anil Wlntar. Tlieaesteamers take the ex

“7T«ram*soothorlyroutes,avoiding
all danger* from Iceberg*. Oabln #60 and AsO: Kxenrstonfllo and *144; Steerage at low rates.’ Tho
sailings are a* follows;
Germanic.Jan. 20 Battle.Feb. 1
Kepubllo.Jan. 25 Brttania.Feb. 10
Ivor

vailing llPtd, cabin ni&ns pansage rated and
to J. U KAKMKR, 32 KioWg# St.

drafu,aj>i>ly

KNOW THYSELF-

Y oung, middle,
A Bwwk fwr Kerry Ulan !
aged and Old.
miseries
that
untold
result
The
from Indiscretion
in earl* lift* may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published bv the Pea body
medical lasiiinte, Boston, entitled The Mrlraer of l.ife; or, Kelt-Preservation.
It ta
not only a complete and
perfect treatise on Manhood.
Exhausted
Nervous and Physical Debility.
Premature Decline Inman, Errors of Yonth, eto.,
but it contains one hundred and
twenty five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, rarb one
o* which la invainablr.so
proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years Is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of
It
any physician.
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a liner work la
every sense— mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed In this
country for
or the
money will he refunded. Price only
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the nffloera of which
the author refers. Illustrated
sample sent on receipt of six ceuts. Seud now.

Vitality,

f® *?,

Address PKABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER. No. ABulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted o» all disease*
mySOdawlyM
requiring skill and experience.

FISTULA AND PILES
Cored without the Use

of the Knife.

and
Wl 1,1.1 AM HEAD (M. D., Harvard,
ROBKKT M. HEAD (M. 1>„ Halyard, 18761, 41
Mwn.rr.rf .trrrf. Ho.<on give special attantlor
to the treatn ent of FIWTI’IsA. PII<KM AND
ALL DUKAMKN OF THE
without detea.tion from business. Abundant refer*
ences given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Hour*— IS o 4 o’clock P. M. (except 8un

1843),

KKITin,

an)

CeblOdljv

PBES8

THE

MONDAY MORNING, AUG.

BALL.

BASE

27.

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

The Game Saturday Won by the Dirigos
by a Score of 11 to 6.

CITY ANO VICINITY,
Saturday afternoon the Peavey Bros, (commercial) Club of Boston played the Dirlgo

HiW ADYEBTMEHENT8 TO-DAY,

Club of

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Forest City AmuAement Co.
Free Dance—Peak’s Island.
Great Day—Peak’s Island.
NEW

“Play”

by both clubs. A brilliant one-hand
catch by Corridon, the left field of the Dirigos,
and the pretty throwing of Bradley, s. s., were

Meeting—Aged Brotherhood.
Notice—Arcana Lodge.
Wanted—Lady.
The American Express Company transfer
money by telegraph between any of its four
thousand agencies in New England, Middle
and Western States, making delivery of same
at local addresses when requested.

»uglT

eod8t

Hub Punch is worthy of a place on all sideboa* d:; «'I "rouble is saved in preparation.
Draw the cork and it is ready. Bottled only by
C. H. Graves & Sons, Boston. Buy from Groor

Wine Merchants.
MTb&F&w

__

Mothkbs—Mbs. Winslow’s
Soothing Sybup Bhould always be used when
ehildren are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
to

little cherub awakes as "bright as a button.”
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
•bild, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhtea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five
tents a bottle.
deo4

WSM&wly

_

Enterprising

local agents wanted in this
article that is sure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Hu,
miston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street

town

for

an

Boston.

jy30-dawlm

It you are troubled with rheumatism, neuralgia, asthma or catarrh, get a Pine Hygenic

Mattress, manufactured and sold by J. H
Qaubert, 199 Middle street, Portlaud, Me.
»ng21
dtf
Brief

Jottings.

Deaths last week 17.
Arrests last week 83; drunk 61.
The Woodbuiy left for the Gut of Canso,

Saturday.
A Kennebecker, in the Sunday Times, urges
the formation of a Kennebec society.
Value of foreign exports the past week was
$13,889 63 including 397,844 feet of lumber.
The Catholic parochial schools will begin
September Sd.
Since the middle of March 228 dog licenses
have been taken out.
The managers of Presumpscot Park are preparing it for the Cumberland County Fair.
It is reported the Tennessee will leave to-

day.
Winslow & Robinson in
supplied the United States

the market have
war vessels
when
they came to Portland, for several years back.
The police arrested three tramps, each under
sixteen years of age, found asleep in a Boston
Jfc Maine car.

Saturday Officers Morse and Skillings arrested a man for stealing nine sheets from Daniel
Priel’s boarding house.
The Portland Packing Company, Thursday,
received 1,630 boxes canned lobsters by schoon-

Harvey

Mathers from Barrington, N. 8.
The Portland Reform Club, will go on their
annual excursion to one of the islands today in
the yacht Twilight.
er

Warrayesterday.

Cool in the evening. Mercury 70° at 8 a. m., 76° at noon, 68° at sunset;
wind southwest and north.
A woman was arrested last night on suspicion of stealing a shawl at one of the hotels.
The shawl was found in her possession.
She
said she took it by mistake.

Saturday Deputy U. S. Marshal Smith libeled the schooner A. P. Emerson for $8,000, on
the oomplaint for personal injuries of Andrew
EgaB, who was badly injured a few days
by falling into the schooner’s hold.

ago

A fireman on the steamer Forest City named
Graff am, belonging to East Deering was arretted Saturday afternoon for stealing lead on
board the vessel.

Capt. Kuowlton has lost

both

his seals and

the big turtle. The seals, while playing around
the turtle were struck by his fins and killed,
and afterward the turtle died.
The first number of the Odd Fellows Register, under the new management, was issued
Saturday, from the press of Ford and Rich. It
is handsomely printed and is full of matter of
interest to members of the order.
Several very handsome colts arrived

in

the
city Saturday over the Portland and Rochester
railroad, on their way to the races in LewiBton
for Thompson’s colt stakes, August 30tb.
Mr. S. M. Watson, librarian of the Pnblic
Library, has received a communication from
the signal service bureau at Washington, requesting data of hurricanes, eyclones and heavy gales which have passed over this section in
years past.

Saturday

Officer Stevens of Alfred came here
and took back with him I. T. Harmon, the
young man who broke into Mrs. Hersey’s
boarding bouse at Bar Mills, and stole some
Silver plated ware.
Messrs. C. H. and C. B. Whitney, managers
•f the Old Orchard skating rink, gave their
entire earnings of Saturday evening to the
Vineyard Haven sufferers. The evening was
stormy, but notwithstanding they sent their
oheck for $100.
The Muster.
The several companies returned home from
muster about 3 o’clock, Saturday afternoon.
At the station they formed as a battalion, and
under command of Capt. C. W. Davis, marched
to the armories and disbanded.
The Frontier

Guards

Eastport

the steamer Falmouth. At Augusta the “Umpty Seven" reception and banquet at the Augusta House
was attended by Gen. Dillon, of Gov. Butler's
staff, Lieut. Totten, U. 8. A., Col. Lynch,
Lieut. Col. O’Donoghue, and others
Friday
night, Capt. Hartnett, of (the Montgomery
went to

Guards, gave

at Presumpscot Park.
at 3.30 o’clock, with the

errors

Annual

A dvich

city,
called

Peavey club at the bat. The game was not
very interesting, owing to the large number of

ADVERTISEMENTS

Rluss Bros.
To Let—House.
To Let—Rooms

wers, Druggists
«B27

this
was

a

on

reception

to

the

"Ump

y-

Seven.”
The Mackerel Fleet.
The fleet landed 9,436 barrels during the
past week, against 10,725 barrels for the corresponding week last year, and 5,872 barrels the
week previous. This is a fair comparison, bnt

in order to make

for the decrease early in
the season, the receipts of last week should be
much larger.
The catch is still very far behind Iasi year, and the prospect is not very
bright for an increase. Advices from the fishing grounds on Thursday and Friday were a
little more encouraging.
Several vessels had
made good hauls, but the fleet generally had
small fares at last accounts.

noticeable features. The Peavey Bros, club
showed nothing brilliant, aud played a poor
game in fielding. The Dirigos made many
errors and did not do much battiDg after
the third iuning. The following is the game

costly

by innings:
First It", trig.—Peavey—The first man at bat
struck to Riley, who threw wild to “first,” aud
me runner went to “third,” when he was let
in by a passed ball. The next batsman hit a
hot one to Baines, who captured it, and by a
pretty throw to “first” put out the man. A
hit to Dooley was missed by that player, aud
the batsman took his base. The next man was
out at first, and a beautiful stop by J. Corridon
at first ended the inning, with one run scored.
Dirigo—Barnes led off with a pratty hit to
"short,” who missed it; Riley followed with a
rattling “baser,” and Dooley gave the left
fielder a chance to “muff” his loDg fiy. The
bases were now full, aud McGlinchy took the
bat, aud retired on a fonl fly. Winship went
out on fly, aud a wild throw allowed the
Dirigos to score two rnns. A passed ball let in
another, aud Corridon (1. f.) had a base given
him by his long fly being missed by the left
field. Morway bit hard to right for one base,
and stole second, and Bradley sending a hot
one towards third,
sent Corridon home. J.
Corridon struck ont—score 4 to 1.
become inning.—Peavey—The Peavey men
went in to equal, if Dot exceed the score, and
the first man struck oat. The next man made
a spleudid base hit, but was pat out
at “sec-

ond” by a handsome throw irom left field.
The next striker was out at “first” by a pretty
throw from “short” to “first.” No ruas.
Dirigo—Barnes was first at the bat, and got
his “first” on a weak hit and slow throw from
“third” to “first.” Riley hit to “third,” who
threw to "second,” and it was “muffed.”
Dooley made a base hit, and Barnes attempting to score was caught on “home.” McGlinchy got in a base bit, bringing in a ran,
and Morway went out on a foul tly. Corridon
(1. f.) got in a base hit and Dooley scored.
Mac went out at "first” by shortstop. Score
6 to 1.
Third Inning.—Peayey—This was a bad
tuning for them, only one man seeing "first.”
No runs.
Dirigo—This inning the Dirigos added two
more runs to their score.
Bradley went out at
“first,” Corridon got a base hit, and Barnes
gave the centre field a chance, which be did
not accept.
Riley hit hard to “centre,” and
two men scored, he getting his “second.” The
next two men were oat, and closed the inning.
Score 8 to 1.

Fourth Inning.—Peavey—In this inning
Corridon (1. t.) made one of the finest catches
—one hand—ever Been on the grounds, and the
striker retired disgusted with the result of
what he thought a "two-baser.” Seven balls
gave the next man bis base, and three strikes
settled the next.
Meantime one of the
Peaveys reached “third,” and a base hit sent
“home.” Out at “first” ended the inning.
One rUD.
Dirigo—Morway went out at “first." Corridon (1. f.) got his base on balls, and got to
“third” on a bad throw. Dugan got bis base
on balls, and Corridon came home on a passed
ball. Bradley struck for a base and Dugan
scored
J. Qarridon Bent a fly to “centre,”
which was “muffed,” and Barnes struok out.
Riley went out on a long fly to “right.” Score
10 to 2.
m
Fifth Inning.—Peavey—The first man went
on three strikes; the next made a base
hit,
and a fly to Riley was captured. A base h.t

oat

gave a run, and a “two-baser” by “Reddy”
sent in another tud, but “Reddy” ought to
have been out, for he did not touch his first
base
Another base hit sent in a man, and out
at “first” ended the inning. Three runs.
Dirigo—Dooley struck out, McGlinchy got
to “first,” Morway and Corridon both out on
flies. No runs. Score 10 to 5,
Sixth Inning—Peavey—The first man got his
base by a short fly to infield; the next went
out to Corridon (1. f.) and the
inning closed
with ont at “first.” No runs.

Dirigo—Dugan

out

foul; Bradley

on

Eighth Inning. -Peavey—Oat at “first," a
two-base hit, a tumble by Bradley, a base hit,
a run scored,
ont on “third," out on strikes,

tells the story of this inning. One run.
Dirigo—One, two, three order—Corridon at
“first,” Dugan on fly to “third,” and Bradley
on fly to left field. Score 11 to 6.
Ninth Inning.—Peavey—Corridon (1. f.) captured the first man on fly; a base hit was made
by the next striker, (a bad decision giving him
his “third," when he was really out) and a
long flv to McGlinchy, who missed it, let in a
run. Morway captured a fly to “right,” and
Dugan and Barnes disposed of the last man at
“third.” One run.
The Dirigos did not finish the ninth inning,
so the score at the end of the eighth
inning is
the record—11 to 6.
The

following

is the full score:

J.

rEAYEY S BEOS.’
A.B.

Ditrnan, p.6
Kelly, 2b.6
Hoar, 3b .6

Bobinson,

c.4
r. f .4

H

lmes,
Mintz, c.f.4

Cabe, 8 .8.4
Yonng, lb. ,.4
Wertz, 1. f.4
Totals.39
AB.

R.

lB.

2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

110
1
1
7
0
0
2
0
0
6
1
2
0
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
6
2
2
2

2
2
1
0
1
1
1
0

4
1
1
3
2
1
0
1

7

8

9

9

18

Barnes, 3b .6
Eiley, p.6
Dooley, 2b.G
McGlinchy, cl.6
Morway rf.6
Jas. Corridon, 1 f.. .6
Dugan, o.6
Bradley, 83.6
•J hn Corridon, lb. 4

B.

T3.

IB,

A.

P.0.

R

16

24

44

TB.

PO.

A.

E

O
O
2
1
6
1116
2
1113
3
1
1
2
0
2
1
1
2
0
2
112
10
1
1
4
4
4
2
O
2
3
1
1
1
13
O
0

2
3
2
0
O
2
1
O
1
11

9

9

27

17

14

SCORE BY LXSBiOS.

123466789
P. & Bros.1 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 1—7
Dirigos.4 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 —11
J. L.

Eeaveys were strengthened by men
from other clnbs, and are a muscular lot of
iho

young

men.

About BOO

were

present, and all

good plays were noticed. The umpire was a
gentleman, and gave his deeisions quickly and
fairly. The game occupied 2b. ISm. A number of ladies were present and highly enjoyed
the
game.
Dugan, the Dirigo catcher,
did not get on to the ground until the third

inning,

he not

getting

home from muster in

time.
Other Games.

The Falmouth Hotel waiters played the
Preble Honse waiters Saturday afternoon, on
the Rochester grounds, and an excellent game
resulted. Score 9 to 7 in favor of the Falmouths. The return game will be played this
afternoon on the same grounds.
The nine from the D. S. steamer Tennessee
came ashore Saturday and endeavored to get
up a game on the Western Promenade, out
were unable to collect another nine.
The Emmetts will play the MyBtics this
afternoon at the grounds on the Western Promenade. The game will be called at 3 o’clock,
and some fine playing on both sides is expected.
The League Pennant.

following Bbows the standing
league clubs to August 27:—
The

of the

was badly bruised, but no serious
injuries inflicted.
O. M. Shailer, mate of the bark Frank O.
Dame, fall at low tide Friday from the vessel
Into the dock, a distance of.twenty-two feet.
He was badly bruised but no bones broken.

Hanlan Coming.
Hr. McGlinehy was at Point of Pines

Friday

and received Hanlan’s assurances be would be
present at the Maranocook regatta, Sept. 4tb,
and provided him with the necessary railroad
tickets. The prizes for the senior amateur
raoe: two elegant gold watebes, can be Been in
Frank McKenney’a window, this afternoon,
and also the junior amateur prizes, a French
clock and gold ring.'
The Mt. Desert Fires ExaggeratedA Bar Harbor dispatch to the Sunday Times
says there bas been no Are within three miles
of the town, and no one ever thought of leavThe dispatch is signed
ing on account of it.

by T. A. Mitchelson, passenger agent of the
Portland, Bangor & Mt. Desert Steamboat

Company.

Boston*.I
Buffalos.

Accidents.
A gentleman named Wallaoe, who tried to
use parlor skates, tell and broke a left forearm.
Saturday afternoon the driver of Lombard’s
flih wagon, Portland street, wis accidentally
thrown out, striking against a tree. His face

three thoughts suggested by the
Stuff may represent the business, the
and the things of this world, all of

pecially upon
passage.

pleasures

which may be good if rightly used, but only
stuff if abused. The men God has chosen are
hidden among the Btuff or are now in obscurity, but when the time shall come He will oall
them forth to accomplish the work Ho has
ready for them. The mere profession of any
thing without a practical application is nothing but stuff and useless. Alany forcible illustrations of this truth were referred to.
CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.

Yesterday

afternoon the services were of unusual Interest. Rev. Dr. Day, pastor of St.
Paul’s church, Fourth Avenue, New York,
and a former pastor of this church, made a
very earnest prayer, impressing his heaters
with a sense of God’s presenoe and power,
after which the pastor, Rev. Dr. McKeowu,
preached from the text John xiv:7-10. He
spoke of the higher attributes of God and
those of man and said they were not different
in kind but in degree. God is revealed to us

God is auother name for intelliHe is beyond the liability to err. He
perfection itself. It is the conscience within

as a

Spirit.

Seuce.

that reveals to us God’s love of virtue and
hatred of sin.
Such a revelation of tied is
made possible in a revealed Deity whom we
can know and love.
The fundamental command, "Thou shalt love the Lord thv God,”
we are able to obey
The
through Christ.
speaker then referred to a number of instances
in the New Testament where Christ’s sympathy with his people in their breavements and
necessities even during the death on the
cross brought God home to them.
Uoliuess is
the
indispensable thing. Dr. Day pronouuoed
the benediction.
us

AT DIAMOND ISLAND.

The first sermon ever preached on Diamond
Islnndjwas delivered yesterday by Bev. Dr. A.
K. P. Small, to an audience of upwards of 100
persons in the new restaurant recently erected
there. A number of people came from the adjoining islands to listen to the preacher, who
took his text from John 7:37—“In the last day,
that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and
cried, saying, ‘If any’’ man thirst let him come
drink.’

Tbe sermon was in Mr.
Small’s usual happy vein, and was listened to
a
by
sympathizing audlenoe. Tbe occasion
will long be remembered with pleasure by those
present. A contribution was taken at the close
for oharitable purposes.
unto

me

and

FIB8T

PARISH.

Dr. Aill was welcomed back to the First
Parish by two good congregations yesterday.
In tbe evening Mrs. Frances Dodwel) Siemens,
a former member of tbe choir, now resident in
England, took part in the services. Mrs. Siemens’ voice, always beautiful, has increased in

volume, in depth of lone, in breadth and
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SATURDAY’S GAMES.
At Boston—Bostons 3, Providence2.
At Philadelphia—New Yorks 5, Phlladelphias 2.
At Chicago—Chicagos 18, Buffalos 14.
At Detroit—Clevelands 3, Detroits 1.
Holiness Meeting.
A very large gathering is anticipated at the
ooming Holiness meeting at Old Orchard camp
ground.
Many able speakers will be present
among them ltev. J. 8. Inskip, William McDonald, Dr. Levy of Philadelphia, a prominent Baptist minister, ltev. J. B. Foot, Rev.
W. L.

Gray and

otherB of national celebrity.
The meeting begins
Tuesday Ijeveniug* The
grounds will be splendidly lighted by six electric lights.
Heal Estate Transfers.
The

following

transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:

Elizabeth—Charles H. Woodruff to
Mary Kelley, laud and buildings. ConsideraCape

tion 81,000.
New Gloucester—James Jordan to John W
Jordan, land and buildings. Consideration

$1,150.

no-

bility. Both in tbe solos and concerted music
last evening it was heard to great advantage
and gave great pleasure to the congregation.
The other members of tbe ohoir added greatly
to the effect by their own efforts, while the
organ under Kotzscbmar never sounded better.
Affray on a Steamer.
A serious disturbance was created
steamer

Gen.

on

tbe

Bartlett

during her afternoon
trip from Great Chebesgue Island yesterday.
Capt. Cbase gives the following ; version of the
affalf:

The helmsman of the boat is named Bhea.
He came from Newburyport with the steamer,
employed by the owners as a protector of their
interAta.
Several weeks ago he ;had some
trouble with Mr. Ponce, who charters the boat,
and at that time would have been arrested but
for Capt. Chase.
The Captain says Shea is a

bright, quick fellow, and all right when not in
liquor. Yesterday Shea had a chum visiting
him, and Capt. Chase noticed that the friend
had evidently been drinking.
When the
left Great Chebeague Capt.-Chase
that Shea was heading oat of the course
he had given the helmsman, and was in dauger of running on the sand-spit, a short distance from the wharf.
He spoke to Shea, who
he then suspected had also been drinking, and
Shea did not folgave him his course again.
steamer
saw

low it.

Capt.

Chase then pat his hand on the
eo that the steamer’s bead
should fall off from the shore.
Shea tried to
push the wheel back, and Cbase put bis knee
•gainst it to prevent him. Then Shea struck

wheel, and raised it

the starboard bell in the engine room.

Capt.

Chase ordered him ont of the wheel-house,
and Shea replied by striking Chase a heavy
blow under the left eye.
By this time the vessel had passed tbe sandspit, and the passengers had become quite disturbed.
Mr. Ponce and several gentlemen
went Into the pilot-house and took Shea out
and carried him below.
He kept returning
and insulting Capt. Cbase, and several gentlemen, as well as Capt. Cbase, (who had taken
the helm and was steering the craft np to the
city), told him if he entered the pilot-house
they would make it hot for him. He declared
he would thrash Capt. Chase when the
vessel reached the wharf, but he didn’t;
neither did Capt. Chase take steps to have
him arrested.
Personal.

Judge Symonds is at the Old Orchard House
Hooper Carroll, one of the Carrol! family of
Carrollton, is at the Preble.
Rev
at

Dr. Smith Baker of Lowell, Mass., is
the United States Hotel.

T. Hall and A. B. Wilson of Philadelthe City Hotel.
Mr. G. S. Fernald is not municipal judge at
Brainerd, Minn.
C.

phia are at

Gov. Butler of Massachusetts is .at Mt. Desert.
Rt. Rev. Bisbop Healy laid the corner stone
of the new French Catholic church at Great
Falls, N. H., yesterday.
Mr. Geo. H. Clark, with J. H. Hamlin & Co.
was offered the position of pay clerk on the
U. S. S. Tennessee, but he declined it, his
present employers wishing to retain him.
We regret to hear the physicians give no
hopes of Officer Gill's recovery. He will go
to Somerville, Mass.
District Engineer Bartlett of the Charlestown, Mass., district, was in town Saturday,
and Inspected our fire department.
Miss Lucy Larcom, the popular writer, has
been the guest of Mr. S. T. Pickard, of the

Transcript,

at his cottage on Peaks’ Island, for
the past week.
Mr. Joseph G. Torrey, a well known printer

Saturday in his 86th
Torrey passed a large portion of
Maine, being a native of Bath.

year. Mr.
bis life in

Drum Major Bean has received very many
deserved compliments from the officers of the
brigade and regiments during the encampment, as well as from many visitors on the
grounds, for the way in wiiicb he has performed his rather arduous duties.
He is evidently
the right man in the right place.
Commander George H. Poor will meet with
Bosworth Post, G. A. R., next Friday evening,
for the last time, prior to leaving for his new
field of labor at St. Louis, Mo. He hopes to
have an opportunity to give a large number of
his comrades a parting shake of the hand ou
He expects to leave the city
that evening.

Good Deeds.
The Franconia, which arrived from New
York Saturday, brought among her passengers
a Mrr. Donahue and fher four children.
The
lady is a widow and formerly resided in Freeport. She went to Vineyard Haven, Mass.,
and worked in a harness manufactory. Dur-

ing

the recent disastrous conflagration which
swept that place, Mrs. Donahue lost her
house and all her worldly goods.
The cot-

tagers at the Haven made up a purse of $20
for her, also gave her many articles of household furniture.

Then

the Maine Steamship
the lady, her
family and furniture to this city free of charge
and kept them upon their steamer till the
manager, W. G. Davis, Esq., could go over to

Company generously Iforwarded

Superintendent Tucker’s office. After stating
the case to that official, Mr. Tucker, with his
customary generosity, passed Ethe family over
Central Railroad, and they left
afternoon for their old borne.

the Maine

Saturday

Sullivan Wine.
In a stone-cutters’ contest at Beaver
Brook,
N. Y., last week, between Jeremiah Sullivan
of Hudson, and John Moran of Portland,
craftsmen, between whom there had been con-

siderable rivalry, Sullivan won, drilling 227
inches in ten hours, to 213 for Morgan, the
One thousand dollars
tools being identical.
was Ba’d to be staked on the result.
Hon. L. A- Emery Nominated tor Associate Justice.
Hon. It. A. Emery of Ellsworth has been
appointed Associate Justice of the Supreme

Judicial Court of Maine.

AND

DRAMA.

CHARLOTTE THOMPSON.
Our theatre-goers will all welcome
Miss
Thompson back to Portland tonight with
pleasure. An aoiress whose reputation is con-

temporary wi.h that of Agues Booth, Mrs.
Julia Bennett Barrow, Eliza Bogan and Hose
Eytingo (although a young woman compared

with these other ladies) her movements,
alone,
on the stage are n
deligh in themselves, and

Instruction in dramatic art. It is when the
present generation witness a performance by
one of these ladies,
they realise how much
the so-called great ‘‘start of the present lack
an

entitle them to their self-constituted positions.
Tonight Miss Thompson will appear In the
part of "Jane Eyre,
supported by a -mod
stock company. Tomorrow her new play of
the "Romanoffs” will be presented for the
first time in. tills country.
While it is hardly
agreeable to “play dog” and have a new piece
tried on us, still we ought to relieve New
York of her labor occasionally, aud if It
proves
nil that is said of it we shall have
gained an
advauce ell the metropolis.
to

THE URYANT CONCERT.

The advance sale of seats for Mihs Bryant's
concert, winch will come off at High Street
church next Wednesday evening, indicates a

large

aud brilliant audienoe will be presthat oocasion. There are still quite a
number of excellent seats unsold and they

very
ent

on

Limlngton.
Very warm Thursday, the thermometer reg
istering 98° at 9 a. ra.
A lady in this vicinity has a sunflower in her
back yard which has upon it seventy-seven
blossoms and buds.
Mr. Chas. H. Dearborn, a successful teacher
in Buffalo, N. Y., who has been at his father's
home in South Limiugton spending a portion
of his vacation, left for his scene of labors on
Wednesday last.
The town has voted to build the bridge and

island will be well repaid iu visiting the theatre. Among the acts presented by this compauy will be the “Montgomery Guard Piculo”
and the burlesque circus.
NOTES.

The concert given by the Juvenile Opera
Company at the Pavilion last night was well
attended and a delightful entertainment.
John L. Stoddard has his work for next season well advauced, and
expects to make his
new series especially
valuable aud enjoyable
by means of fresh topics aud new materials
aud appointments. He will open about October 1st.
Lint has composed a new secular oratorio,
“Stanislaus.” Strauss lias composed a new
operetta, Venetian Knights,” fur the Frederick William Theatre of Berlin.
“The Devil’s Auction,” in Samuel Colville's Fourteenth Street Theatre, has made a
hit. Cornalba’s dancing is a great feature.
Mr. Colville has received a cable from Lydia
Thompson. She will come over, aud bring her
daughter with her.
The New England tour of the Boston Theatre “World” Company will begin at Salem,
New and elaborate scenery and
Sept. 17
mechauism have been prepared for the nse of
this organization, which will be, dramatically,
one of the strongest
Manager Tompkins has
sent on the road.
The speaking characters in "Jaima.” the
new ballet spectacle written
for the Boston
Theatre by Mr. Charles Gaylor, which will
have its first production on Sept 17th, will be
snstaiued by Messrs William Redmund, Frazer Conifer, Mrs. Thomas
Barry, Miss Edith
Kingdon, Miss Grace Thorite and other member* of the company. The ballet was secured
in Europe, with Mile Rosiua Viale, assoluta,
from La Scala, Milan; Mile. Lucia Cormani,
premiere, from the Sau Carlos, Naples; illles.
Pattie and Marie and Misses Clifton and
P-ge, secondas, from the London Alhambra.
The coryphees come from the leading English,
French and Italian theatres, aud the grand
ballet of 100 will be under the direction of M.
Mamert.
Fully 400 people will be engaged iu
tbe production and 600 new oostumes will be
worn, nearly all manufactured expressly for
the piece in Paris aud London.
RAILWAY

NOTES.

The Maine Central Stockholders’ Meeting

Speaking

of the Maine Central stockholders’
meeting at Augusta last Friday, the Boston
Journal Augusta correspondent says:
"There
seemed to be a uuanimons feeling that, under
the existing circumstances, the best interest of
the road conld be subserved by its practical
consolidation with the Eastern audBoetou and
Maine Railroads, aDd the same conference
committee was appointed^ negotiate to that
end. To accomplish this, it is necessary to ask
that the present contrrct for a leas* ueiweea
the Boston and Maiue and Eastern Railroads
shall be rescinded and a new contract prepared
that shall embrace all three roads, and the
committee was directed to ask this, and if successful in their negotiations to report to the
Directors of the road in thirty days, bat if unsuccessful to report at ouce. At the close of
the stockholders’ meeting, the committee met
and decided to at once notify the officers of
the othsr roads that they may appoint a time
and place of meeting. The spirit manifested
toward the Maine Central leads the stockholdto believe that an amicable adjustment of
matters will be secured in which oase alt opposition by the stockholders to the proposed consolidation of the Boston and Maine and Eastern Railroads will cease.
There is, however,
ers

among the outside public, a feeling of distrust
which it will be hard to allay. If a practical
consolidation of the three roads is not consummated the stockholders will undoubtedly at
take all measures to prevent
the ratification of the present lease contract,
and it was with that view that the conference
committee was directed to report at once to
the Directors. The meeting of the Legislature is close at hand, and it is said there is

proceed

to

quite a willingness

among the members to open
the doors and allow the introduction of a bill
that shall secure Maine interests.
The Journal's representative has conversed with a number of the prominent stockholders of the Maine

Central, that a fall understanding of the situation might he obtained, Wlist can be done if
a satisfactory contract is Dot secured? was asked. We can have the pending equity suits
pressed, so as to prevent a settlement of the
question involved for a long period, was the reply, and we can also enter other sails against
those Directors of the Maine Central who are
also officers of the Eastern Road.
Either action would prevent any Immediate settlement
of the lease contract and wonld cause an indefinite delay. It is claimed that the Maine
Central stock was allowed to go into the hands
of the Eastern Railroad to insure the favorable
action of that rowl with the Maiue Central,
but that instead the Eastern stock has been
used In the conduct of this lease In disregard
of the wishes of Ihe minority shareholder-.
Such, however, does not appear to be the spirit
of the reply made to the suggestions of the
stockholders’ committee, and there seems to
be a growing willingness to place a liberal construction upon the action of the Eastern directors in negotiating for a lease.
Bat while
this is the feeling as regards their own road,
the lease is looked upon primarily as a stock
jobbing transaction; that Messrs. Weeks and
Lawrence, who reeneoilvely hold 19,009 and
10,000 shares of the E intern stock (which is a
majority) were the nromoters of the leas to secure a raise in
the value of their stock. No
war of rales can he inaugurated so as to affect
the Maine Central, if consolidation is defeated,
till the expiration of a year's notice. The contract existing between the roads was for five
years, alter which time either road could terminate it by giving twelve months’ notice.
The five years have already expired, and the
contract can now bo terminated any year,
whether the Maiue stockholders object or not'
as it requires only a
majority vote of the
and that can lie cast by the promoters of the
pri pared o msolidation.
1 ne statement of the Associated Press dispatch, that the Maine Central Directors at
their meeting on Thursday evening, voted 8 to
3, to accept the report of their committee, was
iucorrect. The vote was upon a resolve "That
the report of the committee be referred to the
stockholders’ meeting with the recommendation that a committee be appointed to
arrange
for a contract for a practical consolidation of
the three corporations.”

The crop» for the season will average fair.
The hay crop is about equal to that of last
year. Some few report a falling off, Apples less
than half a crop. Corn *is very heavy grown;
prospect of au extra heavy crop, the largest
for years. Potatoes the same as corn. Grain
The acreage of cultivation is on
very good.
the increase, especially wheat. Fall feed light
of
the dry weather the past few
on account

Railroad to Peaks’ Island.
There was an excursion

from Lisbon and
tbe Maine Central

intermediate points on
Railroad to this city and Old Orchard Saturday; also one yesterday.
Tbe sacred concert at Peaks’ Island, in the
pavilion of the Forest City Steamboat Company, attracted a large and orderly assembly.
Tbe Forest City Steamboat
Company will
give a dance every evening, this week on the
new platform at Peaks’ Island.
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Fall term begins Tuesday, Aug. 28. Total expense
per year, $144,
Applications for rooms In Normal Hall should be made at once.
Address

“

Fall term will begin

Bonnet,

Pupils admitted at any time. For further information address CfBls H. VAR-VE V A. M.,
audeodSw
Drni.f, .ilnisr.
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best Corheco Print at
17 in. cot. Huck Crash
14 “
all linen (rash,
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“
1G “
1,000
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“
“
18 “
1.000
Crash,
“
“
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18
Glass Toweling,
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BussiaX't ash,
1 lot of 5G in. Loom Damask,
l bale 4-4 bro. Sheeting,
1 case 4-4 bleaehed “
1 “ 50c White Bed Spreads
“
1 “ Marseilles
1.00 lbs. Choice Batting at

“Boynl Baking Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic iuckes peroz. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists iu the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E.G. LOVE, Ph.D.
New York, Jas’y 17th, 1881.
The above analyses iudicate a preference for
“Cleveland's Superior Baking Powder,” and
onr opinion is that it is the better preparation.—
Hall's Journal of Health.

Bbadbibv.

A. W. Bhaubcxt

BRADBURY,

1727

( OKTI

A>n, MAINE,

general beverage and Decenary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or other causes,

Herbert O.

Briggs,

—

o»

—

American A Foreign Patents,
B^AH business relating; to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
Jul2dtf

BEN’S

Schnapps,

HOWES, HILTON & HARMS,
AGENT*

MOLE

31? & 310 Commercial
augti
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Street,
eodlm

by any other alcoholic distillation have

CLARK’S

J. T.
400

For sale by all llrngglst

and Grocers.

The largest and best in the city.
New Hooks received soon as published. Terms
2 cents a day.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegaut assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods con-

stantly

on

NEW YORK.

diy_
GUIDE BOOKS.
Portland and Vicinity—Illustrated.
Mount Desert*—wlHi Photographs.
White Mountain Guides—Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Moosehcad Lake Guide—

Illustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton’s Guides.
Railroad Map Northern Now England.
Map of Portland.

sum.

mer 1 eating.

515 CONGRESS ST.
Jn22

eodtr

Summer Visitors
mid Residents

w

ill find

LIQUORS

ORIGINAL PACKAGES
BT

R. STANLEY & SON,

(.AND. MAINE.
AUo, Gdn»ral.M(ui»g«r«
New|Kugland,
FoK THE tKI ERHATKI)
for

Mineral

Spring Waiter,

FBOtl IIARKISON, MAINE.

aoglO

MEETINGS.

Annual Meeting Westbrook Manuf’g Co.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THEWestbrook
VanutacturiugCo. for the ehoiee
of
officers and the tran.a. t on of any other ousiness
that may legally come before them, will be held at
their office No. 10 Central Wharf, on Thursday
Aug. 30. 1883, at 3 o'clock p in.
WM. K. WOOD, Clerk.
Aug. 23,1883.
dtd

»°-.l_

FOR SALE.

For Sale.
Thirty three feet long,
Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,
No. 6, Custom House Wharf, a

_

aug22dtf

DIAMOND ISLAND.

St.

d by
bought and
Building lots
W. H. WALI)..ON, 180 Middle St.
so

aug21

dtf

dig

good opportunitv
and comfortable

home

any

pleas,mtly
nine

seeking

one

BEN

aug2udeod2w*

lost-

rooms.
A
a snog

for

SHAW,

43Vi Exchange St.|

FOR SALE.
well known Oxnard Block of four Store*,
(two of which are now rented,) situated at
Freeport Corner, a good loca ity for trad*. Said

PIANO COVERS,
astonishingly

at

low

prices

the

Stores are well calculated for aim *»t any kind oi
business or manufacluring.
1? or full particular*
apply to the subscriber
GEO. W. WOODMAN, Assignee.

hi

Portland, Ang. 21, 1883.

PIANO and ORGAN

Samuel Thurston

land at one cent per foot. Fume and see
them. Cume to Tiefethen’s Landinr te
Rook Bound Lodge, or address Mrs. May
Chapman, Bock Bound Park. Peak's
Island, Me.
augl3eodlm*

8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

First Class Suburban Residence For 'ale.

(No. 8.)

WILL YOU CALL
u

/CONTAINS a dozen rooms; Five rooms on first
V' floor all iiuifhei in black walnut aud oak, nice
and f mace, large brick cistern that will
Q«‘ld 76 hog ht-ads filtered water. The lot contain*
one acre, uj >n which is a good stablt also
apple,
pear and pi in trees and small fruit*. The house ia
in nice repair anti will be sold on
very favorable
terms. The horse cars pass the door everv half
hour.
WM. U. JERRIS.
August 17, 1883,_
augl7u3w*

^cellar

C. 0. HUDSON
—

AT

Brick House for Sale.

—

13 MARKET
MANUFACTURES'

and centrally located three
THEiedpleasantly
brick
house on the

SQ.,

Lime Juice

A

HOUSE

Tablets,

AM)

Cuffs,
Fichus,
Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,

Drops

FOR

of the late Oliver Dow, situated
THEatHomestead
West Buxton Village,
the Saco River:
on

containing fifty

acres excellent »and, two story
brick hou*e aud “L,” barr, stable, wood house, ice
house, sheds &c., very desirable for a country home
For terms &o., apply to
CYRUS F. DAVIS,

GIVE Him A CALL!
my30

jy28dtfWest Buxton, Maine.

dbf

COAL.
Domestic Coals a| S&eeiiilty, at Lowest Market
Prices.

322 Commercial

For Sale.
Hyperion 30« tons Register, rate lVfc. In
good order. For particulars inquire of
B. J. WILLARD.
JylSMUf

BRIG

TWIN

Me.

Orders received by Telephone. No. 044

aug7

the mo*t desirable location at FERRY BFACH
IN within
two minute, walk of the Bay Vurtr

HotrgE. Very oourenient for one or two familt..
Beautiful beach and scenery. Kor price and
P ”
ulars, i-quire of W. 8. DENNETT,
dtf

Saco^Se
I”5______‘

Congress

dtf

au22eod3t»

To Let.

as

a

great bargain.
Middle St. PortmarBdtf

Law, 180

"notice.
D. AMES has bought the ezetusl.e right of
the Eureka Lamp Store, for titiuberbtn. and
York Counties. Anyone cauvaaslng In said Counties for the Eureka Lamp Store not authorised by
me will bo prosecuted.
Agents wanted.
W. D. AMES,
Market
22
Square, Portland, Main*.
Ju2t)
[
3ptl«

STEPHEN BERRY. W.
Book, Card and Job Printer,

ft

Portlaud, Aug. 21,1883.

or

1- the County of Cumber0N£2f.th,« be8t In Cano
the
Elizabeth, known
JjLiji situated
wili be sold at
8.

lTcar?
»,E1WN' Att’y at

ao.ltf

FREDERICK D. WINSLOW is this day adMK.mitted
member of this firm, HART & CO.

MO, So Market Street.

Farm For Sale

Street.

Copartnership Notice.

comer

»P'atl

J. M. DYER & CO’S
SI I

ELrtta'

Foi Male.

HOUSE

Street,

Wharf, Portland,

COTTAGF

FOB MALE.

Carleton and Braekett S«». formerly occupied by Joshua Hobbs. Inquire of
J0HN Pan7dtf

Dress Goods &e,
very low prices, at

anglO

SALE.

—

Great Variety of Other First*
class Confectionery.

Brown’s

cor-

Brick House for Sale,
No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west d
High street, Contains nine rooms, bath room
&e.
Price *4.000. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
August 4, 1883._
»u4dtf

,

Handkerchiefs,

at

—

stor*

westerly

__4H

(DAILY)

Fine Chocolate

dwelling

of Pearl and Cumberlaud streets. Terms favorable to the purchaser.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
ner

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Collars,

aug22eodif

Coitngc Lots For Sale.
At “Rock Hound Park,” Peak’s Island
Price of lots according to location and
embellishment. Excellent lots on high
200

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Parasols,
Travelling Bags,
Kuching*,

Importers,

410 NEW NO. FORE NritEET, PORT-

Summit

oct2___atf

of the

Fancy Goods,
Gloves,
Hosiery,
Fans,

IMPORTED

all kind., in Ike

one

best assortments of

Preble Home.

-FOE SALE

all the large
are located, la dry
other Classes of goods. Fitted np
with two Countiu rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elector Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with
light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.

goods. Fancy and

house No. 6 Park Place
ted in centre of the block,
BRICK
for

Frank B. Clark,

dim

■f

LET,

TO LET.
Store Itos. 117 &1I9 Middle St.

Caramels,

& HARMON.
LORIJiG, SHORT
Mt.,opp

WINES &

West

For Sale.

hand.

18 BEATER STREET,

v2S

GIKLS WANTED.
.Portland Star Match Co.,
Commercial Street.

STUBBS,
Congress

ang25

Circulating Library.

lusnred for it the reputation of salubrity

Coacrcan

WATTED IMMEDIATELY.
Four Coat and Two Vest Makers.
E. C. 1 OITNG,
Merchant Tailor.
Woodford*', Ms.
ang22dlm

Warcrooms ol

Us unsolicited endorsement by

Man of Mt. Desert.
Hubbard’s Map Northern Maine.
Township Maps of Maine.
Map of White Mountains.
Also an excellent assortment of

CAI YASSER SW ANTED
in Portland and all towns in the
county. Apply to Hartford Mutual Health and Acetdeut Association, 385 Congress street, Koont 3.
C. W THOMPSON. Agent.
dtf
aug22

THE

country of Udolpho Wolfe'S

claimed fordt.

$1.00
8c per lb

SOAP.

A public

the medieal faculty and a sale unequaled

a

gentleman and wi e. References given. Address stating, price, location Ac., (X)K, Prem
Office.
aog24d3t*

Can be used either in hot or cold
water
$1000 REWARD for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
“BEN’S
SELF-WASHING

saltr of over 30 rears duration In every
our

SMALL rent in western part of city for

YACHT.
SCHOONER
eleren feet breadth.

Aromatic Schnapps In superior to ever)

section of

Wanted.

A

goods.

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

other alcoholic preparation.

______ang263fc*

Will wash jour clothes without
boiling.

SCHNAPPS.
a

GIRL WAITED
To do general Imnscwork, Inquire
at 39 Union Street.

large

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

SELF WASHER,
s.

Schiedam Aromatic
As

WAJ»T».

I have just received a
number of Instantaneous Photographs of
Yachting and Marine
Views, which are the
finest ever shown in
Portland. Call and see
them. I am still selling Artist’s Materials,
Pictures and Frames,at
greatly reduced rates,
to make room for Fall

d3m

To Lei.
Oct. l»t. Hon.. So 251>

A.
WOLFE’S

dtf

the Poet Office where
BELOW
Wholesale lobbing Houses

v*

w7

tan24

Law.

at

31 Exchange Street,

Yaughun 8t,
ABOUT
rooms, partly furnished if desired.
I'o Let.
Five rooms at 18 Tyng Ml eel.
Old number.
d3s
aug27

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

SOMETHING

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

dtf

and Class-

Studies

TO

<

ang27

Jbngiish

BC8INE88 CARDS.

legal

A

Children,

mjl2-dtf

annual meeting of the Aged Brotherhood of j Connsellors
for thechoiee
t officers, and other !
THEPortland,
ba»in«w. will be held in the

LADY of good address, to canvass and take orders. Salary paid. Address stating present
*
occupation, “A. B., Box 672, Portland, Me.
dlw*
aug27

J. W.

dtf

BRADBURY &

Wanted.

and

re.pt.

given to private pupils by the subscriber

5c. per yard
“
3
“
“
4
“
“
crash, 0 “
7
“
“
9
“
*•
10
“
“
25
“
“
5
“
“
6
38c each

aug26

Bios

Order.

Ladies

MEPTE.EBER 24lk IN83.
For circulars, address MBS. THBOOP, Ko. 61
High st. Portland, Mo.
Jy».od Oil oc»l
/
Will

EASTMAN BROW BANCROFT

1. H. STEARNS, M D.,
N. M. Asylum, Tngns Me

Per

eod'im.

-FOE-

Young

SALE TO ftEGUV AT 8 O’CLOCK

Formerly Surgeon

EVERY

Principal.

may be made of the

ENGLISH AND FRENCH SCHOOL

We shall Continue our Great Sale of

Available carbonic acid gas 12.61 per ceDt,
equivalent to 1X8.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

importance.
ang271t

inquiries

I tint ruction in
ical

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbouale of Soda
Floor

held

Maine.

MRS. THROOP’S

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.

Powder.”

Notice.
member is requested to be present at the
meeting of Ar ana Lodge, I. O. G. T to be
MONDAY EVENING, Aug. 27. Business of

Bishop of

JiyP__

I have examined samples of “Cleveland’s
Superior Baking Powder’’ and “Royal Baking
Powder," purchased by myself iu this city, and
I find they contain:

reception room,
of the City Hall, on Friday afternoon, August 81ii,
at 4 o’clock, 'l'be Tr**aeufer will be ready to give
receipts for the annual aeseMuient of one dollar, to
any who have not paid.
WILLIAM J. SMITH, Secretary.
au27dtd

Hall,

^IE.

MADAME MON DAN,
Principal.
Assisted by seven competent teachers
Mrs. A. 8. Frothinoham,
Matron.
The school affords thorough instruction in all departments, with full college coarse in Latin and
Greek.
Modern Languages and Conversation
Classes under the charge of native teachers. Special
advantages for the study of Music and Art.
TERMS: 9250 a year. Sixteenth school year
open* "rplt-nber Jo.
Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after

The Beal linking Powder.

AGED BKOTHEKHOOD.

Principal.

485 1-2 Coiigrm Street.

the

A puff of wind rolled the carriage down to the
The brakemau,
track as the train moved on.
Mr. Phelps, jumped from the cars, gave I he
carriage a push out of dauger, and succeeded
in regaining the train.

NtCVr ADVERTISE.ni!NTS.

C. C. ROUNDS

augbd 1 awM& w4 w32

Diocesan School for Girls, under the direction of

left on. the smooth asphalt of the
Levereaux railway station, on the Eastern
road, Friday. The baby was in the carriage.

"Having examined the formula from wbicli
Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam is prepared,
we recommend it as a safe and reliable medi
cine for the cure of asthma, coughs, colds, and
all disease of tbe throat, chest, and lungs.
GEO. W. MARTIN, M. D.

N. H.

Plymouth,

1.38
1.50 English and Classical school.
2.50 MONDAY, SEPT. 3.

Guinet,

all lower than any

are

Courses ot Instruction—Common English, one
year; Higher English, luoludlng Business Course,
three years; College Preparato.y, Ladles’ Collegiate, Scientific, each four yea*s.
Experienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
prices. First (Fa DTerm (1883) begins iCESDAf.
SEPT. 4th; ends Friday, Dec. 7th.
Address
J. P. WESTON, President,
Westbrook Seminary, Deerlng, Me.

augl-dtsep3

...

“

EDUCATION AC.

75c
90c ME NORMAL SCHOOL

-

“

“

ootSdtf

Westbrook Seminary and Female College

yard under usual prices.

was

Clevelands (Superior Unking

W.A4IJ-*

Consignments solicited

m.

This week will be the best time for any lady

Dr. Dearborn of Parsonofleld, assisted by
Sweet of Parsonstield, Moulton of Limingtou, and several others, successfully amputated
the right leg of Joshua Holland, Jr., sou of
Joshua Holland of Limerick, a lad of 12 years,
between the second and lower third of the
thigh, on Tuesday last. The operation was to
remove a scrofulous affection of the knee, developed by going in swimming to excess.

The best baking powder is made from pure
Cream of Tartar, Bicarbonate ut Soda, and a
small quantity of flour or starch. Frequently
other ingredients are used, and serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and increasing the profits
of the manufacturer.
We give the Governmeut Chemist’s analyses of two of the leading baking powders:

Eic) »«*f »«

Maiesroaiu 18

Rcgniar sale of Furniture and tlenera Merchax*
dise eyery Latnrday, commencing at 10 o’clock a,

ypeeks.

■

Five hundred people went down the
harbor
Saturday on Chandler’s band concert and
sail, and tbe Forest City boats were crowded
in the evening, the dance on the platform at
Peak’s Island, with music by Chandler,
being
tbe great attraction.
The Forest City Company will run boats
every 45 minutes to Peaks’ Island tomorrow.
A grand excursion is proposed for next Saturday from Skowhcgan and intermediate
points on both lines of the Maine Ceutral

F. o. BAII.CI X CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant
BAILSV,

iirs.

riage

irCTlON ISAI.ES.

BLACK SILKS!

near Small’s
mill, North Limington, located by the County Commissioners in
1880. The contract is to be awarded on Saturday next to the lowest bidder.

stock!

The Island Business.
A party from Great Falls, N. H., will corns
to the city Thursday over the Boston and
Maine, and go tbo islands on t ie steamer Gazelle.
The Forest City Steamboat Company have
made arrangements with the Portland
Horse
Car Company to' have cars on hand
to meet
the late boat leaving tbe Island at 10.1C.

ITKVlADTBBTISBnENTI.

approaches

should be seoured at once by those desirous of*
The Porta mouth MuBter.
attending, by calling at Stockbrldge’s. Iu adThere will he forty military and engine
dition to the prominent soloists who have been
companies in line at Portsmouth tomorrow.
uuuouaced Messrs. W. >8. Beckett of New
The High Sohool Cadets of this city will leave
York and Stockbridge will assist. It is probable Mrs. Raymond, Miss Beebe, Messrs. Stocktrain to-morfor Portsmouth ou the 8.40 a. m
bridge and Beckett will appear In the great row morning, returning on the Pullman
from
“Rtgoletto.”
quarletto
WedueBday night. 'They will he accompanied
EOREiT CITY AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
Chief Littlefield and repby Mayor Leering.
Mr. Laiscell, manager of the theatre at
resentatives from most of our fire companies
Peaks’ Island, has engaged the Williams &
will also attend.
Sullivan Comedy Company for the
coming
week. This compauy comprises a number of
A Brave BrakemaD.
good specialty artists, and visitors to the
Saturday's Boston Journal says a baby car-

ence

about Sept. 7tb.

gentleman got away

one.

used, not because it contained a doctrine, but
as it illustrated truths.
The speaker dwelt es-

of BostOD, died

ters for comfort.

It is unnecessary to say the
from that locality as fast
as his horse woald permit him. The gentlehad a large sum of money on his pei son and
he thinks he mnst been "spotted" by some

PARISH.

8ECOND

Rev. Smith Baker, of Lowell, preached from
1 Sam. 10:22—“Atid ttie Lord answered, behold he hath hid himself among the Btuff.”
The text was selected, like many that Christ

that

DIKJ0O9.

np

Dangerous Travelling.
As Mr. Wm. Littlefield, who is a travelling
salssman for L. J. Perkins & Co., confection«ji this city, was driving
along through a
lece of woods near Stratford, N. H., Friday
afternoon, suddenly there was the sharp crack
of u revolver shot and a bullet whistled past
Mr. Littlefield’s head, in rather too close quar-

went

strikes. Corridon got to “first” on an
error, and Barnes ended the inning by “out on
No
runs.
fly.”
Seventh Inning.—Peavey—The men went
out in one, two three order at “first,” the last
man on a sharp throw from "short.”
Dirigo—Riley opened with a hit to shortstop,
who made a wild throw to "first,” and Riley
took his “third.” Dooley hit to centre field,
and it was "muffed,” Riley scoring. Dooley
got caught between bases, and was out. McGlinchy went out to "second,” and Morway
got his “first” on a weak hit and splendid running; he, however, got out at "second.” One
run.
Score 11 to 5.
out on

MUBIO

m

No. 37;Plum Street.

d

